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As the twentieth century comes to a close, we can reflect on the many changes that our society has undergone through the

telegrams to telephones to e-mail. The entertainment world listened to shows on the radio like "Lone Ranger," but as

Simpsons." In the music world, we have developed from records to 8-tracks to compact disks, and such artists as Bing
buns lo bobs to dreads; skirt lengths have risen from ball gowns to poodle skirts to microminis; pants have gone from
community, we started out as Ward Seminary evolving into Ward Belmont, and finally Harpeth Hall. As the century
"Through The Century" for the 1998-1999 Milestones . Good Luck in the vear 2000!
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years. We have seen popular drinks go from phosphates to milkshakes to smoothies: forms of communication evolve from

television developed their love was for "i Love Lucy" and "90210." and "Mickey Mouse." "Bullwinkle." and finally "The

Crosby and Ella Fitzgerald to Elvis and Diana Ross to Michael Jackson and Whitney Houston. In fashion, hairstyles have gone from

knickers to bell bottoms to jams. Alter school pastimes like hopscotch and hula hoops have turned to in-lineskates. in our own

comes to a close, we wish to commemerate the events that it has left behind. For this reason, we, the editors, chose the theme
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Magistra"

How many years must you spend on Harpeth Hall's

campus to really know everything about it. This person has

roamed the Harpeth Hall campus for about 35 years of her life.

After spending four years as a student at Harpeth Hall, she took

a break to attend Randolph-Macon Women's College in

Virginia. She then went on to gain her B.A. in teaching at

Peabody College. However, it wasn't long before her bright

and smiling face returned to Harpeth Hall with enthusiasm.

There is no doubt that she passes that enthusiasm on to her

students. Many of her Latin students have a ritual of rushing

into her colorful room, decked with Roman posters every day

and shouting "Magistra," her well known nickname. Whether

by playing a competitive game of Certamen or by having a

Roman Banquet, she always seems to find a way to make
learning exciting year after year. However, she is not just a

teacher but a loving wife and mother. She is also a caring pet

owner ofher dog Athena, appropriately named after the goddess,

of course. She is truly a gift to Harpeth Hall, for she has a way
of making an impact on those around her. There is no way of

going through an entire day without her congratulating you for

some simple talent or just smiling and asking about your day.

She makes every student feel as ifshe is able to accomplish any

task. The Latin phrase that most encompasses her is "VENI,
VIDI, VICI," meaning, "I came, I saw, I conquered." That is why
the Upper School has chosen to dedicate the 1998-1999

Milestones to Mrs. Joyce Ward.



"Special K"

Patient, witty, caring, compassionate, always sharing

a warm smile with those around her: these are just a few of the

traits that make this woman such a valuble member of the

Harpeth Hall community. She finds creative ways to help her

students understand their studies. She is a caring wife, and she

is a loving mother for Seth and Molly. She is not only a

teacher, but a friend to everyone. She is always there for her

students, whether as a fan at a soccer game or as an

understanding listener outside of the classroom. She keeps

everyone at Harpeth Hall well informed about concerns in the

community. Her deep love for her students shows in the

compassionate way she treats them. She is a woman who

should be held in highest regard by all who know her. It is

obvious that faculty and friends love her as much as the

students do. Mrs. Kaplan sets a wonderful example for all of

the girls at Harpeth Hall. She is someone who has left a mark

on all that have had a privelege ofknowing her. Thus, the eighth

grade class has chosen to dedicate the 1998-1999 Milestones

to Mrs. Rita Kaplan.



Throughout the last two years, Mr. Chapman has made numerous contributions

to the Harpeth Hall community. He has addressed important issues,

strengthened the Upper School, Student Council and Honor Council, and

initiated the outdoor program. He has served as a teacher, advisor,

administrator, and friend to all girls in the upper school. He is a complete

people person. Unfortunately, the 1998-99 school year will be Mr.

Chapman's last at Harpeth Hall. Mr. Chapman has come to believe that his

career as Upper School Director has moved him away from the things he

loves the most. He is eager to pursue his interests in curriculum

development. Mr. Chapman will be greatly missed in the Harpeth Hall

community, but we wish him well in his future plans.

A /(MUST CttiC£*£rt

Capturing Quotes About Mr. Chapman:

" I think it's really cool that he used to have a farm!" --Morgan Ogilvie

" He seems really open-minded... it's hard to be a freshman, and I think he welcomed us really

well." -Taylor Middleton

" I've never known a man so passionate in his devotion to the noble sport of four-square."
--Lindsay Voigt



It seems as if Ms. Reed knows everyone, doesn't it? She should because she's been the smiling

face behind the HH Upper School front desk for thirty-one years now. Retirement from Harpeth

Hall is in her plans, but rest assured that Ms Reed's legacy is far from over. We will never forget

what she has given our school community, and most of us will forever stand in awe of her

incredible golf skills. We will miss her good humor as we sign in and out ofthe office, and we will

miss the familiarity of her presence that allows us to call this school our home. The best of luck

and happiness to you, Ms. Reed! We will miss you greatly, and no one will ever take your place.

Ms. Cox and Ms. Reed are pretty in red.

Reminiscing About Reed:

" The high point of my day is signing out in the afternoon because that's

when I get to see Miss Reed. I am just grateful that she was here through

my senior year... she's an institution at this school!" —Kristin Wilson

" Miss Reed is leaving?! Well just yank the foundations out from under

the school, why don't you!" -Margo Martin

" Her friendly comments and lovely smile always bring sunshine to my
day." —Emily Phy

Above: Ms. Reed hanging out with some of the HH faculty.

Far Left: Ms. Reed and Mr. Chapman sporting a new look.

Center: Ms. Reed, Ms. Baughman, and Ms. Smith pose outside of

Souby Hall.
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Summer
As the final bell ofthe final class on the final day ofschool gloriously sounded

in early June, all students were abuzz with summer plans and excitement.

Whether it was a trip abroad, Governer's school, that great summer job,

chillin * at the pool, orjust vegging on the couch and catching up with all the

good friends on daytime TV, it's safe to say that faculty and students alike

were thrilled when the lazy days ofsummer finally arrived. The weatherwas

anything but predictable and El Nino kept us guessing whetherwe shouldbe

wearing swimsuits or overcoats from day to day. Students found fun and

excitement right here in Nashville. They did everything from Dancin' in the

District to playing a good game ofcards. Although our summer experiences

took us nearand far. we can all still agree on one thing; that once again, summer

was way TOO short!

Christie Caldwell, Alyssa Abkowitz, Kate Berry, and

Rachel Cherney had a blast juat hangirf out!

(above) Megan Newman-Miller and

Hannah Galbraith revel in the sun.

(right) Raleigh Anne Nimpkinv.Jiist

monkeyin' around'

(top) Seventh Grade swimming party. ..NO COMMENT!

(above) First Pres. mission trip to Jamaica



Top 10 things to do in Nashville

10. Playing outside in the scorching summer

sun

9. Partying at the Mix Factory

8. Watching summer reading

7. Chilling at the park (deep wells)

6. Going to Lynard Skynard and Dave

Matthews

5. Having all nighters with friends

4. Watching soaps

3. Going to movies in the park

2. Dancin" in the District

1. SATCO

(top left) Girls from Harpeth Hall had a ball in Pans!

!

(top right) Raleigh Anne Simpkins, Virginia Pirkle,

Anna Hance, and Anna Mayo.

(above) Katy Adams and Elizabeth Mills blush as

they cuddle with Dawson's Creek's star Joshua

Jackson.

(left) All dressed up with nowhere to go!

(top left) Emily Dade, Lisa Shipp, and

Sarah Koch relax in the comfort of their

own home.

(above) 8th graders muggin' for the

camera!

(left) Hastings and Amanda show their

"sour" smiles!

Top 10 things to do outside of Nashville

10. Tanning in the HOT sun

9. Voyaging to New York

8. Tanning in Graceland

7. Seeing the sights

6. Tanning in Destin

5. Flying to Europe

4. Tanning at the Lake

3. Going on college visits

2. Caravanning to Monteagle

1. TANNING!

13



Back To School
The 1998-1999 school year began on August 19 with

registration. It was back to their old routines for the

sophomores, juniors, and seniors, but for the freshmen, it

was a brand new experience. In order to make the transition

from junior high to high school as painless as possible, the

juniors helped their little sisters with thejoys ofregistration.

Some of these joys were getting all of their extremely heavy

books for their classes, showing them the freshmen lockers,

and running them through their schedules. School began

August 20 with old girls and new girls coming to school in

that great green plaid skirt, which was probably a little

tighter this year for the returning girls. Everybody gathered

in the auditorium to hear Ms. Ann Teaff, the new head of

school, welcome all to the brand new school year of

opportunities. School had officially begun, with all of its

stress, frustration, and the beginning of those late-night

studv sessions. There is no turning back now. Shocked about your schedule? Annie is.

You know you're back to school when...

- You wear the same outfit everyday and you are

PROUD of it!

- Lettuce costs $4.75, peanut butter and jelly costs

$2.10, and a packet of ketchup is "gonna cost ya."

• You are forced to carry chem. flashcards in your

purse while on dates.

You can't go ANYWHERE in Nashville during the

day without a note.

- Your mind ceases to function without the help of

bells.

A three-by-five piece of pink paper strikes fear

into the hearts of all those around you.

- You can't add anything without a calculator

(including 2+2).

- The words "fresh" and "man" are unappealing.

- Getting to bed while the sun is still out is your

greatest aspiration.

- Your idea of checking out the guys is watching

the "male posse" go through the lunchhne



Senior Picnic

What better way to begin the year than with a picnic? Ms. Teaff invited the senior class to Kirkman

House for an informal gathering on the summer evening of August 20. Everyone brought blankets

and sat comfortably on the lawn. While enjoying the delectable Southern dinner prepared by Barb

and Jude, we played an interesting name game so that Ms. Teaffand her husband could get to know

each ofus a little better. (We got to know more about each other in the process, as well). Each person

around the circle introduced herself and explained the origin of her name. The activity shed a new

light on many people's names and was very entertaining. Everyone had a wonderful time. Most

importantly there was a positive tone set for the beginning of our senior year with Ms. Teaff.

Ms Teaff reaches out to the senior class.

Ashley Smith, Emily Cummings. Amanda
Brown, Sara Mason, Sarah Lodge, Cate Connery

(above) Sara Beesley, Brett Parsons, Michelle Wright, Vanessa Falk and

Catherine Boehm are excited about getting the entire senior class

together again,

(left) Ms. Teaff seems thrilled about meeting the seniors.

Top 10 Senior Names

10. Hayes Blair

9. Dearing Davis

8. Olga Palatnik

7. Waller Mclnnes

6. Hastings Beard

5. Caroline Richardson, CPR
4. Helana Anderjack

3. Markell Lewis

2. Brett Parsons

1. Kunmeng Zhang
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Under Construction

As you trip over the 3 by 5 wooden board covering the cracked concrete stairs on

your way to the drama section of Harpeth Hall's campus or as you climb over

orange tape going from one building to the other around the middle school you

ask yourself the following question: *' When will the construction be done?" The

answer to that is very soon and the outcome will be well worth your trouble.

Although not totally finished, the lunchroom has been completely remodeled to

better fit the needs of the student body and faculty. Although there have been

student comments about the private dinning room, inclosed by sound proof glass,

resembling a fish tank slash observation box, it provides a quiet and relaxing area

for teachers and special guests away from the roar of the cafeteria. Aside from

these improvements, the track has been totally resurfaced in a lovely red and there

is talk of a new library sometime in the near future. So remember the next time

you see the "Campus Construction Underway" sign or you trip over orange tape

while walking and cramming for that European next period that in the end, the

improvements to our school will be well worth the inconveniences.

Above: An off hour in the cafeteria.

Below: The sun sets ona hard day's work

Above: I hope the trash man is on his way.

Below: Our spiffy new track.



Above: Where did that brick wall come from?

Below Left: The supply truck is loaded and ready.

Below Right: CAUTION?!?!?

When Will The Construction End?

"When did it start?"

"Never!"

"Tommorow...rm sure of it!'

"Will it ever end?"

"I don't mind it.. .really."

"Touchy subject."

"April 10 at exactly 3:19 pm.

"What construction?"

The porch is gone

17



Student Spaces

Stairwells, computer labs, the math/science lobby, across from
Bullard (except in the oh-so-spacious cubbies)...do these places sound
familiar? These are j ust several ofthe areas where students may not leave

their book bags. Are there any other places students can leave their bags
while taking a break from their vigorous studies? Many students say"NO!"
and wonder iftheir tired backs will ever get a breakfrom the strain oflugging

a 501b. L.L.Bean around . When their scoliosis gets too painful, students

plop their bags in the forbidden areas. This results in numerous pink-slips

and no access to these areas, as well as much discussion about the

unfairness ofthe school. Students can always look forward to dropping
their bags in a legal zone and racing to a 1 0:30 assembly for a sermon about
where not to put their book bags. The rules and regulations are taken to

heart after several assemblies and even more pink-slips.

Above: Inside the Senior House

Above: Are those freshmen?

Left: Students eagerly rush to class

18



Transportation

Above: The Cummings-Mobile

Look out! ! ! It's a golfcart! ! ! Is itcoming afteryou? Didyou remembertohangyour parking

tag on your rearview mirror?? Or did you cut through the Do Not Enter entrance asyou whiz into

the parking lot one minute before the second bell? Parking at Harpeth Hall is not as easy as it would

seem. With golfcarts speeding frantically around, moms parked in numbered spaces, and half-

awake girls rushing to get to class, what's a girl to do??? Once you've battled the parking lots,

you must tackle the congested hallways. You head up to English only to find that you can not move

due to massiveamounts ofunderclassmen with their large backpacks attached to their side. When
the bell rings, you rush to get a note offthe class board that your best bud left you, but you can't

quite get there. It's like a bad dream; you hurry to get somewhere, but you just can't move. Your

day goes on , and finally it's time to go home and get a snack, but once again the parking lot is your

enemy. With the radio blasting, your shirt untucked, and your seatbelt tightly fastened, you put

her in reverse, but wait...there are cars backed up right behindyou, all trying to get out ofthe parking

lot, moms rushing in to get out ofthe hook-up line, and all you want to do is leave! ! ! Eventually

you hitHobbsand are on yourway to freedom, until the nextmorningwhen the battle begins again.

Where is that purple pathfinder going? The overhead shot!

What% ofHH students

gets a carwhen they turn 16?

95% do

5% don't

Left: Kafy and Hastings in da' hood.

19





AAAAAAGGGHHHHHH ! ! !

!

As you stagger into school at 7:59 on Monday morning with your 50 lbs.

backpack on your back and your barely-bound binder crammed full of

papers that just keep piling up, you come to realize that you've forgotten

your lunch. But there's no turning back now. As you race up the stairs,

frantically tryingtocram some last minute info intoyouralready fried brain,

you come to the abominable awareness that it's only Monday, 8 am, and

you still have the entire week ahead of you. It's now 8:50, and you're

crawl ing down the stairs afterjust failing your AP Chem test. As you are

rushing to your next class, the ever-enthusiastic freshmen are clogging up

the hallways, preventingyou from getting to English. Soyou try to slip into

class unnoticed, just two minutes afterthe second bell. As luck would have

it, to greet your weary eyes, your teacher holds up the vile pink slip. You

think to yourself, "Great! As if I have 45 extra minutes to spend wasting

my life away in detention". Your day continues without too much

excitement, until you burst out ofschool right as the 3 :20 bell rings. You

race to your car, only to find that the maintentance men have hit it in the

middle of their golf cart races. Since your day has been overly stressful

from pink slips, tests, and journal entries, you decide to forego the mall,

because of the wrath of cleanliness. You get home, do half of your

homework hoping to go to bed early, but you end up going to bed at the

normal 1 am. Hopefully, tomorrow will be better.

Above left: The Milestones editors unwind

Left: "I'm going to kill you!"

Left: The essense of

beins a senior

Ways to relieve STRESS...

—Sleep

-Stand on your head and try to recite the alphabet

backwards

-Shower

-Throw things (like history books ) at the wall

-Soak in the Jacuzzi tub

-Take a drive by yourself and try to get lost

-Waste time on Ms.Garrison's sofa

-Exercise at the YMCA
-Hit people

-Dr. Hopple 's "Primal Scream Therapy"

Below: "Wow! I haven't

done cut and paste

since...

21



Chocolate, who said chocolate?" "Hey.

where did my chips go?" "What do you mean
they ' re out ofsoft pretzels'?" Do you feel yourself

saying these things when it's fifth period and

your running low on energy, even though you had
lunch fourth period at 10:30 in the morning?

Well, ifyour answer is yes, then you're definitely

a Haller. Besides Dr. Echerd's AP European

tests, food is the next thing on your mind 24/7.

Whetheryou're running through the halls looking

for the ever-present Harpeth Hall bagel, or

wondering where the water bottles have
disappeared to. you realize along with your books,

TI-82, and your science notes that the real

necessity at the Hall is FOOD. As a student you
have an epiphany that the Mentem Spiritumque

Tollamus motto should be changed from "Lifting

up the mind and spirit" to "Lifting up the mind and

bagel."

Above: Senior House Stash

Jottom Left: Did somebody's mommy pack their lunch?

lop Middle: Whal kind ol lunch is that?

Vbove: Aren'l you missing one ol the food groups?

Lauren enjox s her lunch. Snow White enjoys her apple.

Jl



MMMMM...YUMMY!
Scary Food Statistics

The average person consumes 2000 calories per day

The Harpeth hall student consumes 6000 calories per day

The average person balances their food groups for every meal

The Harpeth hall student relies on the food groups containing only salts and sugars

The average person chows down 3 bagels per week (maybe)

The Harpeth hall student chows down 15 bagels weekly

The average person's microwave lasts for 15 years

A Harpeth hall microwave lasts for two days (hopefully)

The average person drinks two Evian bottles per week

The Harpeth hall student drinks two Evian bottles per day

The average person eats a bar of chocolate once a month

The Harpeth hall student eats 3 bars daily

At the average fast food restaurant mustard and ketchup are complimentary

At Harpeth hall...

Kristin chows down in the Senior House.

Below: Since when does the cafeteria have a

candeliaht Renaissance buffet?

Are you eating in the lobby?

love my fruit cup!

Ms. Higgins' Haystacks

Ingredients: chocolate or butterscotch

chips, oriental noodles,

peanuts, marshmellows.

Directions: -melt chocolate chips

-stir in oriental noodles

-stir in peanuts

-stir in marshmellows

-with a spoon, dip out large

spoonfuls and place them on

a large peice of wax-paper.
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Thank Goodness for Weekends

Dating Disasters

Katie I (ill- "1 was on a dale with this guy. Matt Damon -maybe you've heard of him. Anyway, we
were sitting and talking about colleges, and I was saying how I'd never go to an all-women's college.

See there was this one that keeps sending me stuff even though I told them I wasn't interested. So
I'm bashing this college, and he says "My mom went to that college", and he gets up and walks out of
this nice restaurant, and I newer see him again. And I've never had a date sincc.it scarred me."

"Ihis Iraternit} brother set me up on a blind date, and we were going to the Vanderbilt-Alabama
football game. I'm fanatical about time so I picked her up early and we got there 30 minutes before
kickoff We were on the 30-yard line, no one else was there, and the AL band was practicing. My
date leaned over and said 'How could it already be halftime?' It went downhill from there"-Mr.

Springman

"<
)! course I'\e newer had a bad date!" Dr. I eherd

JUlftJti.

Lazy summer days

24
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Above: Aren't those a little small?

Below: Friends forever

A GLANCE INTO THE WEEKEND LIFE OF THE HH STUDENT WHO PER
CHANCE IS NOT ATTENDING AN MBA SPORTING EVENT.

The Frosh

Who: You and 6 of your closest friends.

Where: Freshman mixer, Funscape or Lion's Head
Transportation: Mom's suburban

Food: Dalt's, popcorn or the bagel you brought with you in your pocket.

Dress: 6-inch heels, tight jeans (zipped up with the help of pliers), deep v-neck shirt

With Wonderbra, hoop earrings, 2 inches of make-up, hair arranged on top of head.

(What else does one where to the movies?)

Best Date Movies: Clueless, Scream (the latest), and Varsity Blues

Music: 102.5, Master P, Top 40

The Soph

Who: As many people as can fit into your brand new SUV.
Where: En route to a party you will not be allowed in to, so. . . Woodmont Park.

Transportation: Volvo, Wrangler, Pathfinder, Cherokee, or Tahoe
Food: SATCO or Fido's

Dress: Jeans, J-Crew, or Abercrombie

Best Date Movies: There's Something about Mary, Cheerleader's Wild Weekend, Friday.

Music: NSYNC, Led Zeppelin, Dave, The Doors

Above Left: Women in Black

Bottom: Trapped in the Eighties

The lunior

Who: Your boyfriend for those of you with one, and maybe another couple.

Where: A party, until the sophomores show up... asphalt circle, WAFFLE HOUSE.
Transportation: The vehicle of whoever gets suckered into driving.

Food: Anything and everything within a 5-mile radius, especially pizza.

Dress: Gap, Banana Republic, J-Crew, or the ever-popular sweatpants and a tee shirt.

Best Date Movies: Cheesy 80's flicks, horror movies, Can't Hardly Wait

Music: Lightning 100, cheesy 80's, 103.3

The Senior

Who: Your college application or term paper

Where: The kitchen of your own home, maybe the living room if you're feeling "adventurous'

Transportation: Whoever has gas

Food: Chocolate, Ice Cream, Bagels- yummy, and water.

Dress: Whatever you wore to Dud's Day- last week
Best Date Movies: Dirty Dancing- duh!

Music: You never grew out of the cheesy 80's phase.

25



Community Service

Now , perhaps more than ever before, Harpeth Hall students are taking strides to reach out and act

as catalysts for the amelioration of our Nashville community. Whether it's through the Habitat for

Humanity program, or clearing debris from tornado damage. HH girls have shown that they are not

afraid to roll up their sleeves and get their hands a little dirty. The Habitat for Humanity program

is now several years in the running as one of HH's biggest community service projects. Students

raise the money to pay for materials and then take an active role in the construction of homes for

families in need. Students are also involved in a variety of other important programs including

"Peer Education" and P.U.L.S.E. Day (both sponsored by the Oasis Center) and volunteer work at

the Nashville Humane Society. The Key Club has provided opportunities for all students to give

back to the world around them, though any student will tell you that to give is truly to receive.

Above: Some one is ready to go play

Above Seniors walk fbr the cure Above: Smile for the camera Above: Mary Cres shares a story

*y ^
Jessica and Sand) arc eager to serve Didn't 1 sec you on WB'? Am I suppose to be taking notes?



Above: Lunch break

t Below: Where do all of these go? Right Below: Workin' hard, diggin' that hole

Where does Harpeth Hall find

community service???

Race for the Cure

Habitat for Humanity

P.U.L.S.E.

Tornado Relief

Humaine Shelter

Various Daycares

27
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Oen/'tlor ass

Senior Class Officers

President - Katy Manier

Vice-President- BlaireMcMeans

Secretary - Hastings Beard

Treasurer - Irene Jackson

Parlimentarian - Catherine Boehm

Spirit Leader- Meg Milam

Best Senior Nicknames

Ellen Elton

Paine Pagina

Tiffany T.Watts

Markell Merk-ell

Bunny Bunty

Genny Guin-dog

Susan W./ Brie Patooty

Liz Vesjan

Abby Slabby

Irene Reeny
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Senior Superlatives

Most Likely to Make a Frosh Cry: Peyton Waggoner

MONTGOMERY BEiTacade

maturr"*1—

'

rir

Biggest MBA Fan: Ashley Fairey

Best All Around: Katy Manier

Biggest Brown-Noser: Hastings Beard Most in Love M.irv nine Winter and Miller H.utisoii



Most Atheletic: Brie Brown

Wittiest: Annie Biter

t

Most Likely to be Arrested: Martha Grace Orman Most in Love with Harpeth Hall: Margo Martin

Most Likely to Succeed: Emily Cummings Loudest: Susan Clark Quietest: Maria Gumina
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Alii Alfery: Biggest math whiz.

Helana Anderjack: Most likely to have a first aid kit in her backpack.

Emily Baker: Most likely to be in "love."

Kelleigh Bannen: Most likely to flip her hair.

Haley Barnett: Most likely to wear household items as a hair clip.

Annie Baron: Most likely to marry a "Trojan Man."
Hastings Beard: Most likely to get out of any school assignment.

Sara Beesley: Most likely to have a wreck while sucking her thumb.

Beth Bishop: Most likely to wear flaming red lipstick.

Annie Biter: Most likely to work at "Hooters."

Hayes Blair: Biggest worrywart.

Catherine Boehm: Most likely to have a spider bite.

Amanda Brown: Most likely to ski on every school holiday.

Brie Brown: Most likely to do it all.

Ellen Bucy: Most likely to randomly break into song.

Abby Carden: Most likely to be distracted while driving.

Susan Clark: Most likely to fight with Mr. Springman.

Cate Connery: Most likely to buy her wedding dress before she graduates from high school.

Lynn Crabtree: Most likely to direct a Geena Davis movie.

Emily Cummings: Most likely to start researching for a paper 6 hours before it is due.

j
Courtney Curb: Most likely to have a permanent long-distance relationship.

8'
Dearing Davis: Most likely to become a youth minister.

Amanda Dixon: Most likely to buy a school-bus-yellow car that matches her backpack, watch, etc.

! Ashley Fairey: Most obsessed with her current boyfriend,

g Vanessa Falk: Most likely to not drive her car when it's raining,

s Ann Finley: Most likely to marry her high school sweetheart.

Evyn Fuller-Smith: Most likely to marry a hot Amish farmer.
'
, '* Lauren Gaffney: Most likely to never return a phone call.

Sara Glassford: Most likely to be in the closet.

Maria Gumina: Most likely to communicate telepathically.

Susan Harris: Peppiest.

Sarah Harwell: Most likely to be a teenybopper forever.

Maggie Holt: Most likely to be leggin'.

. Hadyn Jackson: Most likely to have a confederate flag / dirty joke.

Irene Jackson: Most likely to choke on a pen top while watching the weather channel.

t

Vanessa Jones: Most likely to stalk Brady Anderson.

Markell Lewis: Most likely to talk 500 words per minute.

I Sarah Lodge: Most likely to kiss and tell.

j

Katy Manier: Most likely to write a jingle for her presidential campaign.

| Margo Martin: Most likely to not shave her legs.
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Sara Mason: Most likely to be a Southern Belle.

Andrea Mazer: Most likely to wear a pink headband and belch everyday.

Waller Mclnries: Most likely to be mistaken for an islander.

Blaire McMeans: Most likely to visit the infirmary at Starwood.

Meg Milam: Most likely to touch a gimp.

Lucy Mudter: Most likely to throw the biggest party ever.

Morgan Ogilvie: Most likely to wear her uniform on a Dud's Day.

Martha Grace Oman: Most likely to be arrested again and again and

Olga Palatnik: Most likely to eat chocolate for every meal.

Katharine Parish: Most likely to date a boy from Hendy.

Brett Parsons: Most likely to fight with Ned when she is 75 years old.

Emily Phy: Most likely to have her life color coded.

Jaclyn Power: Most likely to be mistaken for being intoxicated.

Michal Resha: Most likely to have her umbilical cord next to the butter in the fridge.

Caroline Richardson: Most likley to be unaware of her surroundings.

Paige Rumore: Most likley to be pulled over with 20 people in the suburban.

Lindsey Scruggs: Most likely to become Barbara Streisand/dress up as Xena.

Megan Simmons: Most likely to have remnants of food on her face.

Ashley Smith: Most likely to outline her history reading.

Kate Souder: Most likely to call "Shotgun" in a teacher's car.

Bunny Stream: Most likely to get in a wreck with a teacher/ambulance/rental car.

Liz Stringer: Most likely to marry a butcher.

Kelsey Thompson: Most likley to be accused of a foul crime.

Mirhi Verner: Most likely to be late for school everyday.

Lindsay Voigt: Sweetest.

Peyton Waggoner: Most likely to have forgotten her true hair color.

Maryanne Warner: Most likely to be president of a club.

Genny Ward: Most likely to bond.

Tiffany Watson: Most likely to date a redhead.

Susan Wesley: Most likely to talk about her fat rolls.

Becca White: Most likely to be buried with her car.

Kit Wilkinson: Most likely to cruise Second Avenue.

Kristin Wilson: Most likely to get a boy to like her and then ditch him.

Rebecca Workman: Most obsessed with her sisters.

Rachel Worrell: Most likely to attempt to prove someone wrong.

Michelle Wright: Most likely belch at her own wedding.

SaraZare: Sete

Sete Zare: Sara

Kunmeng Zhang: Most likely to szive you a hue in the hallway.



'We're gonna'

Party like it's

1999!"

-Prince

Alii Alfrey

Oh there you are. ..Do I know you?.. .No, but

there you are*How in the name of Zeus's

butthole*Ranger Joe*You drive?*Quarters

in Knoxville*State'98*Neil Walker*3
times?!*I don't know if I'm going to bring

my school. ..books*Quinnie*I am quitting

smoking*Chase*You ate my *@#$*&
corndog...That was my *#%$A& dinner*It's

not my problem*Pink man and blue
man*Fang*Late night 60's movies* greg

hall*Bearacudas*seshual chocolate
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Helana Anderjack
The Lunch Bunch*"You're soooo
cute!"*Search 181*Where should I put this?

Throw it in the woods, but we are in the
woods* Senior Tent*These are pearls
girls*HMS Pinafore*"Guys won't always
be there but girlfriends will*Exam slumber
parties*MES and feet*CC-chess coach-
Christine Carpenter*Baking for the guys*
InterpetiveD a ncing* Exercising
Angkor* Dance *Step*Chess* Outdoors
Program*Chorus*Ambassadors*LogosII*
French*Community Service *Thanks to my
family and friends*All my love, Helena

Emily Baker
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Kelleigh Bannen

Barrel or Bust*"All roads led to the capital*fhe

leg*Doc Don's house*Earthmother*the
.toast*Fat Tuesday's at noon*6:00am Winter

Formal*"Please God don't let it be
Kevin*Anonymous*"Peace to be..."*The
Ridler*LoveCircle*game ofcharades*the lucky

white lighter*v-dat!* Wednesday night

SATCO*"Haley would you be mad
if..."*graffiti's*themarines*Toadics#8*"Wicked

with whipping cream*Idi Bon-Homecoming
'97*Prom'98-nap with Mike*"You're wearing

green and you are ugly"*"get a load of the

sweed"*Maggie driving Omarie's van*Thank
you so much mom and dad and TayBame
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Annie Baron
Ladies*Whogotmefunk?*Seaside'98*Nacogdoches?

*Whatever Grayson's your Jenkins*Where's my
new American girlfriend?*Love ofmy life is a shady

Lady*'Tm shriveled up and wrinkled.."*Is that a

dead deer?*Disaster Weekend*Daddy mac will make
ya*Whatever floats your boat*Hello little

girl*Crispy!*It's time for a little Denim and

Diamonds*you suck reney*What is lave?*"Do not

let anyone look down upon you because you are

young, but set an example for the believers in speech,

in life, in love, and in faith" lTimothy4:12* Thanks

mom,dad,and amy for everything you' ve given me ! I

love you all!

Hastings Beard
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Granny Pooper*RoFoHo*Goldiemax* Janet
Marsh*Four times in one day ! *Bob Dog Family*
Rambob and Teetee * Caritas *SepfemberlO,
1997*Stop Sign Parties*The Reflecting
Jacket*Donut Den*Firecrotch*Matt's the
s***You look 12* werms *7th period
excursions*Wednesday night TV*A.G.A.A.
nite*lazy lab partner*chikin!*Strap it on*Would
you for an A?*BoBo and Bea Bea*Post
Nasal*Meg'sroof*Chaquetas*Chumpdaddy*
Memphis*Front Row Assembly*Full Moon
Festival*the stripper*BS=Bible Study

-'

Velcro Boy*"Hey, that boy looks so familiar!"

"Beth, that's your Winter Formal date!"*Grecian

waiters*"Oh, you're from Nashville?. You must be

big movie stars"*Shadt Herb Van*"We've had our

good times*Grayson Jenkins*l'autobus du

weiner*My baby got sauce*Compressed B (that's

for Dearing)*"Hey Dearster""Yeah Bethster!"*Dr.

Adele StiIlman*Prom night in the apartments*

Seaside'98*You're really devilling my crabs*We don't

need no education de-ni-na-ni*"I am a part of all that

I have met"'-Alfred Lord Tennyson
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Hayes Blair



IflSHB Catherine Boehm
Ariston*Track*Wrestling
Cheerleading*ScienceClub* Dance
Concert*BBG*GoodChicken,
Kitty*BigBusiness*SpringBreak
'98*Atlanta*MAH*GUYSSUCK*STBC*Donut
Den*Subway*AOL*Roger,Jimmy,and cardboard

box*Tool* Butterflies* Ranger Joe*Jimmythe

Greek *Beavethe Womanizer* Meg's
House*CowsandChickens-
Susan*Israel*Crusty*Capernicus*B*
7thperiodbondingwith Megan*Thanks to my
friends and family for all of your support
throughout the years* I love ya'll and I'll miss
ya'll! Keep in touch!

Amanda Brown

k



Brie Brown
Ariston* Soccer, Basketball, Softball 9-
12*Soph. Pres.*Student Council-Vice,
Pres*SueClark-Assertive?*Susan W.-2am hot
tub*gaffney-Boulders?*Zares-OurClub!*Mic-
Sueegey*LilBit-Will?*Where's
Peyton?* SAG-what munfth is it?*T Watt-red
heads*Vanessa J-T' is Good?*CBoehm-
Frequent Flyers-BabyBop!*McGugin-Black
Moma- smiles at Hilary*Long Legged
Lindsey*CayceM.-lilsis*MollyM-no
"A"? *Ballard-CORRUPTION* Junior
Prom*Homecoming*?@#!*I love all you guys-
K.I.T.*Weare all faced with a series of
opportunities beautifully disguised as unsolvable
problems-Unknown

Ellen Bucy
Eccowasin*Playmakersl-4Pres 3,4*JCL1-
4*Jesse's Sextuplets*Thanks Wanda*Chinese
night*We're just better than everyone else*Bei

Mir Bis Du Schon* Are you cold then,

Katie?*Sanibel*Holy mother of God, Is that

Ellen's butt or a mountain?*Did you go
downtown?*Tentis*Where is the third

world?*May 17, 1996*But he's purple!*The

cruise! !*Who's that girl with the big butt?*Elton

John*Belly*Bez*No other road, no other way,

no day but today!



Abby Carden

Haley, Are those your Dad's footsteps?*black

speedo*Maggie, Are your parents going

out?*Caroline's dead*6:00 on Meg's
roof* Haley, Mimi, do ya'll want to split a bottle

ofwine-4 bottles later.. ..*Doc Don's house*put

the fun back in funnel*Johnny 0*get a load of

the sweed*it brought a year to my eye*you have

small hands.... *Jarrett, I love you, I couldn'thave

asked for a better brother*Mom and Dad, I love

ya'll, thanks for everything

Susan Clark
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Cate Connery

Lynn Crabtree

Softball l-4*Soccer l-3*Fm going to be six

feet tall*A League of their Own*Mystery
Science Theater*Spring Break not in

Atlanta*Will?*One Fine Day*I never dated

him*Where's the pot?*My Best Friend's

Wedding* Something about 4 letter boys*Jukey

forever*Revenge is sweet*the lookout*Just

recycle*Conspiracy Theory?*My bubble has

been popped* 1 hour commute to Cali?*Pate's

the Best*TTFN!*Mom, thanks for your love.

You will always be my best friend



Emily Cummings

Courtney Curb
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Dearing Davis
Dazed*Dearster*Hombre*Not a Wrangler

*ghumun*mabel*ChristmasVillage*Rebecca's

Roof*He just looked pretty*Campouts*6fh

lunch*Cruisin to Kris zKross*penny
lane*compressed...*pick up your face*Hugo

Boss*swinging*yeah it is*80's dance*Sam*dog

night*BTJ*"Don't worry about a thing, cause

every little thing is gonna be alrighf-Bob

Marley*2Tim 1 :7*Mom, Dad, Brew, and friends

thank you for supporting, encouraging, forgiving,

and loving me through the years. I love you

Amanda Dixon
Jackson with BigBob*JenDo2?*Smooth
#33*Luigi Pact*3& 4 Prom*Gen and I in

driveway*Orlando, Mexico, Jamaica*Thanks for

everything FPC*Katy, Ben and Jerry's?*rm with
Pete*Em's driver's seat*Graffitti's*Ripley,

Pippen, Raja, &Calf*Cuernavaca*woohoo Lucy,
my nails are done*Seaside 96, 97, 98, or

bust*Beth and Annie. ..it was great*Ev, Kell,

Soudi, Suz, Kkkkaty, AB, Shelly, Em, Wal, RBF
I luv you all*Gen, I couldn't have done it without
you, good luck out there, I love you!*Mom &
Dad, I couldn't have asked for better, thanks for

everything. I love you. Love, Miss Lucky



Ashley Fairey

FCA-pres*Lo20sII
Editor*Track*Soccer*CC*SCUSE!*Let-
ter*Room 201*pretty shady*The love, Ashley,
the love!*cock-n-balls*Shaving cream
&toothpaste*my nipples are perky*pina
coladas*These are wonderful !*blank-a-doodle-
doo*Prefontaine*breasteses*Robb and David's
sho\ver*SANIBEL '98*Tunica*You taste
like...*assho'*why don't you just go play with
ourselPJB or BJ?*Hey Babe!*corn-on-the-
cobb-Robb*vous etes americaine?*D.C.
'98*Fairster*Didn't you graduate lastyear?*I've
got two pickles! *MBA*Mom, Dad, and David-
Thanks for everything! I love you!

Vanessa Falk

-

STANIEL CAY YACHT CLUB

Angkor*Riflery l-4*Art Club l-4*Sport
Shooting Club4*MBA Wrestling Cheerleading
4*Bahamas '98*HOT TUB*Party Cove*No
U=tums in Bikinis*Smash Head*Bustedatthe
Burgee *discotecas*chupitos* "Pedro"* Pimp
Day*district*Juanita*"cup, keep it clean, tell

him"*yellow bird*stalking random boys-Waffle
House&Aquinas*Susanandthe
Chippendale*bottle-o-gold*theywere
c h i 1 1 i n ' a n d f 1 o a t e d a w a y * K a 1 i k
Gold*Noxema*01dham's*DISCO
QUEENS*Love Butcher*Redneck drive-
by*Thanks to Mom, Dad, Todd, and all my
friends*Class of '99, you're the best! ! ! ! ! ! *Don't
forget to party like its 1 999! !!!!!!!!!!!!!

!
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Ann Finley

Ariston*Dance Clubsl-4*Key Club l-4*Stud

Council l-4*#33 Boost me up*Lugey
pact*pantry b-fasts*scoop and roll and down
relax*Ztown*DeadWarman*Paoli
Peaks*McMemories*Raja
Calf*Jamaica*Photo III chats*elephant

shoes*'Though nothing can bring back the hour

of splendor in the grass, of glory in the flower;

we will grieve not, rather find strength in what

remains behind
,,

-Wordsworth*Thanks Mom,
Dad, Til, Cuz, Fam, and Friends, I love you and

miss you!



Lauren Gaffney
"Friends are the bacon bits in the salad of life"-

CBO*MattiePattieFattie*Your Mama*Brian
Reese*Jumping Bushes*Beach Dances*Destin
"97 '98*Wrong way on Belle Meade*We call

this illegal parking*Stripper*Sweedish
stud*Who are you?*Quiddle with your
quarks*MS150*Pedro*Spain*I'm tired

t o * P i m p i n * R e d n e c k D r i v e -

by
,

s*BottleoGold*FlagsForever*the
roof*Jhonny*Smashhead*Ms. Mabe*Jax,
Mattie, Ness- you are my disco queens*Mom,
Dad, Andrea, and Dave-you have made me a

better person*! love you f
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Maria Gumina

Susan Harris
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Sarah Harwell

Maggie Holt



Hadyn Jackson

Ariston*Key
Cliib*Basketba]]*MilestDnes*Cheerleading*TeiTnis*JCL*

Brown Biscuit*Cruisin Second and the
Frats*Seaside*Tail of a Rat*What happens to

the Reindeer?*Fm shriveled up and
wrinkled* Wish Cotton was a Monkey*Punk Ass
Ghetto Bird*Cancun*Lifegaurd Parties* Trojan
Man*Booty Call*Cheech and Chong*Jerry
Garcia*Hoss*Chopper*Lady "C"*Ding Dong's
and Ho Ho's*Take Dead Aim*Icees at

Texaco*Thanks to my friends and family for

your unconditional love and support* You mean
everything to me

Irene Jackson
Tnad*Class Treasurer 2,4*Honor Council 3 *Key
Club, Secretary 3*Ambassador Society
4*Milestones 3,4*Jazz*Ballet*If we ruled the
world. ..*Cruisin2nd*Stable
Sable&24*Missy*Krystaland
Icees*Graffitti

,

s*Belgium Alex* Washington
'98*Habitat* Where's the band?*Tassel*Dancin'
in the District fall*flowmaster*Disaster
Weekend *FatAlbert*SATCOcon
queso*shears*Ladies*902 1 O/Dawson's Creek
obsession*Cancun '99*Cruise frats*never-
ending jean search*You suck!*Pueblo
Dip*Dingbats and Hoho ,

s*Yellow Zebra*Magis
BlueBus*Comeongirls! *pan
stick*Accutane! *Mom, Dad, and Katie, thanks
so much for all of your love and support!
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Markell Lewis

Angkor*Milestones 3,4 photo editor 4*.JCL

4 secretary 4*Key Club l-4*Cum Laude

4*Honor Council 4*Cross Country 4*Mo
Trial 2*Art Club 3*Art II Award 2*"It is bett

to nnain silent and be thought a fool than to op*

your mouth and remove all doubt"- Mark Twait

"We may win, we may lose, but we will never 1

here aeain"-The Eagles
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To The Women Who Have Walked With Me
To the women who have walked with me
I say a loving thanks,

We've covered lots of inner ground

While covering our shanks.

We've talked of poetry and clothes

And recipes and mothers,

Decor and war andour

Significant male others.

We've talked of social policy

Of things we love and fear.

Of fate and weight and films and books

(And scandal was big this year.)

Together we've laughed and cried

And grown a little older.

Without you all, my world would seem

Much lonelier, much colder.

And so once more my loving thanks

To friends who last and last.

May we continue walking slow

And talking very fast.

-Unknown
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Andrea Mazer

Waller Mclnnes
m »,* i «
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Blaire McMeans

Meg Milam
May 17* The cup* #8* But-hair* 10:00 in the

morning to 12:00 at night* Hippies* BillyJoel*

I've never...* Spontaneous trips to Memphis*
the widow* Meg and MG nights* Holy mother

of God, is that Ellen's but or a mountain* The
line* Anonymous and Denonymous* the roof*

But* Would you be mad if...* SAM* the wall*

3rd period* Are ya cold, then, Katie...* Ching
Ching* live porn show* the riot* party crew*

Omari's van - the love seat* Beck
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Lucy Mudter

Morgan Ogilvie

"Happiness is like a butterfly, the more you
chase it, the more it will allude you. But if you
turn your attention to other things, it comes
and sits softly on your shoulder."

-Nathaniel Hawthorne

"Put all your eggs in one basket, and watch that

basket!"



Martha Grace Orman
Sewanee 97/98* help me I'm dying* MMM
night* GWP* sparklers!* Rushhour* May 17*

here's to the men that we love* the drunk van*

Do the david* Monteagle* Who's ya daddy?*

Sarah's entangled* TEXACO* the cringe

factor* Barely Breathin'* riot in Meg's

driveway* Rosie's* Bahamas 96* I never*

Target night* LedZep 98* Jeff/Kerry* I know

you've been melancholy* Meg/Mg night*

hippies* My friends, Mom, Dad, Malice, Willie-

thanks for the good times. I'll miss you!

Olga Palatnik

Angkor* Chess Club* Mock Trial: 2-4* Modern
Dance: 2,3* Jazz: 3* Latin Club: 1-4* Yes, I

play chess* chocolate for breakfast in good for

you* Mockies* Dave in Memphis* Dr.E, is

there anything you do not know?* smoothies*

History nerd* when sleep becomes optional*

How many Lenin posters does one need?*

Rocky Horror* skimpily dressed chess team*

cute guys do play chess* Boy talks first period

with Helana!* The Lake!* Foot
comparacement* guitar* Beware of Chappy in

the bushes* Russian mafia in N.Y.* massage

circles* He is so ugly! To all my friends-I

love you, thanks for a great 4 years!



Katherine Parish
-Goodbyes are sad, no matter what the promise
of tomorrow is.

-What we truly and earnestly aspire to be that

in some ways we are.

"KP"* Kaper* Best Rib Isolator* Everyone
must think I'm a ...* The famous hair tuck*

-Michelle and Brett,

I will miss you. I love you. Amanda N.,

have a great senior year - stay sweet! Mom,
thanks for everything, you are the best! Class

of 99, I love you and good luck in all you do!

JL .
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Brett Parsons
BAP* Betty* Brettie* JCL 1-4, TJCL Secr.*Softball
1-4* Swimming 1,2,4* Angkor 1-4* It's

DaMario.. .we're naaaked* Paris* TJCL Chattanooga*
spiderman lunch box* Homecoming 98* DMB-
Crash* KP-Michelley weekends* Dancing in the

district* What did Ned do this time?* Frosh Bear Lair
study halls(Pate)* Lynard Skynard* Ohms* Phish*
J.Alexander chocolate cake!* 17th birthday-JDD*
park pictures* Simon* Tyler* 3rd/5thwheel*Camrys*
roses* Dirty Dancing* How's Conman?* S.Padre
98* Guys suck* Just wait, their time will come!*
Mom, Dad, Kristin - 1 can't express how much I love
ya!* Hey Guys! Hove you all... you've been the

greatest friends a girl could ask for... keep in touch
forever! :)
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Jaclyn Sontag Power* Triad* Jacks* Jax*
Jackie* TIGER* Bright Eyes* Pimpin'in
the caddy* Creatine* Juanita* "District

troubles"* trampoline* Altoids anyone?*
Jumpin' the bushes* I thought it was the

light switch, officer* Disco Dance* Illegal u-

turns in bikinis* Man, it's 3am already*
MBA Prom '98 in the bushes?* Lakehouse*
How'd you get that bruise?* Thanks Mom,
Dad, Doug, Pam, Stephen, Chris, Doug, Adair,
and all the rest. I love you all, for you're the

best.



Michal Resha

Caroline Richardson
Angkor* Modern Club* Tap Club* French Club*
Hallmarks* Penstaff* Science Club

Teatime* I want to go to England!* King Lear
Trial: Edgar vs. Edmund* Bibliophile* We need
more room for misinterpretation* A muffin a

day...* Anglophile* I love my cats!* TCBY* ...

and I never got a late slip!* Mr. Darcy* Uh-huh
girlfriend!* Elephant butt* Remember meat-
hod!*





Ariston* Track 2* Wrestling Cheerleader 2-3

captain 4* Donut Den* Chumpdaddy* Another
Saturday Night* Third period Sophomore year*

Stop sign party* Friday McDonalds* ChingChing
Money* cardboard box* the park* tool* STBC*
guys suck* good kitty* France '98 long live

Jean-Pierre* Spring Break '98 Lynn University*

picking guys up on 2nd Ave., literally* the sistas*

Adam - we will eat lots of ice cream* Thank you
Mom, Dad, Matthew, Alex. You've been there

through it all. I love you!* I'll miss you Class of
'99. Now let's party like it's 1999!

RF'V
I'm a flake!* stained glass days* "serenade" one

October weekend* A blooming flower and wacky

Chinese girl* Crimson and Clover.. .over and

over* "Giselle" willis* In and Out next to a

grouch* "Swan" peasant, princess, and bird*

wacky letters on versette - Did I write that?*

Melancholic of "Four Temperments"* "Success

is measured not so much by the position that one

has reached in life as by the obstacles which have

been overcome while trying to succeed"*
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Soudie* thigh* "I will survive"* who are you?*
- "Peace and love to thy wings. ..so that you may
fly above the clouds and rain and see the bright

splendor of life aside the stars and heavens..."
- "We all take different paths in life, but no

matter where we go, we take a little of each
other..."

And to my friends-

I love you with all my heart, always and
forever. Don't forget to keep that smile on your
face!

Bunny Stream

i -*



Elizabeth Ann Stringer* "Liz, sometimes life's

not fair."* Vegan* Little Precious* Tupperware*
Beck* "Would you be mad if..."* Friday nights

with Hast and Britty* melk and pellows* Prot.

vs. Buick* the red sweater* butt pinching* spas*

statutory rape* tech goddess* Dion
Sanders* pool table* windshield wipers* TCBY
cake* Kinkos at midnight* Marie's lying

problem* Megums - sorry about your 17th

birthday* Andrea, Hast, and Katy - thanks for

always being there for me* Sweet Cakes - this

pressy's for you* Mom and Dad - 1 know you'll

miss my good natured way!

Kelsey Thompson
May 17* HCGB* g-funks* Mike Dogg* Becca's

party* bat* party crew nights* butt* ken's gold

club* Keystone '98* hippies* fat dil* omari's

van* the love seat* Abby has four toes* beast* I

never...* #8* lured with a hamburger* Megan
voice* old man* fatco* only socks* the cousin

from Hell* traffic jam* Abby and Haley in the

trunk* To all my friends, thanks for the

memories. Mom Dad, and Anderson - thanks for

everything. I love you!



Lindsay Voigt
Rember meat-hod* Ocatago* Well, Miss
Cummings!* Shrine to Tolkein* Hi Stinkey!*
"We tend to be perfect"* yaw-haw, girlfriend*

Swing dancin" with Andy, Chris, and Stinky Pete
at GEC* Hallelujah!* Good morning,
Sarah...Arvide* Missy - Patty - Mariana* Darcy
and Muffins* I'd like to raise a family, I'd like to

sail away, and dance across the mountains on the
moon."*John Denver* buff in

1

the Gibbs room
table* Laughter is the best medicine!* "Mine
honor is my life - both grow in one" - Shakespeare*
"Thanks be to God for his unspeakable gift!" - II

Corinthians 9:15*



It's Damario.. .we're naked* Lynn and I, who'd-a-
thought* John Leary* sharp shooters* broken
eggs and shoe polish @ 3am* Burton Hills* I

have my own fun* The boy is mine* we're just
friends* the hair of many colors* Heather,
Saturday night 7 1

* Rachel, I'm kidding* 1 2's the
limit* the claddagh* remember the memories*
Lee, I love my sister* Michelley's hugs* VJNY*
Obsessive behavior* Angel's my Byronic hero*
TROJAN Man* will he ever come* Seyton!

Genevieve Ward
Eccowassin* Swiss Semester* Monali* Leenie*
Mock Trial 10-12* Guin-Dogg* Chizzy* FT*
the tank* John Denver with the fam* Portland*
Jamaica* Greg* Prom '97* Tee-tort* Pookie*
Rew* Beezer* FPC youth group* Bible study*
Devries* Colgate graduation* Clay* mock jokes*
my driveway* corky* g-ride* Destin algae*
Charlie* Kel* Hasta pasta* Ev, you're awsome*
Chance and Amanda, I wouldn't have made it

without you. You'll always be my best
friends...Thanks so much, family. You made it

all possible. I love you guys.



Ambassadors 2-3* Key Club 1-2, Vice President

3, President 4* Class Secretary 1-2, Class

President 3* French Club 1-4* "The MAXX!"*
What do you mean no band?* I completely forgot

to look for you!* Yeeeessss!* Harry Warner at

Sperry's* Allman Brother's Road Trip* key lime

impressions* The Lake and Sonic* Sea Island,

Dalts or Mozzarellas?* Seaside - Cafe Bazoki

Movie Star Sightings, Velcro Boy, Bahamas or

bust!* Hey Guys!* I'll miss you! Thanks Mom,
Dad, and Amy (Aims), I LOVE YOU!
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Susan Wesley
Patooty* Ptooty* Suewes* Baby Susie* Mattie*
Edddddddd (Forehand)* Godzilita* Susana*
Dancing Queen* Lester (refer to Vanessa's
jokes)* "Be young, be happy be foolish"* "Some
people come quickly into our lives and quickly
go. Some stay awhile, leave footprints on our
hearts and we are never the same."* Martha
Grace, Nessy, Laurena (Mattie), Jacks, Frazier,

Josh, Patooty-Brie, Pookie, Kitty, Sara and Sete,

I love you guys!* "Remember me for smiles and
laughter for that's how I'll remember you" (and
all the crazy — - we pulled in high school!)

My deepest thanx and love to my family! I love
you -> Mom, Dad, Chad and Colleen -> you are
all a part ofwho I have become. Friends -> as we
go our separate ways, remember Fm in debt to

you!* good kitty* and the rest* Summer of '98*

Spring Break '98* Boca Raton* Fiesta oh no 5-

0* 13* the Dipster* Chumpdaddy* Crusty*
Capurnicus* OJ* Maah* Donut Den* Cobwebs*
turn it down I smell something* Eli, I love you! *



Kit Wilkinson
Eccowasin* Tap* Ballet* French Club* Key
Club* Logos* If we ruled the world...* Woods
vs. Hugo* ghetto bird* Panstick* REBEL*
Velcroman* crispy critters* NAR* hohos Nd
dingbats* c'mon girls!* Flowmaster* SATCO*
Disaster weekend* Pargos mints* crusin' second

and frats* Binks* Mcmedstudent* Ladies!*

Habitat* police stop US!* it's edible* AP
English* Fat Albert* loop NashVegas* shears*

falling down stairs* Seaside* shady lady* camo*
pro sticks* baby got sauce* P&P* old people*

give 'em the window!* Let's BTJ!* Thanks,

everyone. ..we've had good times!

Kristin Wilson
"The beginning is scary and the end is always sad,

but it's the stuff in the middle that counts."

- Hope Floats

I just want to say thanks to all my friends and

family. Thanks for all of the memories, trauma,

stress and laughter. Every one of you is special

to me. I will never forget you.

Love,

Kris
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...and confused* shoeless* looked pretty* roof*

spinning after one* Meg, guardian angel-AD-
laugh* Ab, MMM* Where's Andy* Stones '97*

TP to drugs* Noah* I don't cruise, I go* bother

the drunks!* rebel* Dave, roughest times* Serd,

Kit, Aim, & D, & my friends, you are sunshine;

Mo regrets* Dad, Beth, Cath, Lee, Bugsy (BFF),

& esp. Mom, a wild ride. Thanks forever, love

love love you. You're my box ofrain* God Bless

everyone* " I will get by, I will survive"...and

dancing all the while.

%t- SE AS ,DE
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Rachel Worrell

Worrell Girls* "Can't get no satisfaction"*
Gazebo lunches* @#A

! you, foryour untouchable
face* tighty whities in Destin* butt message* I

hate Joe fan club* Gone Fishin'* Bert* boob
boy* Jose* "Peyton, shut-up"* top ten reasons
you know you're a mockie* "hold me in your
arms..."* Pose* swayin' in the cedars*
Hallelujah* pooh* New York bound* buffin'

Gibbs table* Hume Fogg prom '97* Ashley, who
are you dating now?* Se-rah* Waffle House* I

swanee* wanna dance?
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Michelle Wright
Little chicken* princess* Michelley* Mishack*
Martha* butterflies* Guys suck* songs with

Becca* Jimmy* Spring Break '97, never again*

I can't, I'm grounded* Big Buisness* Prom '98*

Why can't everyone just be friends?* Jamaica
'98 and Jen* Mom, Dad, Kathy - you raised me
right. Don't worry.* Ash, La, Will, Haley - I'll

always be here for you!* SaBees, CBO, KP,
Bretty, Bee, Megan* Everyone, may God bless

all of you! I love you!* "Every new beginning

comes from some other beginning's end."



Kunmeng Zhang
Dr.C: "Am I speaking Chinese?"* What do you
mean "What's up"?* Smoothie - peanut butter
chocolate* "Say some bad words in Chinese"...
"Noway!"* Ensemble3-4* Orchestra 3* Chess 4*
Chorus 3-4*







Class of 2000

Above Right: Class officers Reed Harrison, Janna Alfrey (president), Alyssa Abkowitz, Elizabeth Townsend, Rachel
Cherney, Erin Lehner, Kate Berry

Above: Trisha gets ready for a big meet

Junior Life

Favorite on campus hangout: the "junior ("it's not your lobby"-Chapman) lobby"
Favorite off campus hang out: Satco, Ruth's house, in the car

Hardest Course: AP Chem; AP Euro
Biggest nail in the foot: Prom- does it ever end?( I nEEd some help here, pEE-pull)

Average Bed Time: On a good night? 1 1 to 12; Bad night? Who needs sleep?

Top Five Things You'll Never Hear from the Mouth of a Junior

5) "I wish Mrs. Vest would assign us more pledgies, they are SO much fun!!"

4) The word "prom" without an expletive attached to it.

3) "No guided practice for me, thanks!"

2) "I feel sorry for the senior class, they are going to miss all the fun that we are going to have

next year!"

1
)
"I can't wait 'til next year when we will be seniors and can use the upstairs of the library!"

Above: Kathleen, don't let me fall

Below: Where are you girls headed'?

Below Left: Just hangin' in the lobby



Alyssa Abkowitz Janna Alfery Sarah Allen Kelley Anne Andrews Molly Arviin Sloan Ashley

Bahar Azhdari Gayle Bandy Kerry Bartoe Lindsay Beckner Katie Beesley Kate Berry

Above: Pogo Sticks or shovels

Right: Juniors show school spirit
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Leslie Bourke Rachel Bressman Allison Byrd Laura Cade Christie Caldwell Becky Callaway

rwgam

Amy Campbell Megan Campbe Megan Casey Rachel Cherney Katie Christenberry Sasha Chudacoff

Ri'jhl: Juniors in cami



Cathy Crafton Jessica Crowell Sloan Curtis Fabienne Diskin Nicoll Doramus Brooke Earthman

Nika Ferdowsi Lesley Foglia Allyson Foreman Meg Fox Cynthia Gray Kathleen Hale

Above: Ahh, how cute

Right: Just Hangin'
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Sarah Hargrove Reed Harrison Katie Hill Kristina Hoge Melinda Housholder Katie Howell

Ruth Huggins Catherine Johnson Molly Kaplan Katie Koban Anna Lappalainen Erin Lehner

Right: I know... it's three words. Inst word

[02



Katie Levitt Marjorie Levy Jessica Lundin Laura McAlister Sandy McCain Mackenzie

McCracken

Joanie McEnery Susan McGugin Kimberly McKinney Tricia McWilliams Hayden Morel Jessie Morris

Above: Girls in Greece

Right: After dinner gathering
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Keely Robeson Shannon Shillinglaw Emme Simpkins Laura Snyder Laurel Staples Bethany Switter
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Beautiful Ballet
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Leigh Terry Jacqueline Thompson Elizabeth Townsend Sara Trace Lucy Kay Wall

Lindsey Wallace Catherine Walton Rachel Wieck Erika Wilkinson
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Class Of 2001



Katy Adams Ivana Babic Ann Stewart Banker Dacia Beard Stephanie Beatty

Kate Blackmon Emily Burn Evins Cameron Catherine Carroll Chelsea Carter

Julie Cato Rachel Chisolm Cory Chockley Grace Clayton Emily Dade
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Elizabeth Edwards Betty Elrod Ann Ezzell Sarah Fleming Carey Floyd

Hannah Galbraith Lauren Gardner Michelle Gaskin Filiz Genca Kim Goldstein

Kavita Gopaldas Kellie Guider Elise Hagan Christen Harper Katie Harrell

1 OS



Jennifer Harrison Leah High Cara Himmelfarb Margaret Humbracht Sally Jackson

Margaret Jones Anna Russell Kelly Netta Levran Frances Lewis Sutton Lipman

Alexandra Littlefair-

Molin

Victoria Littlefair-

Molin

Helen Martin Margaret Martin Megumi Matsuda

Left: You know you

want to be in this

picture, Molly.

Right: Frances and

Liz in Switzerland.

Below: J.CREW.
the new homework

i>v

Above: On the Good Old Geberal Jackson

Below: That backpack looks comfy

!
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Above: Kristen and her Teletubby

Right: We are actually bowling
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Above: Outdoor club braves the inclement weather.

! Left: In the way again.

Mimi Mayo

Lisa McWilliams

Cayce McCain Jamie McGee Michaela McK.ee Katie McKinley

Cristen Mills Elizabeth Mills Molly Moore

Catherine Mountcastle Corinne Mynatt Catherine Nading Megan Newman-

Miller

Melissa Mosley

Susan Oliver
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Alice Orman Meg Porch Casey Potash Elizabeth Ramsey Paige Roady

PHOTO
NOT

AVAILABLE

Rose Robertson Erin Russell Sarah Schwaber Amy Scruggs Kathleen Serck

Lisa Shipp

PHOTO
NOT

AVAILABLE

Toby Shuster Kristen Skruber Lizzie Smith Shannon Stone
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Mary Cres Szarwark Casey Taherian Lauren Toth Lauren Trent Meredith White

Rebecca White Julie Wilson Ashley Wright Kazzie Zerface



Life as a Sophomore

Favorite on campus hangout: Bear Lair

Biggest Frustration: Selling Fruit

Hardest Course: Geometry, Chemistry

Average Bedtime: 1 lpm-midnight

What would you change about your grade?: ".
. .more support from the teachers."

".
. .to be treated with a little more respect."

"I wish we could sponsor a dance. . .our own
sophomore prom!"

bove: The Volleyball team

angs out at Ms. Grace's place

ight: Thanks, Magistra

13



Class of 2002

Above: Intense frosh huddle

Above Right: Merideth, Meri, Bradley, Caylan, and Neal pose at the freshman retreat

Below: Wake up, you sleepy heads!

Above: Jessica contemplates a flower

Below Left: Smiley Swimmers

Below: Keep your eye on the ball. Abigail

I 14



Mori Buster Laura Callaway Lauren Campbell Caylan Cheadle
Above: Lauren could barely recognize these two camoflaged soldiers

when they knocked on her door
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Above: Lauren is lost in the woods
l hi I Ik-\ .kiikiII) D« n clothes othei than pi. ml kilts and tall sm.ks



Above: Lauren and Grace go G.I. Jane temporarily

Left: Greetings, Earthlings. Take us to your leader.

Above: Becky shows off her perfect form

;low: Girls and their journals pause for a picture

Scottie Gambill Anna Guengerich Lauren Hallemann Celeste Harrison

Katie Kennedy Charlotte Kin£ Leslie King Danielle Kobylski Above: Caroline's not sure if Abigail really has control of the I
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Top: Cheese!

Above: Doing ;i litile first aid in the frosh hallway



jrace Richardson Heidi Richardson Ellen Riley Cornelia Rowe Above: Where are you coming from. Laura?
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Above: We love Halloween'

PHOTO
NOT

AVAILABLE

Anne Sanders Ashley Shields Sarah Soltman Krista Stanberry Elizabeth Stout Courtney Thomas

Stephanie Tidwell

Tory Wilkinson Erin Williamson Bradley Wright
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bove: Only cool frosh come to

le senior 80's dance

Right: Smile!!
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The Studs
Where would we be without Student Council? This key

organization is comprised of students from the 9 lh

through the 12
,h grades. Through their periodic

meetings, they plan school functions like Fall and

Valentines Dances and Concert on the Lawn. They are

also responsible for increasing school leadership

opportunities for students and for ameliorating

relationships between students, faculty, and

administration, so that all three work closely and

smoothly together to the benefit of the entire

community. Also, the Student Council has joined

forces with the Student Faculty Committee this year to

deal with pressing everyday issues that face Harpeth

Hall, like water bottles, parking, computers, uniform,

the disciplinary system, etc. This body opens its

meetings to the whole community so that no one's

opinion goes unheard in the decision-making process.

It is safe to say that we owe the Student Council, with

all its many functions, a huge debt of gratitude! Officers: President-Brie Brown; Vice Pres.-Amy Campbell; Treasurer-Margo Martir

Secretary-Lindsey Wallace; Senior Reps-E. Fuller-Smith, L. Gaffney, S. Glassford; Junk

Reps-S. Allen, M. Campbell, E. Wilkinson; Soph. Reps-C. Carter, L. High, H. Galbraith

Left: Brie works on teacher posters

Above: Leah relaxes in the garden

Right: Brie preps for her welcome to school

speech



tud-Faculty Officers: Moderator-Amy Campbell; Senior Reps-K. Barmen, A. Baron, K.

ilson, R. Worrell; Junior Reps-K. Beesley, M. Casey, K. Christenberry, N. Ferdowsi; Soph
^ps-E. Burn, J. Harrison, S. Lipman, L. Toth
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Be Honest...Just Be
Lying to a teacher or friend, cheating on a test, stealing

a brownie from a classmate's lunch. ..These are all

offenses which could be taken in front of the honor

council, a group of girls committed to upholding honor

within the Haipeth Hall community. These girls are

chosen by their classmates for their admirable qualities

to serve on this council. They are led by President

Lindsay Voigt and are ready to uphold justice among

their peers, making sure all accused parties receive a

fair trial. They slip out of class for their secret meetings

held behind closed doors in the Ward-Belmont Room
of Souby Hall. They see evidence, hear testimony

from witnesses, and pass a judgement. In addition to

this responsibility, at the beginning of each year, they

administer an oath to the entire school, to make a

promise and commitment to honor in our student body.

They are definitely a well-chosen group of girls that

should be congratulated for their hard work that often

goes unnoticed. Officers: President-Lindsay Voigt; Vice Pres.-Emily Cummings; Secretary-Courtney Cu:

Sgt. at Arms-Markell Lewis, Ashley Smith; Junior Reps-S. Allen, A. Campbell, K. Hill,

Kaplan; Soph. Reps-L. High. S. Oliver; Frosh Reps-L. Hills, A. Ray; Sponsor-S. Chapmar



The Welcome

Wagon

You might be a

nerd if. .

.

"Good morning and welcome to Harpeth Hall." These words

are often heard in Souby Hall as the Ambassadors start their tours ofthe
school. Ambassador? You mean like the those people that live in

Europe or Africa and represent our country? Well, not really. The
ambassadors at Harpeth Hall are a group ofgirls that volunteer their time

to promote and share their love of Harpeth Hall to outside visitors. They
can be found giving tours to prospective students, making sure the

annual open house is running smoothly, phoning donors to thank them
for their support, and welcoming alumni as they return for reunion

weekend. Under the leadership ofseniors Hastings Beard, Annie Baron,

and Helanan Anderjack, and the sponsorship of Ms. Mary Lou Primm,
this dedicated group of girls does an outstanding job of showing off our

school.

Hastings and Katie greet guests with a variety of snacks

Officers: Presidents- H. Beard, A. Baron, H. Anderjack

You might be a (fill in chem, physics, bio) nerd if...

This phrase is often heard upstairs in Wallace Wing as students ofthe AP
science classes show off their vast knowledge of science as well as their

inevitable nerdiness by cracking jokes and giving each other "scientific"

names. This practice is also present in the meetings of the Science Club.

The members of this club come together in order to share their love of

science as well engage in fun activities. They take field trips to the

observatory at Vanderbilt as well as to the Ocoee for their annual rafting

trip. Ms. Schulkin, the club's new sponsor, has donated some of her

contagious vivacity and given a new lift to a sometimes hidden club. So,

next time you hear people walking down the hall talking about how they

might be a nerd, you will know that they must be a member ofthis "nerdy,"

but incredibly cool club.

Emily practices for her future in medicine Ms. S. engages in scientific convo.

Officers: President-C. Boehm; Vice-President-N. Ferdowsi; Secretary/

Treasurer-S. Harris; Senior Rep-B. Brown; Junior Rep-J. Lundin; Soph.

Rep.-D. Beard; Frosh. Rep-L. Halleman; Sponsor-J. Hopple, B. Schulkin
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'Stoners

Milestones is a publication whose final result is the

yearbook. The girls involved with this publication work

all year long in departments, which consist of copy,

photo, and layout. Milestones meets every Friday at

2:50 to 4:00 p.m. One major job of the staff is to sell

ads to surrounding stores and companies to fund the

yearbook. The staff consists of various sophomores

and junior; however, the editors usually consist of

seniors. Even though the editors and staff have to give

up most every Friday afternoon, they have loads of fun

and all look forward to being part of Milestones the

following year.

Staff Members: Sara Trace, Rachel Bressman. Lucy Kay Wall, Lisa Shipp. Ann Stew

Banker, Sara Beesley, Elizabeth Townsend, Lindsay Voigt, Katy Manier, Andrea Mazer, Jai

Alfery, Erin Lehner, Brooke Earthman, Susan McGugin, Bahar Azhdari, Reed Harrison

I **

Lindsay and Ann discuss copy

&
'U

.sWPM '

Lett: Editors have a meaningful conversation

Above: The 80's meets the 40's

Right: Lisa and Ann Stewart, our most

dedicated staffers
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Em's a head above the rest

Above: The staff acting up

Risht: North face in the 20's
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Gettin' Artsy With It

This year the Art Club was much more active at school

as well as in the community. They planned many

exciting outings and projects, among which was a

wonderful walking tour led by Dr. Myers to explore

architecture of Nashville. The Art Club also took a

trip to Chicago to visit the exhibit of Mary Cassaf s

Artwork. Under the leadership of President Rachel

Worrell, Vice-President Sara Mason, Treasurer

Catherine Carol]. Secretary Melissa Mosely. and

Parliamentarian Vanessa Falk, the club took on their

main project of creating a mural on the walls of one

of the chemistry rooms. The Art Club had a productive

and exciting year.

Officers: President-Rachel Worrell; Vice President- Sara Mason; Secretary- Melissa Mosl

Treasurer-Catherine Carroll; Parliamentarian-Vanessa Falk; Spirit Leader-Leah High; Spons

Ann Blackburn

Above: Seniors in the Big Apple

Below: Rachel works on a project

Above: Art enters the realms of

technology

Left: A work in progress

Below: Hammin" it up in Rockefelk

Plaza



The Reading Circles

reshmen Book Club- BackRow ( 1 to r) : Ashley Shields, Courtney Thomas, Ariel Tobin, Rachael
cCord Front Row (1 to r): Nina Kumar, Seema Kanwar, Meredith Bartom

phomore Book Club- Back Row (1 to r): Frances Lewis, Rachel Chisolm, Emily Burn,
ivita Gopaldas, Stephanie Beatty Front Row (1 to r): Alexandra Littlefair-Molin, MaryCres
arwark, Katie McKinley

The Upper School Book Clubs are the

brainchild of Ms. Scottie Girgus. The first book
club was started back in 1 994 when current juniors

were seventh graders. Ms. Girgus has lead them

throughout the years in their reading of many
different genres of literature. Ms. Girgus leads all

of the book clubs, along with the help ofa few other

faculty members. The ninth Grade Book Club has

over 20 members, and with the help of Mrs. Denise

Croker are reading the classics, mysteries, and rites

of passage. The Tenth Grade Book Club, with the

help of Ms. Teresa Cameron, reads a variety of

books, such as Emma. The Eleventh Grade Book
Club has the lovely Ms. Roark guiding them through

some contemporary books such as YaYa S isterhood.

The Eleventh Grade Book Club is a small group of

girls who have been together since seventh grade.

The Book Clubs meet every other week, discuss the

books that they have read, and just talk about other

things. With the aid of the Student Council to buy
books, the Book Clubs have gotten off to a great

start.

-Favorite Books This Year-

Samurai's Garden

Emma

Sense and Sensibility

Silas Marner

Killer Diller

Ya-Ya Sisterhood

The Riders

B is for Burglar

nior Book Club- Left to Right: Kimberly McKinney, Cynthia Gray, Laura Cade, Rachel
sssman, Bethany Swifter, Becky Calloway, Katie Christenberry, Leslie Bourke
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Helping Hands
This year, President Maryanne Warner and

Sponsor Ann Bailey have worked hard to increase the

role of Key Club throughout the school. They

successfully encouraged members to act as catalysts

for the amelioration of our Nashville community.

Whether it's through the Habitat for Humanity

program, or clearing debris from tornado damage, HH
girls have shown that they are not afraid to roll up their

sleeves and get their hands a little dirty. The Habitat for

Humanity program is now several years in the running

as one of HH's biggest community service projects.

Students raise the money to pay for materials and then

take an active role in the construction of homes for

families in need. Students are also involved in a variety

of other important programs including "Peer

Education" and P.U.L.S.E. Day (both sponsored by the

Oasis Center) and volunteer work at the Nashville

Humane Society. The Key Club has provided

opportunities for all students to give back to the world

around them, though any student will tell you that to

give is truly to receive.

Officers: President-Maryanne Warner; Vice President-Molly Kaplan; Secretary-Kate Soud
Treasurer-Amanda Dixon; Parliamentarian-Evyn Fuller-Smith; Senior Rep-Dearing Dav
Junior Rep-Susan McGugin; Sophomore Rep-Mary Cres Szarwark
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Man Cres colors w ith the kids

Left: Juniors plant trees

Above: Working hard digging a hole

Right: C'haperones chill out h\ the van
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Go Honeybears

!

The Pep Club this year, led by President (and

cheerleader) Annie Biter, worked hard to provide fans

for the athletes for every season. From the assembly

at the beginning of the year (with the balloons) to

offering underclassmen rides to games, the Pep Club's

spirit cheered everyone on to victory. The entire

school was energized after the Pep Club's assembly

and ready for some serious competition. Pack the

Pool, Cram the Court, Flood the Field, and Jam the

Gym were all fun ways the Pep Club got people to come

out and support our Honey Bears (or for the swimmers,

the Bearacudas). Before the games against Father

Ryan, every girl in school has a "Beat Ryan" sticker,

showing their support for Harpeth Hall. Everyone

agreed that all of the teams performed better this year

due to the loud cheers coming from the Pep Club

sections.

fficers: President-Annie Biter; Senior Rep-Blaire McMeans; Junior Reps-Louise Riley

d Joanie McEnery; Sophomore Reps-Ashley Wright and Grace Clayton; Sponsor-Art

;herd



The Exploration of the Great Outdoors

Wow ! You would never have known this was the first

year the Outdoor Club was in existence! After a

challenging year of planning the structure of the

program, the club finally took flight this fall, with a

kickoff trip to Foster Falls, on Monteagle Mountain.

Since then, the leaders have worked with the sponsor,

David Crais. to order and organize Harpeth Hall's

outdoor equipment, lead trips fly fishing, backpacking,

caving, and rock climbing, and prepare for next year'

s

agenda. The trips have been////;, above all, but have

also been educational as far as outdoor skills are

concerned. They have been a challenge to the campers

and the student leaders, who have had to bear the

responsibility of leading the trips as much as possible

on their own. We outdoor fans are so grateful to

finally have this organization!

Officers: President-Helana Anderjack



Above: They are ready to face the cold

Right: The girls are becoming one with nature
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De French
Bonjour! It' s been another great year for the French

Club. Main activities for the '98-'99 school year have

included participation in the annual Foreign Food Fest

(where, we might add, it seemed that visitorsflocked

to the French Club food table), gathering much-needed

supplies for Haitian victims of tornadoes, and a spring

picnic in the park, complete with French cultural

activities. Not only did the French club share food,

it has also taught about many rich traditions that are so

unfamiliar to Americans.

Officers: President-K. Wilkinson; Vice-pres.-

Lindsay Voigt; Secretary/Treasurer-K.Andrews;

Historian-L. Wall: Sponsor-J. Cox

Fun Fact about JCL: It is the second largest youth

organization in America, after the Boy Scouts.

Sponsored by Magistrae Joyce Ward and Laura Joyner,

HH's Junior Classical League is full of fun. With over

100 members, the JCL began the year with a frosh

initiation, which was then followed up by a fall food

drive. The JCLers are involved in many events

throughout the year, such as the Roman Banquet and

eveyone's favorite, Io Saturnalia. The members ofJCL
are a jovial group of girls who just wanna have fun.

Officers: Consul-H. Beard; Proconsul-A. Biter;

Quaestor-K. Hill; Ianitor-E. Cummings; Historia-

E. Clark: Senior Rep-K. Manier; Junior Rep-J.

Alfery; Soph. Rep-L. Smith; Sponsor-J. Ward

Los Hispanos
"You have to be passionate about Spanish and the

community to be in it (Spanish Club)," are the words

of dedicated President Susan Clark. This year the

Spanish Club was determined to change their image.

They wanted to become a club that was more then a

place to get free food. They successfully got the

entire school involved in two Mexican holidays, Dia

De Los Muertos ( Day ofthe Dead), and Cinco De Mayo
(The fifth of May).

Officers: President-S. Clark; Vice-President-A.

Dixon; Secretary-S. Beesley; Treasurer-J. Power;

Historian-A. Foreman; Sponsor-B. Yarzagaray



Hi-V » * ^ift

Far Left: Propaganda Police

Left: Madame Cox
Above: Kit's glowing with excitement

Above: Dress-up day in AP Latin

Right: Is that the Trojan Horse?

Far Right Top: cholarsay ofsay atinlay

ar Right: Where did you set those glasses
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The Entertainers

Each year, the playmakers not only perform in plays

but are also responsible for constructing sets, selling

tickets, putting up posters, and doing other things that

make the performances as wonderful as they are. Each

playmaker is required to get a certain number of tech

hours for each show and at the end of the year there is

Playmakers Banquet complete with a theme and

costumes to celebrate. The officers for playmakers

this year are: President Ellen Bucy, V. P Katie Howell,

Publicity officer Fabienne Diskin, events coordinator

Allyson Foreman, and Secretary/Treasurer Laura

McAlister. As well as overseeing the production of

plays, the officers also arrange playmaker events such

as Shakespeare in the park or seeing shows in the

community. The playmakers are dedicated to producing

entertaining plays that are not soon forgotten in the

minds of their audience and in the Harpeth Hall

community. Officers:President-Ellen Bucy; Vice President-Katie Howell; Secretary/Treasurer-Laura

McAlister; Publicity-Fabienne Diskin; Activity Coordinator-Allyson Foreman; Sponsor

Janette Klocko

Above: Inductees are ready for the pic

Below: Where'd the sockhoppers come from?

Above: Klocko steals a bite

Left: Diva in the making

Below: Kelleigh, Audrey. Allyson. an

E.A. are all smiles



rhe Fight for Rights

fficers: President-Lindsey Scruggs; Vice-President-Anna Lappalainen;

cretary/Treasurer-Toby Schuster; Sponsor-Tad Wert

Amnesty International is a club dedicated to helping the release of

political prisoners. The club sponsors a "write-a-thon" where students

and faculty write letters to foreign governments to ask for the release of

prisoners of conscience. President Lindsey Scruggs and Vice-President

Anna Lappalainen work hard throughout the year to seize the average

Honey Bear's mind and create a new conscious-of-the-world-around-us

attitude. Amnesty has a steady response from the students due to the

convenient set-up in the lobby and the promise of candy. Keep working

hard!

Left: Lindsey and Cynthia

Above: Anna

Beyond Hatin' Mon

ficers: President-Margo Martin; Vice-President-Susan Clark; Secretary-
te Berry; Treasurer-Rachel Cherney; Parliamentarian-Nika Ferdowsi;
rit Leader-Kelley Anne Andrews; Sponor-Paul Tuzeneu

So you want to change the world??? Well you've got to start somewhere,

and Beyond Hate is the best place to start. Headed by the ever-entertaining

Mr. Tuz, there is never a dull moment. Through the course of the year,

members of the club visit Camp Any - Town and Camp Mini-Town,

Camps that try to overcome the prejudices in our community. They lead

our school in a stellar celebration of Black History Month with a festive

bulletin board and general awareness announcements. They also entertain

the Harpeth Hall community with animated speakers, which are anticipated

every year. They have been very active in promoting tolerance and have

served as the pesticide combating the weeds of intolerance in our

community.
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Quest for Knowledge
This was Quizbowl's first year, and they had a great time!

Quizbowl was sponsored by Dr. Henderson, and was open to all classes.

The dedicated team, led by junior Katie Hill, met weekly to practice for

their competitions. The competitions were tough, but the team always

finished in the top half. Everyone on the team loved being a part of

Quizbowl.

I love Quizbowl. ..I love Quizbowl. ..I love Quizbowl...

...I love Quizbowl... I love Quizbowl. ..I love Quizbowl...

...1 love Quizbowl.. .1 love QuizbowL.,.1 love Quizbowl!!!!

Above: Katie and Anna gear up for round 2

Right: Katie walks with an air of intelligence

Officers: President-Katie Hill; Sponsor-Joe Croker, Jack Henderso

2+2=3??

Calculator, Pencil, A snack...My Brain... this is not a list of things

needed for washing dishes, just a common list of items needed to participate

in the Math Club. Well, the snack is not required, but always comes in handy.

The Math Club is not one of Harpeth Hall's most popular clubs... for the

simple reason that no one knows about it! The Math Club kicks butt year

round in local math competitions. If you didn't know, the Harpeth Hall

community is swarming with absolute geniuses. The Math Club is open to

all grades, denominations, races, cultural backgrounds... basically anyone

who does well in math or just likes it. For all of those who decide to attend

the much loved math competitions, don't be afraid when you are led into a

strange classroom full of people that might as well have calculators for

heads, because everyone goes through that stage. After a competition or

two, you become one of the regulars. Those once strange classrooms

become a place where everybody knows your name. The Math Club had a

blast this year!
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Secretary/Treasurer-Kavita Gopaldas; Sponsor-Dora Biegl



The Grand Masters

Kings, queens, knights, bishops. Sounds like a royal court, but

add rooks and pawns and you have a chess game ! The Chess Club, in it'

s

third year at Harpeth Hall, continues to grow stronger as many new

players engage in the challenge of becoming the next Bobby Fisher. This

year, Mr. Croker provided guidance as the sponsor of the Chess Club.

Although many are intimidated by the different rules and required

intellectual wit, these girls make it look so easy as they go from check

to checkmate. Competing in various matches throughout the year,

members always show their prowess and walk away with a trophy. They

may be sad to see founder and President, Olga Palatnik, leave, but these

girls have a strong foothold in the world of chess and will be ready to take

on the world in the years to come.

Theend has come..

™fKS23
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Above: Helana and Olga finish a match

Right: The Grand Master

Olga, Helana, and Mr. Croker
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Honor Clubs

National Merit Finalists

Emily Cummings

Maria Gumina

Lindsay Voigt

JCL Honor Society

The JCL Honor Society honors members of the Latin classes who not

only mantain good grades, but are also active participants in the Harpeth Hall

chapter of JCL. The members can be in any high school grade, as long as they ar

full-time Latin students.

Members ( in picture): 9th-Emi\y Clark, Ellen Cummings, Seerna Kanwar. Meri Long. Abigail Ray; 11th-

Janna Alfery, Molly Arvin. Shannon Shillinglaw: 72f/z-Emily Cummings, Market] Lewis

French Honor Society

The French Honor Society honors members of the

French classes who not only mantain good grades, but are also

active participants in the Harpeth Hall French Club. The

members can be in any high school grade, as long as they are

full-time French students.

Members:

12th- Helana Anderjack. Kelleigh Bannen. Irene Jackson. Lindsay Voigt, Kit

Wilkinson, Sara Zare, Sete Zare

////;- Sarah Allen, Kate Berry, Rachel Bressman, Megan Campbell, Sasha

Chudacoff. Anna Lappalainen. Erin Lehner, Hayden Morel, Jessie Morris,

Anne Rankin. Elizabeth Townsend

10th- Dacia Beard, Stephanie Beatty. Emily Burn, Rachel Chisholm, Ann

Ezzell.KavitaGolpadas. Alexandra Littlefair-Molin, Elizabeth Ramsey
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Cum Laude

Cum Laude is a society on the

Harpeth Hall campus that honors girls who
have excelled in academics. Each year, the

top 10% of the junior class and the top 20%
of the senior class is inducted into the

society. The day of the induction, each girl

wears a white dress and is recognized at a

morning assembly. This year, president

Emily Cummings hosted a dinner at her home
for new and old members. This society is

definitely made up of a talented group of

girls.

Members:

12th- Kelleigh Bannen, Annie Baron, Hastings Beard,

Hayes Blair, Lynn Crabtree, Emily Cummings, Courtney

Curb, Maria Gumina, Maggie Holt, Irene Jackson, Markell

Lewis, Katy Manier, Emily Phy, Ashley Smith, Liz Stringer.

Lindsay Voigt

11th- Sarah Allen. Molly Arvin, Kerry Bartoe, Megan
Campbell, Cynthia Gray, Anna Lappalainen, Erin Lehner,

Jessie Morris

Mu Alpha Theta
Mu Alpha Theta is a society that

nors girls who have excelled in the study of

ithematics. To be selected, a student must

ve maintained an "A" average every year in

:h of her math classes. Each year, the

luctees are honored at a breakfast given by

: members in course. In addition, Mu Alpha

eta took a new role on campus this year,

ambers, led by sponsor Jess Hill, president

lily Cummings, and vice-president Annie

ron, offered their services by tutoring any

tth students who asked for their help. So
ict time you spot a Mu Alpha Theta bumper

:ker on the car in front of you, honk for

ith nerds!

fibers:

h- Alii Alfery , Annie Baron, Hayes Blair, Emily

Timings. Courtney Curb. Maggie Holt, Katy Manier,

ily Phy, Ashley Smith

h- Sarah Allen, Molly Arvin, Kerry Bartoe, Megan
npbell, Cynthia Gray. Anna Lappalainen, Erin Lehner.

an McGugin. Jessie Morris. Emily Priest, Laurel Staples

Quill and Scroll

Without the members of Quill and

Scroll, you would not be reading this copy, and

we certainly would not have had Logos II. Despite

the hard work and extensive time requirements

of being an editor, these girls have mantained a

GPA which places them in the top third of the

senior class. Members receive an official

membership card to the national society as well

as a supercool pin to wear on their shirt pocket.

Members: Helana Anderjack, Annie Baron, Hastings Beard,

Emily Cummings. Courtney Curb. MariaGumina.MarkellLewis,

Emily Phy. Kit Wilkinson
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It is not the Shape,...

Tap

Kelley Anne Andrews

*Beth Bishop

Rachel Bressman

Christie Caldwell

Cory Chockley

*Dearing Davis

*Amanda Dixon

*Evyn Fuller-Smith

Anna Gungerich

Leah High

Seema Kanwar

Katie Kennedy

Lindsey Mahan

Kate McCague

Rachel McCord

Amanda Nonnan

Amanda Powell

Lauren Powell

Jennifer Price

Caroline Ramsey

*Caroline Richardson

*Lindsay Voigt

Elizabeth Warner

*Kit Wilkinson

Ballet

Kelley Anne Andrews

Christie Caldwell

Cathy Crafton

*Amanda Dixon

*Evyn Fuller-Smith

ScottieGambill

* Irene Jackson

Katie Kennedy

Rachel McCord

Katie McKinley

Abigail Ray

Elizabeth Townsend

Kit Wilkinson

"Senior
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Top: Senior dancers smile for the camera

Above: Jazz club catches their breaths



...it is the Journey
Left: Ballet club swings in their blue shoes

Left Below: Shining stars

Below: Reach for it! Jazz

Jennifer Allen

Kelley Anne Andrews

*KelleighBannen

Christie Caldwell

SashaChudacoff

Cathy Crafton

NikaFerdowsi

*Evyn Fuller-Smith

*Susan Harris

Sarah Hymes
*Irene Jackson

Helen Martin

Rachel McCord

Cristen Mills

Amanda Norman
Spring Pami

* Katharine Parish

Modern

*Beth Bishop

Rachel Bressman

CoryChockley

SashaChudacoff

NikaFerdowsi

*Susan Harris

Katie Kennedy

Charlotte King

Helen Martin

Amand Norman
Spring Pami

* Katharine Parish

Abigail Ray

"Caroline Richardson

*Lindsay Voigt

senior
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The Color War Continues..

IIU-l

Angkor
President: Rebecca Workman Song: Footloose

i ill

Ariston
President: Waller Mclnnes Song: Wide Open Spaces

III



With a Battle of Songs
Eccowasin-The Champions

President: Annie Biter Song: A medley of TV theme songs

Triad
President: Abby Carden Song: A patriotic mix

! Pill



Reading Materials
Humor? Current events? Opinions? Sports? Cartoons?

Filmreviews? Horoscopes by Lady Midnight? Where

can you find all this? Well, you could try the

Tennesseean. or perhaps the New York Daily News. .

.or you could check the painted blue cubby at the end of

Wallace Wing that says Logos II. Logos is the Harpeth

Hall newspaper, a monthly collaboration of works by

students in all four grades of the upper school. These

girls, sponsored by Mr. Croker. work completely

outside of class to produce this impressive work.

Visitors and outsiders to the campus are always amazed

at how professional and mature the writing is, how well

the layout is done, and the variety of subjects featured

in this newsletter. The quality of this literary production

is yet another testament to the amazing opportunities

and resources Harpeth Hall provides to its students.

Editors : Hastings Beard. Maria Gumina, Kit Wilkinson. Katie Hi

Emily Cummings, Rebecca Workman, Blaire McMeans. Helana

Anderjack. Ashley Fairey, Lesley Foglia

- h M •:>

Above: Editors in Action

RiL'ht Decisions, decisions

4<S



This year, the Hallmarks staffworked hard to

put together two editions of our girls' literary works.

Staff members read through the many submissions

reeeived from students and go through the eomplex

proeess of deeiphering which works will be used. As

staffmember and poet Jessica Crowell said, "Hallmarks

is one of the few organizations in the school where

students are able to exhibit examples of their writing.

This is important because the creative writing of our

peers is an art that students rarely get an opportunity to

see... Wading through the entries, we went/Through

many poems we'll shift/But it's time well spent/To

produce this gift." Everyone is given the opportunity to

submit literary as well as artistic works resulting in a

wonderful compilation which represents the student

bodv and enriches the Harneth Hall community.

Editors: Maria Gumina, Martha Grace Orman,

Lauren Gaffney

Above Left: Margo gets comfy with a short story

Above Right: Sara and Lauren chow down
Above: Sarah gives her approval

Penstaff

Anyone daring to enter the Davis

Kidd 2nd Story Cafe on Wednesday during

one of Penstaff s meetings is asking to be

critiqued. Penstaff is a spirited club of

girls who discuss commonly read books

and critic each other's works. This year's

President was Lindsey Scruggs and the

faculty sponsor was, once again, the

marvelous Dr. Myers. The highlight for

most of it's members is the annual showing

of Woman in Black. This movie is

horrifying. Penstaff is the perfect place

for all aspiring writers, poets, journalists

and editors.

President: Lindsey Scruggs
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World Leaders ofTomorrow
Youth in Government is a club designed to

get girls more involved in political issues concerning

the world today. Every year, girls participate in the

Model United Nations and Youth Legislature, which
are sponsored by the YMCA. Model UN, a

conference of over 850 students held downtown in

December, was attended by 28 of our girls who
argued to pass different proposals for their

countries. All groups did well and two groups even

received special awards. In the spring, many girls

attended Youth Legislature, where they prepared

and argued bills pertaining to the state of

Tennessese. In addition to these conferences, this

year's Youth In Government, under the leadership

of Amanda Brown and Cate Connery. organized a

mock election for governor to get the student body
more involoved in today's politics, and sponsored

a relief drive for the refugees in Kosov, collecting

medical and health supplies.

I I ...

Officers: Presidents-Cate Connery and Amanda Brown; Secretary-Jessica Crowel
Treasurer-Kristin Wilson

Sponsors: Derah Myers and Jennifer Cox
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The Mockies

icers: President-Genny Ward; Vice-President-Louise Riley; Secretary-Bahar Azhdari;

asurer-Frances Lewis; Parliamentarian-Erika Wilkinson; Social Coordinator-Rachel

rrell; Sponsor-Joyce Ward

Objection!. ..Eleven!. ..Tim's
Girlfriend. ..Psychiatrist. ..These are just a few

subjects that you might hear members of the Law
Club talk about when they are together. These

Mockies, as they lovingly call themselves, are

composed of girls from all four grades. They are one

of the most tight-knit group of girls in any one

organization. Every year, Mockies work hard for

three months preparing a case that has been written

for them by the Tennessee Bar Association Young

Lawyer's Division. This case is filled with affidavits

and rules of evidence that these girls must learn in

order to be the best (which they always are) at

competition, which is usually in February and

consists of schools from all over Davidson County.

Mockies eat, breathe, and sleep Mock Trial. They

are extremely dedicated and work harder than most

people would expect. Before the competition this

year, the Mockies had their annual sleepover, which

made them even closert. Despite tough competition

in the city competition, the Harpeth Hall team won

the championship. They advenced to state where

they performed well. Mock Trial and Law Club are

wonderful experiences where girls get to know not

only each other, but law as well.
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Cross Country Superlatives

Markell - Most likely to come up with a

solution to every cross country

problem.

Most likely to become queen of the

world so she can have everything her

own way.

Most likely to wear short shorts and a

tank top in 40-degree weather and

claim it's hot outside.

Most likely to eat all the candy in the

candy tub on cross country road

trips.

Emily D - Most likely to have her best race of

the season with 2 minutes notice of

when she is going to run and no

streching time.

Most likely to die in a cross country

meet.

Most likely to not realize it's senior

workout day until halfway through

Sloan

Sigrid

Jamie

Lauren -

Emily C

Gearing up before the big race.

All smiles after the Lexington meet is over.
"The will to win cannot be beat,

you gotta wanna win! ! RLH"

Mr. Wert and Ms. Russ gi\e a pep talk.



Cross Country
318. ..319. ..320... well, the Upper

chool Cross Country team ran OVER 320 miles

lis fall through the blazing sun, pouring rain, and

tter cold. If anything, these girls learned what

its are, and as Mrs. Russ would say, "Pain is not

l option." Beginning in August, the cross-

>untry team began practicing day in and day

it. Through the season these girls dealt with

'erything from shin splints to almost passing

it at a meet; however, these Bears pul led through

e pain, placing in the top five at the Lexington

atholic Invitational, fourth in Metro, and

venth in State. The top runner, Jamie McGee,
as the State runner-up, with a record time of

!:58! This year, the cross country team was
irly inexperienced, with eleven out ofnineteen

the runners being newcomers.

But these bears learned.

Ill'"*
*t M

~3jc

J0^9tj| Top Row: Emily Clark, Grace Clayton, Ann Ezzell, Jamie McGee, Mimi Mayo, Hannah Galbraith, Emily Dade, Megan Newman-

mmjM Miller. Ms. Russ. Next Row: Sloan Ashley, Markell Lewis, Alyssa Abkowitz, Lindsey Wallace, Lauren MeCathren.
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Looking forward to the three hour ride to Kentucky listening to Mr. Wert's music.

'^v*"********.

3p Above: Looking sexy during tacky week.

Above: Mimi Mayo finishes strong.
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Volleyball

The 1998-1999 volleyball team had a very

successful year, despite the fact that they were

a very young team. Led by Coach Lori Graves,

and only one senior, Sara Glassford, the Bears fell

short of advancing to the State Tournament by

one place. However, there were many highlights

ofthis season. Some ofthese highlights included

beating their biggest rivals USN three times,

going to the lake, and receiving third place in the

district regular season. Senior, Sara Glassford,

and junior, Sloan Curtis, received All-District

Honors, and Glassford also received All-District

Tournament Honors. With a majority ofreturning

players, this team looks to have a strong season

next year, as they will have six seniors leading the

pack. Congratulations on an excellent season.

Above: Sara's coaches are so proud of her.

Left: Sloan makes a good hit.

Brooke and Sarah are ready for action. Rachel puts on her intimidating face.

Margaret jumps for the ball.
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Sara is ready to slam the ball.

Varsity Record Freshmen Record

Brentwood HS 2-15, 6-15 1. Overton 15-11, 12-15, 15-9 W
Hume Fogg 9-15, 5-15 L F. Ryan 13-15, 15-12, 5-15 1.

Maplewood 12-15, 15-12, 6-15 L Overton 15-11, 5-15, 15-6 w
Clarksville 15-3, 15-8 W Hillsboro 15-8, 2-15, 13-15 I.

BGA 15-13, 15-2 W Antioch 15-8, 15-8 w
USN 12-15, 15-5, 15-2 w Hillsboro 10-15, 15-1, 15-13 w
Goodpasture 10-15, 15-4, 15-0 w F. Ryan 5-15, 4-15 L

F. Ryan 7-15, 3-15 L Centennial 11-15, 15-13, 15-13 w
St. Cecilia 15-12, 15-2 w Hillwood 15-0, 15-7 w
BA 15-10, 15-12 w Centennial 13-15, 8-15 1.

Ezell Harding 12-15, 15-3, 15-4 w Antioch 15-4, 15-9 w
USN 11-15, 15-10, 15-13 w Hillwood 15-4, 15-1 w
F. Ryan 3-15, 4-15 L

Page 15-7, 15-12 w Tournament: 1st game bye

Smyrna 15-7, 16-14 w 2nd game v.s. Maplewood

Overton 15-9, 15-12 w 13 -15, 15-10, 10-15 L

BGA 11-15, 13-15 L

David Lipscomb 15-10, 15-8 w
MTCS 15-3, 15-11 w
MJCS 15-3, 15-1 w
Brentwood HS 5-15, 2-15 L

USN 11-15, 15-14, 15-13 w
Glencliff 6-15, 13-15 L
Sara Glassford, Sloan Curtis-All Region 1998. % 8 1 HP

Coach - Lori C. Graves

Meg pushes the ball over.

Amy must have taken a serious hit. Meg helps lead the team to victory.
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The Harpeth Hall soccer team enjoyed yet

another fabulous season filled with fun and

excitement. The team started training in the heat

of early August and continued for three months

into early November. No member ofthe team will

soon forget the THOUSANDS of hours spent

suffering through the most heinous workouts

that Hillary, the coach, could conceive; whether

it was "catch the pack", 120's,plyo's, or the ever-

popular "Death-warmed-over", the uncertainty

ofpractice was as certain as the sore muscles that

followed. Though it took a few games and many

a motivational speech from Tiff, the team,

following the declaration of the "new season",

picked up the pace and was undefeated for the

greater part ofthe fall. The Bears defeated Father

Ryan twice, once during regular season play and

the other during the regional championship.

(Father Ryan managed to slither into the

tournament despite the fact that they were seeded

3rd. ) Though the Bears were defeated in the semi-

finals by GPS, their hardwork and dedication

were achievements in themselves.

Keep your hands to yourself. Shannon Nice socks

lo\c scL.cr Our seniors go out with a bang!
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Soccer
inal Season Record: 17-5-1

ndefeated in District: 10-0

'nly 19 goals scored against them

elected for All District Team: Kathleen Hale,

Cayce McCain, Rachel Cherney,

Tiffany Watson,

sleeted for State Tournament Team: Tiffany

'atson, Kathleen Hale,

eading Scorers:(Top Three)

Rachel Cherney (17)

Shannon Shillinglaw (14)

Tiffany Watson (10)

;ading Assists: Susan McGugin (8)

Rachel Cherney (7)

miors: Tiffany Watson, Brie Brown, Sara Zare,

Sete Zare, Susan Clark, Susan Wesley,

Lauren Gaffney.

aach: Hillary Pick

Above: The 1998-1999 Soccer Team
Below left: "We are the winners!

Jul

i
..,.:*":.

Give it a good whack, Susan! What's that face for?

The coach is all smiles The soccer team warms up.
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Basketball
1998-1999 Roster

Brie Brown

Tiffany Watson

Sara Glassford

Emily Priest

Meg Fox

Sloan Curtis

Tricia McWilliams

Megan Campbell

Margaret Martin

Susan Oliver

Kazzie Zerface

Alice Orman

Molly Moore

Ann Ezzell

Lisa McWilliams

Becky Brown

Lindsay Owens

The team in all its glory

pep talk Whose lens are those'.'
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This year's upper school basketball team was

fantastic! The team was stellar and became so

close. Their final record was 18-1 1 , but a

record does not tell anyone what makes the

team. This year's team might as well have been

pure spirit. Any spectator could tell you that

they really loved the game. They were led by the

incredible coaching strategies of Chip Fridrich.

These girls faced victory together, but they also

had their share of hard workouts. These girls

deserve nothing short of our greatest

admiration, support, and spirit. Great job to the

1998-1999 basketball team!

Margaret, what are you doing? Gettin' down withT-Wats

The Freshmen team is getting cozy
Ann.'

m I ; %L

Above: Seniors posing with Coach Schwartz

ght: Innocently posing for the camera, or are they?
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Skeet-Shooting Club

Top Left: Ready. Aim. Fire!

Below: Ready, and.. .PULL!

Roster 1998-1999

Vanessa Falk

Sarah Harwell

Jaclyn Powers

Melinda Housholder

Kate Lainhart

This was the Skeet-Shooting Team's first year. It was begun by senior

Vannessa Falk. which much help from Mrs. Falk. She did a fabulous job, and

we all hope that next year the team will only grow in size.

Bowling
This was the bowling team's first year

at the lanes. They each have gained considerably

from their experiences at the lovely local bowling

lanes. With a team full of juniors, sophomores

and freshmen, we can only expect them to have

a completely fabulous record next year. The

bowling team competes against local schools,

including MBA. This team was sponsored and

coached by our own Mrs. Russ. She put her heart

and soul into getting this winter

sport started at Harpeth Hall. Now that the

bowling team has been introduced to the Harpeth

Hall campus, we should all do our best in

supporting them. Congratulations to the bowling

team on their incredible first year!
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Riflery
Roster

Sarah Harwell

Peyton Waggoner

Vanessa Falk

Jaclyn Powers

Sarah Allen

Melinda Housholder

Filiz Genca

Mary Grace Harvey

Kate Lainhart

Kathy Faulkner

ielow: A thank you dinner for coaches. Bob and Brooks The 1 998- 1 999 Riflery Team

The Seniors:

Top Left: Jaclyn " Sharp

Shooter" Power

•Top Right: Vanessa "Target*

Master" Falk

Above Left: Sarah

'Bullseye Queen" Harwell

Right: Peyton "Trigger

Titan" Waggoner
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Swimming
"The meek may inherit the Earth, but they'll

never rule the water." This quotation was the

Harpeth Hall swim teams inspiration this year as

they proved to be unstoppable. Every weeknight,

the swimmers trekked down to the Centennial

Sportsplex to swim from 6:30 until 8:00. The

hard work and dedication to the team payed off

when the bearacudas went on to have a terrific

season. They won the dual meet trophy in

Nashville, placed second in the Excel

Invitational, and placed first in the Regional

Championship, winning this title for the second

year in a row. The highlight of the season was

placing third in state behind Baylor and West

High School. Led by coaches Polly Linden and

Jack Hazen, and seniors Michal Resha, Bunny
Stream, Kate Souder. and Lauren Gaffney. the

unstoppable Bearacudas went on to prove they

are one of the best teams in the state.

The 1998-1999 Swim Team
Left: cross-class bondii

I call and Ann Stewart arc all smiles following their race!
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1998-1999 Roster

Michal Resha

Lauren Gaffeny

Kate Souder

Bunny Stream

Janna Altery

Amy Campbell

Emme Simpkins

Evins Cameron

Ann Stewart Banker

Elizabeth Ramsey

Lindsay Beckner

Leah High

Lizzie Smith

Lauren Coleman

Grace Richardson

Molly Howell

Mes Radand

Grabbing a quick bite at Jersey Mike"s Freshmen Group Hug

Above: Grace and Janna pose for the photographer

Right: What are those fish around your necks?
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Tennis

The 1999 HH tennis team had a

successful season because of the depth of the

team and the directing abilities ofCoach Hayes.

The team was neither young nor old, neither

experienced nor inexperienced but a little of

everything. BlaireMcMeans and Andrea Mazer,

the two seniors, led this team through a strong

season. In addition to many regular season

meets that the team competed in, the HH tennis

team also hosted the Patty Chadwell
Invitational at HH. The two doubles teams of

Blaire McMeans/ Hayden Morel and Rachel

Chisolm/ Lauren Trent both made it to the state

championships. With several young players on

the team, next year should be good, but Blaire

and Andrea will be sorely missed.

1 999 Tennis Team
(for Roster see bottom Right)

Best Buds

Coach I la\es gives Blaire last minute lips

EU-I*J—
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Smiling After Victon 1 1 ere comes an ace!
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GO, TEAM. GO!!

up

There's no reason to frown when you're with HH!

1999 Tennis Team

(top row)Blaire McMeans,

Coach Hayes,

Sharon Rhett,

Kendall Fort,

Elise Hagan,

Rachel Chisolm,

Lauren Trent

(bottom)Sutton Lipman,

Andrea Mazer

I

Moving up for the kill
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Softball
This year's softball team had a very

successful season. Under the senior leadership of

Brie Brown, Susan Clark, Vanessa Jones. Lynn
Crabtree, Brett Parsons, Michal Resha and Tiffany

Watson, the team had a strong line-up. The bulk

of the team consisted of these seniors . with the

other players comprised of one junior, one

sophomore, and several freshmen and even one

eighth grader. With the addition ofnew dugouts

this year, even though HH prefered sitting outside

ofthem, and also a score board, which came at the

end ofthe season, the support ofthe team increased

greatly. At the game against BA, to determine if

HH went to state, there was a huge crowd. After

winning that game. HarpethHAH went on to state

for the first time ever, and came in fourth. It was
a great end for the team, especially for the seniors

and Ms. Linden who had worked so long to get

to state.

1999 Softball Team

( For names see roster at bottom right)

I wo thumbs up from Tift

The girls enjoy their new dugout

Softball I ine-up



Lindsay 's on guard

Team Huddle

Tiffam and Lindsay work on and off the field

The girls enjoy their new dugout some more.

1999 Softball Team

4th in State

(Top Row) Coach Jones,

Danielle Kobylski,

Sara Rodriguez,

Lindsay Owens,

Lindsev Wallace,

Molly Moore,

Jennj Paris-Cossu,

Coach Linden

( Bottom Row )M ichal Resha,

Susan Clark,

Vanessa Jones

(Middle Row) Brett Parsons,

Brie Brown,

Lynn Crabtree,

Tiffany Watson
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Track and Field
This year's track team had a great season.

Practice began in February, in the cold, and

continued through exams with a slight gap for

Spring Break. There was a large freshman turnout

this year, which helped increase the 9th grade

team's depth and allowed them to win the 9th

grade city championships. This year's team was

young but the ability was deep, and with the three

seniors' help and leadership, along with Coaches

Russ and Henderson, the team was able to win

many dual and weekend meets. Meg Fox, and

Katie Beesley both placed in the Pentathalon.

After winning the Regional Championships, HH
went to Chattanooga for the state meet. It was a

very successful weekend, edging out BA by a half

a point to come in second. Through hard work,

persistence, and depth, the 1999 track team was

able to have a very succesful season.

1999 Track Team ( for names see roster at right)

I op \\ e've got spirit!

Above: Go Jamie! Onlj 3 more laps!
And thej 're off!
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1999 Track Team
(Back Row)

C. McCain, A. Wright, E. Ballard, Coach
Henderson, M. Newman-Miller, H. Galbraith,

M. Fox, S. Allen, F. Lewis, E. Russell, M.
Gaskin, J. Harrison, L. Smith, M.C. Szarwark, B.

Brown.

(Third Row)

K. Stanberry, C. Bass, M.D. Bartoe, D. Beard, K.

Huffstutter, C. Harper, Coach Russ

(Second Row)
L. McWilliams, A. Ezzell, K. Harrell, J. McGee,
J. Thompson, K. Beesley, C. Potash, K. Levitt,

K. Bartoe, S. Beatry, L. McCathren, M. Ramsey,

A. Markham, E. Clark

(Front Row)

S. Ashley, T. McWilliams, R. Cherney, S. Lodge,

M. Lewis, N. Webb, M. Beckner, S. Gambill, M.
Whitson, B. Wright, M. Molteni, L. Ismail

Ann finishes strone RLH, Meal!
- SUM

h grade team (top) Coach Henderson, Neel Webb, Maria Molteni, Abigail Markham, Meredith Ramsey, Scottie Gambill,
mren McCathren. Bradley Wright, Lauren Hallemann Coach Russ(2nd) Elizabeth Ballard, Mary Diane Bartoe. Christine

ass, Megan Beckner, Lana Ismail, Krista Stanberry (bottom) Kara Huffstutter. Minje Whitson, Emily Clark, Becky Brown.

That hits the spot

v
'

Picture Perfect The hurdle crew
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Important Assemblies

Assemblies this year have been very cool

They have made us want to be at school

We have had speakers like Pat Summit

Who motivate us not to quit

Others encouraged us to write some Lit.

Like Tennessee's own Poet Laureate

The Seniors hired a band for the Frosh

The teachers didn't want a Mosh...Pit that is.

At the Thanksgiving assembly we shared our thoughts

At Town Meetings we often fought

The Spanish Club brought us Dia del Muerte

Always a delight was the teaser of a play

Carol Ponder graced our presence

The Little Prince increased our sense... of value.

All in all our assemblies have covered a variety of things

We were always sad to go when the bell sounded, Ring-a-ling!

Inspirational words from Ms. Teaff



Above: The ballet company performs at turkey-day assembly
Left: Violinist #3
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Leadership Retreat

txt
V>

Above: We are having so much fun!

Left: A nice bonding time with Ms. Teaff and Chappy

Above: Future Broadway stars.

Below: Elizabeth and Lindsay are already talking college
Above: Ms. Bailey enjoys a Twizzler.

Below: More Broadwav stars.

Top 10 Rules of FOUR SQUARE:

10. Hits

9. Tiny Tims

8. Outies

7. Innies

6. Bobbles

5. Tree Tops

4. Wars

3. Around The World

2. Cherry Bombs

1. Body Parts

Below : Junior/Senior Bonding.

•
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Above: Time to loosen up.

Below: Erika. Amy and Janna are all smiles.
T am the leader."

-Emily Cummings

In late August, about forty of the "Top Dogs" in the Harpeth Hall academic

community packed into the vans and headed up Monteagle Mountain for the annual
leadership retreat, which was at the DuBose Conference center. The conference was led

by Mr. Chapman and Ms Teaff, who was then new to Harpeth Hall. This was the first

oppurtunity for her to meet many ofthe important leaders in the Harpeth Hall community.
The two days and night were spent discussing aspirations and goals for this academic year,

bonding between student leaders and faculty, and having a little fun along the way, like an
intense game of ultimate Frisbee and crocheting! One senior comments, "I found the

Leadership Retreat to be more valuable than ever before. We addressed important issues

and got in gear for all the challenges we would be met with during this school year. It was
a good and necessary time for everyone to begin prioritizing for the school year."

Below: Time for a break.

Right: The leaders are marching in.

Below: Juniors enjoy the discussion.



Senior Retreat

Lindsay relaxes while

floating on the porch swing.

Top: Liz and Annie pose for a picture in a school van.

Above: Are you sure you're paying attention?

"Are you a Senior? 'Cause I'm a Senior! S-E-N-I-O-R, Seniors are
the best!" Seniors are the best (any senior can verify this) for many reasons,
but particular} because ofthe unique role they play in leading the school. As
the class of 1999 began their senior year and took up their newfound
leadership, they first did some serious bonding together at the first ever
Senior Retreat. Their first Friday night aftersummer had come to an end, the
seniors spent together at the Dubose Conference Center in Sew anee, TN. The
three parts of the agenda for the retreat were 1) college counseling, 2)
discussions with Mr. Chapman, and 3) class planning time. The senior class

planned assemblies and discussed ways ofincreasing school spirit through
their leadership. Much serious business was accomplished, but there was
still plenty oftime for play. The young women could be found at a camp fire

accompanied by s' mores, at a competitive four square game, or in the rooms
sharing some intense "girl talk." Everyone had a wonderful time and came
away feeling much tighter as a class. The retreat set the tone for outstanding
leadership to be expected from the Class of 1999 for the rest of the year.

Below: We all love our red Kool-Aid!

Top: Becca snuggles in a chair.

Above: Make sure you're comfy, Susan.

Below: Meg watches her marslima I

burn.



The Frosh Chillin'

Freshmen Retreat The Frosh having a marvelous time.

bove:'T love being a Freshmen!

lelow: Best Friends!

light: "We're ready for battle"

The Freshman Retreat this yearwas a huge success.

It is an event that every Harpeth Hall student treasures. "It

was great to get to know all ofthe new people," one returning
student said. The Jerry SpringerShow and the impression of
Dr. Hopple were highlights in the skits that were put on.

Everyone enjoyed making the cloth flags that will remind
them of the retreat. The bus ride, filled with gossip and
games, was, yet again, the best part ofthe trip. Whether itwas
the challenging ropes course, the delicious food, or the
infamous skits that are remembered, they all reflect the

great bonding time the Frosh had on their weekend away.

Left: The Frosh have alreadv bonded.
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Concert on the Lawn

As those long and lazy summer days come to a close, when fireflies

cease to dance across a warm sunset, and the days get shorter, one realizes that

one cannot escape the inevitable- school is coming back with a vengeance. But

\\ hat better way to kick off the new academic year than with a great concert. No
ladies, not Dave Matthews at Starwood, but none other that HH's very own
Concert on the Lawn! This year, Open 'til Midnight played for an enormous

crowd of happy Harpeth Hall students, parents, friends and faculty for the annual

event. The weather was sunny and clear, and the atmosphere tilled with

possibility. The food was provided by San Antonio Taco Company, and drew

quite a large crowd on its own. Concert on the Lawn provides fun for the whole

family and is eagerly anticipated at the dawning of each new year.

Kristin and Meng-Meng chat it up

^•. ^m
-

A beautiful spread provided by SATCO
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Left: Enjoying the

last days ofsummer

(orfall)

Right: Kristin again



Pulse Day
Pulse Day was held in April this year on a Saturday.

It was organized by the Oasis Center as an opportunity

to get teens to volunteer in their community. All the

partieipants met early Saturday morning at the

Bicentennial Mall and were divided into groups. Group

leaders then took their groups to paint houses, to clean

up yards, to sort food, and more. Their volunteer

activities ended around noon, when everyone returned

to the Bicentennial Mall for free food and music

by local bands. Harpeth Hall is to be commended

for having the largest volunteer contingent, from a school,

present. Also, Harpeth Hall community service director

Ann Bailey and several other Harpeth Hall girls

played an integral role in the organization and the

functioning of the event. Thanks to all students who
spent four hours that Saturday morning trying to make

a difference in their community.

bove: What's in the bag?

ight: Megan shares a moment with a Park

anger

Meg, Paige, Helen, and Grace pose at Hospitalit\ House
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Guys and Dolls

Guys and Dolls marked the first annual Harpeth Hall andMBA musical. This joint

project proved to be a huge success. It was directed by Dr. Cal Fuller, choreographed by

Stephanie Hamilton, and musically directed by Dr. David Cassel. The performances were held

atMBA the first weekend in October, and featured over 50 cast members, a large crew, and a

student orchestra. The leads were played by Kristina Hoge, Ellen Bucy, Miles Warfield, and
Cooper Samuels. There were sell outcrowdsandstandingovations for every performance. A
great time was had by all. This musical will long be remembered in the Harpeth Hall andMBA
communities as the first of many joint projects and as an outstanding show.

J

Kristina and Allison share a hug.
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Above: We all love Jungle Juice!

Left: A star couple.
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Krishna and Anne share a hug.

Some of the dolls pose for the camera



Importance of Being Earnest

The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wild was performed by

the Harpeth Hall playmakersthis November. The playwas a comedic
romance with a fairytale ending and a dynamite cast and crew .

The cast included Allyson Foreman, Jessica Turk, Cristen Mills,

Cornelia Rowe, Kimberely Mckinney, Will Burgess, Miles Warfield,

Aran Manier, and Manerd Garrett. It was directed by the lovely

Ms.Klocko and the technical positions were filled by a group of

dedicated Harpeth Hall students who were over seen by D.J Ranta.

Although one castmember (whowill remain anonymous) broke two

fans and a television during therunoftheshow,theplaywasa great

success. This show proved to be a wonderful timefor all and will long

be remembered by all in the Harpeth Hall community.

Above: "Earnest" proposes marriage.

Above: Allyson checks out Cornelia's reaction.

Above: Giving orders to the help Above: The crew comes out of the wood-work

1X4



The Players:

Allyson Foreman

Cornelia Rowe

Miles Warfield

Cristen Mills

Will Burgess

Kimberly McKinney

Aaron Manier

Jessica Turk

Two quarrelsome gals hug and make up! Above: All "Earnests" get their gals.
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ComeBack to the Five andDime

Came Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean was performed by

the Harpeth Hall Playmakers in early March. This play is a fictional account of the twenty-

year reunion of a James Dean fan club in west Texas during 1 975. The cast included Allyson

Foreman. Ellen Bucy. Kimberly McKinney, Kristina Hoge. Cynthia Gray, Margaret

Humbracht. and John Humbracht. The play touched on issues such as disappointment, self-

deception, and finding one's identity, all while providing an entertaining experience for the

audience. The hard work of the cast and crew members proved evident during the run of the

show and next years spring play will be highly anticipated.
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The cast and crew sport their new threads
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Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean

'What are ya'll looking at?" Kimberly finds joy in swatting a fly
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Senior Recognition Day

What wears white, has survived four years at Harpeth Hall, and leads

500 other young women? "S-E-N-I-O-R, Seniors are the best!"

That ' s right the Senior Class, and every September Senior Recognition
**

Day honors the seniors as the leaders of the school. Katy Manier, the

Senior Class President, and Emily Cummings, Cum Laude President,

spoke about the unique and talented members of the Class of 1999.

This year the seniors reinforced their leadership by again taking the
J

leadership pledge, as they had done four months before. This day was

just a foreshadowing of the excellent leadership that was to extend

throughout the year. We again salute the Class of 1999!

Annie is happy to be a senior!
Emily shares her memories.

Jaclyn. Vanessa. Martha Grace. Margo. and Sara pose in their new hats! Sete. Sara, and Meng-Meng are pretty in

while



Renaissance Banquet

Queens for a night show off their headwear Robin Hood rustles up some grub

Imagine, if you will, the senior class,

along with Dr. Myers, decked out in their

finest Renaissance-era clothing. "Oh, um,
real funny...", you're probably thinking.

But wait. Now add to that a jester on stilts,

Robin Hood, the gallery transformed into

a cornucopia of food, and top it off with

period musicians ready to get you dancing.

"OK, that sounds a little more like it. But

where am I?" The Renaissance Banquet!

This yearly tradition is a night for seniors

to be transformed into a Shakespearean

time zone, allowing them to better

understand, and perhaps appreciate, the

classics they've been reading for the past

four years. "I want to go, but I'm only an

underclassman!" Fret not little ones, for

your time, too, shall come.
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Girls in Love
On the Saturday after Valentine's Day.

Harpeth Hall and MBA's most eligible

bachelorettes and bachelors gathered to find true

love. The evening started with a game of"Singled

Out" with HH and MBA's own as contestants.

Tiffany Watson and Molly Moore were the female

contestants. The guys had to find a candy in a

bowl of sugar to prove their love. "Khakis or

jeans?" did not eliminate as many guys as planned.

"Singled Out" was hosted by Brie Brown, Amy
Campbell and the rest of the Student Council.

After the game show, the losers stayed to dance

the night away, with a D. J. who was playing all

of the classics. The teachers watched from the

balcony as the students ate cookies and lolly-

pops and flirted. The dance had a huge turnout

and was a big success and has become a tradition

at Harpeth Hall.

No peeking, Molly.



Brooke's sure excited about something What's on your shirt, Lindsa\ ?
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Cum Laude Induction

Cum Laude is an academic honor society that accepts up to twenty percent

of every class, allowing a portion to be appointed junior year. Inductees

this year included juniors Sarah Allen, Molly Arvin, Kerry Bartoe. Megan

Campbell. Cynthia Gray. Anna Lappalainen, Erin Lehner, and Jessie

Morris, and seniors Kelleigh Bannen, Annie Baron, Hastings Beard. Lynn

Crabtree. Irene Jackson. Emily Phy, Elizabeth Stringer, and Lindsay

Voigt. They joined the other senior members in course - Hayes Blair.

Emily Cummings, Courtney Curb. Maria Gumina, Maggie Holt, Markell

Lewis. Katy Manier. and Ashley Smith - at an annual assembly where they

received certificates and were recognized for their academic excellence.

Ms. Girgus graced this year's assembly with a wonderful speech on

honor.

The seniors are all smiles before the ceremony

It's just too early in the morning, right. Erin? Emily Cummings. ..Cum Laude Presiden

Emily is getting nervous

Cynthia shares a deep thought

Above; Juniors Jessie, Megan. Sarah, and Kerry are excited about their

induction

Right: Courtney anticipates her meal at the Cum Laude Dinner



Music to Our Ears

Maryanne loves to sing

This year's choral concerts and musical morning assemblies have

upheld the long tradition of wonderful musical productions at Harpeth

Hall. The programs have included small chamber music ensembles,

the two middle school choruses, the upper school chorus, and pieces

from the MBA/HH combined orchestra. A wide variety of music has

been shared, ranging from harp and violin duets to choral Christmas

pieces, to songs from popular Broadway shows and even the theme

from "Titanic". The winter concert had a holiday theme, and while

some traditional Christmas songs were sung and played, the audience

also got to hear unusual arrangements of popular songs, some songs

that are not so well known, and some songs in other languages,

including Hebrew. Variations like these have made the performances

fresh and interesting. The music shared so frequently in this community

has helped to keep everyone in good spirits, and the quality of the

performances has been excellent as always. How lucky we are to have

such talent and dedication in our school body!

Ciana and Rachel share their talents with the audience The Upper School Chorus lets loose
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Winter Formal

Whether it was the dinner with friends beforehand, the awesome live music during, or

the oh-so-memorable parties after, freshman and senior alike will agree this year's Winter

Formal dance was one of the best ever. The gymnasium was magically transformed with the help

ofthe student council into a wonderfully festive holiday winterland. The band rocked the crowded

gym into the late hours of the evening and the dancing continued just as long. The "Black Death"

struck again this year though there were one or two bold individuals who chose to wear a red dress.

Everyone enjoyed having their pictures taken with their dates and friends regardless of the length

of the line. Winter Formal this year was definitely once a highlight of our holiday season.

So Emily, which one is your date?

Above: Freshmen enjoy their first Winter Formal.

3elow: Megan. Lauren, and Lana are looking pretty

Above: It gets pretty hot on the dance floor.

Below: Seniors are so excited.

Above: One last Winter Formal.

Below: Alii and Bunny look great.
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Above: The senior girls are looking beautiful.

Dances through the decades. . .

1910's: Ballroom Dancing

1920's: The Charleston

1930's: The Fox-Trot

1940's: The Jitterbug

1950's: The Jive

1960's: The Twist

1970's: The Hustle

1980's: Break Dancing

1990's: The Grind

Above: Time to party!
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Winterim

It is amazing that in the brief period of 2 1 days, students can learn skills and

lessons that alter the courses of their lives. This Winterim, the upper school was

blessed with just such a period of time. Staying on campus, the freshmen and

sophomores had the opportunity to take courses that varied widely from the norm:

microbiology, stained glass, service learning, CPR certification, song writing. .

.and the list continues in a multitude of directions and dimensions. The learning

environment was casual, but the lessons no less intense, and though they varied

from the realm of academia, they were nonetheless important. The juniors and

seniors left campus to experience a world other than that of school. Working hand

in hand with surgeons, aiding businessmen and -women, traveling in Europe,

surviving an Outward Bound course and infinite other options were how the

Upperclassmen challenged themselves, and learned and grew in incredible ways.

Though it is a strain on our schedules to take these three weeks off, it's safe to say

that they are well worth it.

1
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Top Ten On Campus

Winterim Classes:

1. Shelby Woo
2. Songwriting

3. Gender Class

4. CPR/ Aerobics

5. The60's

6. Chemistry and Nutritioi

7. Stained Glass Class

8. Computer Graphics an

Mickey

9. Service Leadership

10. Money Manager
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Coolest Off-Campus Winterim~

^Working at NBC in New York

*Working with Senators in DC

*Hanging out with Mrs. Ward and Dr. Myers in

Greece and Italy

^Working at a Day Care with underprivileged

kids

*Working with the guy who made Athena in the

Parthenon

Most Embarrassing Experiences"

Jessica Crowell: The artist I worked with was

a very quiet person, so there would be LONG
pauses, where no one would talk. It would be

silent for like half an hour. It was quite awkward.

Lindsey Wallace: "I was working for a

dresser for country music videos. The lady gave

me her credit card to go buy some clothes with. I

thought I had the credit card in my wallet but

when she asked for the card back, I couldn't find

it. I lost my bosses credit card, for good. She had

to cancel her card and everything, I was so

embarrassed.
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Father-Daughter Dance
This year's Father-Daughter Dance was held, as usual, on the General Jackson

Showboat on April 1

4

,h
. Decked out in their finery, dads and daughters arrived to board

the boat at 6:00 PM. Once on board, seniors and their dads meandered to their reserved

tables close to the stage (at last!), while everyone else burst through the doors in a mad
dash to get good seats. Pre-dinner entertainment was the traditional "Lettuce Stroll."

which was followed by a treat: this year, attendees were greeted with some new eats at

their dinner tables. A chicken-stuffed pastry shell and chocolate mousse replaced the

old favorite, chicken cordon bleu. After dinner, the band Sound Therapy played once

again ("The sound's for you. the therapy's for us"), with appearances by senior Lindsey

Scruggs, her father Randy, and sophomore Cara Himmelfarb. Everyone enjoyed

dancing to their favorite oldies tunes, even though the floor was so crowded that the only

movement permitted was from the waist up. Seniors leapt onto the stage a couple times

and even formed a congo line to celebrate their last Father-Daughter Dance aboard the

General Jackson. The evening closed with the seniors singing their class song. This 18lh

annual Father-Daughter Dance was a great success.

I love my daddy!

Above: Rachel and her lather gel a little funky!

Below: Annie. Cate and Beth smile

Above: Seniors are getting down!

Below Right: Don't we have cute dates'?

Right: Mr. Falk. you almost made it in the

picture
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Annie, can you see down my shirt? Dad I want a picture of this too!
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Alternative Spring Break

Alternative Spring Break was a most rewarding experience for all those who
participated in this year's trip to Dallas. Texas, United States of America. A handful

ofvolunteer students traveled to the Lone Star State lead by teachers, Ann Bailey and

Martha Grace. The girls invested a week in continuous community service. Among
their many tasks at hand was to plant a garden at a local nursing home in order to give

beauty and ecological balance to the residents. The girls also lent a helping hand at a

daycare center for the underprivileged children in the city. But it was not all work and

no play on Alternative Spring Break, a surprise visit to Six Flags Theme Park rounded

out the trip. It was a week that will not soon be forgotten by the girls whose lives were

touched by this meaningful experience.

The group poses next to the van



Spring Break

ove: Brooke, Jacqueline, and Susan take a

ak from the sun

low: Cruisin' seniors

Before hitting the proverbial spring

break beach scene.

Understand that one must spend at

least two- hundred

Dollars at the good old fake bake,

lose enough

Weight to fit into a J.Crew bikini

made for a six-year-old.

Embark upon a day long shopping

expedition while

Investing little to no time on

acquiring much-needed beauty rest

Simply because there are two eight

weeks tests everyday, also

Eventually one realizes that spring

break is in

Reality the first chance that one has

had to relax in many months. 1
Left: Sarah and Sally up close and

personal

Above: The frosh hit the beach

Below: Becca, Megan, Susan, and

Katharine pucker up

This is how Morgan,_Ashley. Emily, and Markell get their kicks The juniors clean up pretty well
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Prom 1999

Queen

Prom Court

Maryanne Warner

Senior Representatives

Haley Barnett

Emily Cummings

Junior Representative

Sasha Chudacoff

Sophomore Representative

AnnEzzell

Freshman Representative

Cornelia Rowe



Prom 1999



An Enchanted Evening
As one stepped out of her limousine,

onto the red carpet, she was immediately swept

away to a world of princesses and knights in

shining armor. She walked over a drawbridge

and into the gallery, now transformed into the

interior of a castle. As she emerged from a

tunnel, she saw the grand staircase descending

before her into a magnificent room, with a

glorious fountain and an abundance of fresh

flowers and little sparkling white lights. The

band was great, but when one tired, there were

chocolate-dipped strawberries to tickle the

taste buds. The evening was surely enchanted,

and enjoyed by all. especially the seniors.

What a memorable evening!

Who's that couple on the end?

2(U



Right: Jamie's in love

ii Right: Kimberly and Laura know where the real

irty is
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80's Dance
Hey. so maybe the 80s dance wasn't the most well-attended event

of the school year -- but those who went will tell you that they hadn't had so

much tun in a londtime! And for those who didn't make it-- well, your loss.

The D. J. pumped up those radical 80s jams, and the disco ball created the

perfect effect as Molly Ringwald, Sarah Jessica Parker and Marc-Paul Gosseler

look-alikes got "Footloose," imitating their favorite "Flashdance" and "Girls

Just Wanna Have Fun" moves. The crowd was "dancin' on the ceiling" till

late in the evening when finally the crowd dwindled and the D. J. packed up.

The night was certainly worth while, if for no other reason than the

appearance on the dance floor of Ms. Ann Teaff and her husband Don

McPherson. and of course Mr. Joe Croker and Ms. Ginny Garrison! If the

chaperones were as amused as the students, then the dance was a success

by any standards! Anyone who did not attend was ony doing herself a

disservice!

Maruarel. Hannah. Elizabeth, and Metian arc saved bv die bell

Our tearless leader

...

Laura spoils a totally tubular outfit Bodacious babes
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Mother/Daughter Luncheon

Which ones are the mothers?

As a grand finale to Awards Day, the

seniors and their mothers gathered in the Gallery for

a beautifully decorated luncheon to celebrate the

closing of the girls time at Harpeth Hall. Barb and
Jude prepared a lovely gourmet lunch as the seniors

and their mothers enjoyed socializing and picture-

taking after the exciting morning which had honored

so many of the girls themselves. It was a delightful

way to end a hugely important year in the lives of the

seniors, as well as a good tool for lightening the girls'

spirits as exam week began.

Moms and daughters enjoy their lunch. A proud mom Go back to your mommies.
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Athletic Banquet
On a Wednesday night. May 1

c)th. all the athletes

from every sport this year, and their parents,

gathered with their coaches for the athletic

reception and awards ceremony. The evening

went smoothly, with a handful ofawards given by

each coach. There was a small interuption when

the softball team came in late, still in uniform

and announced that they were going to state.

Good time was kept, especially by Mrs. Russ,

with senior track members clocking her time.

Brie Brown was awarded athlete of the year, and

Gayle Thompson, the medical trainer, was given

a jacket to show everyone's thanks. After all of

the awards were give a few seniors spoke, with

Susan Clark giving a very moving speech. The

evening was long as usual, but still enjoyable; a

great summation for a successful year in sports.

Megan receives her award



Above: Molly Moore, still in her Softball uniform, gets a hug

from coach Schwartz

Above Right: The three senior basketball players listen to

their coach.

Right: Neel Weeb, humbly receives her award.
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Awards Day
Awards Day is one of the most anticipated

days of the entire school year for several reasons: first,

that it is the last day of school, second, that there are no

classes on this particular day, and third, that it is spent

on the cool and grassy Souby Lawn, barefoot with one'

s

friends, applauding the amazing accomplishments and

virtues of one"s schoolmates. Popsicles, a copy of the

new Hallmarks, and soft quilts made this beautiful day

all the more enjoyable as Harpeth Hall honored those

students and faculty who had gone above and beyond the

school's expectations of them. The school honored

those of exceptional academic and artistic talent, as

well as those of outstanding personal character and

integrity in the upper school. Awards Day is always a

fitting culmination of all that has gone on during nine

months before.

Left: Beth,

Maryanne, at

Katy share th

smiles
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Class of 2003
• Favorites •

• Restaurant: Melting Pot •

• TV Show: Drew Carey Show •

• Movie: Pleasantville •

• Radio Station: 103.3 I

I Band: N' Sync J

• Trip: Seaside *

* Song: "Walk Around in Circles" |

Teacher: Mr. Wallace • Smile for a class picture!

These girls share the love. Smile!

:\ i



Kendra Abkowitz Katie Atkins Sarah Anne Bargatze Megan Bell

Betsy Beveridge Hays Brandon Allison Chandler Tammy Cheng Mary Chisolm

Ashley Cole Katie Crarton Kaitlyn Currence Anna Derryberry Hayley Dittus
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Lana Evans Kimia Ferdowsi Sarah Gabbert Abby Gallager Leigh Gemert

Anna Hance Clare Harbison essica Hartness Rachel Hearon Anne Huitt
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Sara Isenhour Cari Johns Austin Jones Lauren Kantz Laura Lee

I

Mary Liza Lentz Sivan Levran Becca Lewis Amanda Jane Lloyd Sara Loeppke

Lauren MacLeod Lindsey Mahan Emelie Matthews Anna Mayo

PHOTO
NOT

AVAILABLE

Meg McNeill
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Above: Shouldn't they be back at Capeside?

Left: These two Sarahs pose.

Sara Morris Edna Nelson Katie Norwood Allison Oldacre Coe Peterman

Sarah Sanders Becky Selwyn Chauncey Short Raleigh Anne Simpkins Katie Smith
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Corey Thompson Tori Tucker Ellen VanVoorhees Emily Wall Elizabeth Warner

Ashley West Anna Williams Elizabeth Woods Jingcai Zhu
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Class of 2004
• Favorites !

• Restaurant: Kobe Steakhouse •

• TV Show: Dawson 's Creek •

• Movie: Ever After •

• Radio Station: 103.3 •

I Band: EverClear •

• Trip: Cancun •

* Song: "Angel of Mine" #

Teacher: Ms. Schwartz #

Two girls and a bear.

Above: Chillin like a villian.

Below: Emma, are you OK

?

!un MM&
Make Mrs. Clark proud. These seventh graders take a moment to pose for the camara
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Kim Alfery Elizabeth Atkinson Amy Baron Bridgette Beatty Kara Bevilaqua Jillian Bracewell

Laura Lea Bryant Jennifer Burn Callie Cohen Elizabeth Conrad

I A

Emily Crowe Lauren Dagley

Above: Forward match!

- Right: Five squatting girls
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Ellen Davis Kate Davis Erin DeBruyn Laura Elrod

Rachel Esterday Laine Evans Tara Herbert Melinda Higgins

Above: Seventh graders love to have fun

Right: Smile 1



Hadley Hines Kathryn Holt Rachel Howell Wesley Hughes Grace Johnson Virginia Kelley

Berry Kennedy Annatte Levran Emma Lewis Abby Lipshie Jocelyn Lostetter Sarah Mayhan

Above: Kim and Lauren love technology!

Right: Kim. you're a heasd above the rest
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Hannah Menefee Laura Miller Dru Nelson Olivia Peterson Amanda Powell Emmy Powell

Above: Don't you look sweet

Rght: Arc you girls sleepy'.'
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Rosanne Siman Lauren Simpson Nancy Sisk Anna Smith Rebecca Spigel Robin Steele

Elizabeth Stewart Christine Taherian Valerie Trent Anna Trotter Grace Wachtler Megan Wallace

Keeley Wamp Emily Willard Laura Wright Meg Wright



Class of 2005
! Favorites *

# Restaurant: Logan's Roadhouse •

* TV Show: Home Improvement #

* Movie: She's All That
J

Radio Station: 107.5 •

• Band: Backstreet Boys •

• Trip: Florida •

• Song: "Pretty Fly For A White Guy'* •

• Teacher: Ms. Graham • Let's 20 for a hike.

Hungary, ladies



[argaret Anne Gray Kate Gregory Caitlin Heyman Sarah Lovett Looks like these girls we'rent ready for the picture.
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Above: Morgan, the Indian princess

Rieht: Taking notes. Annie?

Left: Walk around the block.

Above: So who is the normal one of the group?

Rachel Lowe Melissa McCord Ryan McLaughlin Hadley Miller Annie Mulgrew

Allison Oldham Helen Rankin Estee Simpkins Taylor Sitzler Stacey Stanton

Morgan Stengel Cacky Tate Carson Whitehead Allison Wiseman Katherine Wood
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Left: Generations of fun!

Below: We're out for a meat time.
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Class of 2006
• Favorites I

• Restaurant: Houston's •

• TV Show: Full House •

• Movie: Step Mom ,

# Radio Station: 107.5 *

* Band: 98 Degrees

* Trip: Jamaica ';

• Song: "Save Tonight" •

• Teacher: Ms. Lee •
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5th Graders always have fun!

We're the cutest
We're all one big happy family!



Susan Barcus Mary Katherine

Bartholomew
Ali Berryman Lindsay Boyd Alex Brandon Lindsay Cochran

Julia Corker Liza Darwin Alana Essig Angeline Falls-

Mariani

Elta Falls-Mariani Jamie Gordon

Above: Say cheese

Below: Was I supposed to smile
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Elizabeth Grote Jane Coleman Callie Kestner Emily Killian

Harbison

f j £>
r

Jaclyn Kireyczyk Carsen Maxwell

J
Aly McCathren Melissa McCord Georgia McKay Hays McWhirter Sarah Mercy Alex Nelson

Above: Pul on .1 happy face

KiL'hl: H.ivc .ill iIk- 5 ih traders turned into r.ihbits



Dare Oseas Taylor Parrish Jillian Peterson Allie Phipps Ashleigh Robinson

Erne Short Margaret Tipton Margaret Walker Denton Whitson
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Student Council

The Middle School Student Council is a

leadership organization that acts as an umbrella over

the middle school activities. In addition to the

officers, there are one or two representatives from

each homeroom that act as voices of the student

body. This group acts as a mediator between the

faculty and the students. Led this year by Raleigh

Anne Simpkins. this group helped put on the

Halloween Carnival for children in the area. They

also had a field day at the end ofthe year, which gave

the students the opportunity to hang out with girls

from all of the middle school grades. Each of these

activities has helped to strengthen the bond that has

grown between the middle schoolers.

Congratulations to the Student Council for having

such a successful year and bringing more students

even closer together! It has definitely been an

incredible year.
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Headstart

This year, a few students in the middles

sehool felt that the community service in the middle

school was lacking. This group of students took it

upon themselves to solve this problem by starting a

new club, the Headstart Club. They come up with

activities and games to play with the rising

kindergardeners in this educational program.

Although their visits were few, they looked forward

to them each month, as they were very impacting.

The girls in this club hope to expand their participation

in this program next year, as they create more
opportunities for community service in the middle

school. They have definitely begun a worthwhile

effort to enrich the lives of the middle schoolers.

Members: Megan Wallace, Amanda Powell, Anna
Trotter, Ellen Davis, Meg Wright, Anna Smith, Kate

Davis, Nancy Sisk, Tara Herbert, Olivia Peterson,

Courtney Dunn

Recycling Club
The Recycling Club is a new edition to the

various clubs in the Middle School. It meets every

Wednesday at lunch and discusses how to fix the

recycling problem at Harpeth Hall. This year, the

recycling company that has been used by Harpeth

Hall in the past pulled out, and all year, the HH
community has not been able to recycle the tons of

paper, cans, plastic, and newspaper that are used each

day. This club is trying to help us find a new company
willing to help us recycle by writing letters to many
different organizations andcoming up with new ideas.

They will hopefully be successful on finding an

organization soon.

Members: Carline Ramsey, Emma Lewis, Grace

Wachtler, Lauren Dagley, Courtney Dunn, Robin

Steele, Anna Smith, Rosanne Simon, Rachel Howell,

Laura Elrod, Annette Levran, Dru Nelson, Nancy
Sisk, Ellen Davis, Tara Herbert
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Chorus
The Middle School is the host of two groups of melodic

voices which provide entertainment at various occasions throughout

the year. The fifth and sixth grade chorus is a mandatory organization

that teaches the youngset kids to love music. They participated in

a 11 the choral concerts this year singing both traditional and not so

traditional songs. ..They even learned how to play kazoos!. The

seventh and eigth grade chorus is made up of a group of dedicated

girls who meet on a voluntary basis to share their love of music.

Both of these groups have done a lot to enhance the music program

in the middle school.

Members: 5th and 6th- S. Barcus, M. K. Bartholomew, A. Berryman,

L. Boyd, A. Brandon, L. Cochran. J. Corker, E. Darwin, A. Essig, J.

Gordon. E. Grote. J. Coleman-Harbison, C. Kestner, E. Killian, J.

M. Kireyczyk, A. Mariani, E. Mariani, C. Maxwell, A. McCathren,

G. McKay, K. McWhirter, S. Mercy, A. Nelson, D. Oseas, T.

Parrish. J. Peterson. A. Phipps, A. Robinson, E. Short, M. Tipton,

M. Walker, R. Whitson.L. Adcox, A. Brooks. H. Brown, A. Carter,

D. Cherney. C. Creagh, M.C. Cummings, P. Del Favero, E. Fisher,

J. Fitch, A. Gernert, K. Goetz, M. A. Gray, K. Gregory, C. Heyman,

S. Lovett, R. Lowe. M. McCord. R. McLaughlin, H. Miller, A.

Mulgrew, A. Oldham. H. Rankin, E. Simpkins, T. Sitzler, S. Stanton,

M. Stengel, C. Tate. C. Whithead. A. Wiseman, K. Wood

7th and <?fr/?-Caroline Ramsey, Rosanne Siman. Cari Johns, Leigh

Gernert, Katie Norwood, Anna Smith, Chauncet Short, Elizabeth

Wraner, Katie Crafton, Lauren Robinson, Ellen Van Voorhees,

Callie Cohen, Maggie Anderson, Betsy Beveridge, Katie Smith.

Allison Chandler, Mary Liza Lentz, Lindsay Mahan, Coe Peterman

\T
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Ensemble

Even if you can't sing, there is still an opportunity for you

to be musical. You can join the Ensemble. There are two different

ensemble groups in the middle school made up of instrumentalists of

all ages. These group meet every Friday to practice playing together,

so that they can prpeare themselves for all of their public appearances.

These girls play everything from the violin to the flute to the harp.

They are a very talented group of young ladies who help to expand the

entire school's interest in music.

Members: Beginning Ensemble-Lindsey Cochran, Stacet Stanton,

Jane Coleman-Harbison, Liza Darwin

Regular Ensemble-k\y McCathren, Mary Katherine Bartholomew,

Hays McWhirter. Ashlet Carter, Stasey Stanton. Sarah Lovett, Ali

Berryman. Jamie Gordon, Ashleiph Robinson
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Math Club
The 7 lh and 8"' grade math clubs provide a special

opportunity to those girls who have an extra interest in math.

One enthusiastic member of the math club states, "Math club

is a great opportunity for us to interact with other schools by
participating in contests around Nashville." The 8'" grade

math club, sponsored by Ms. Simmons, has participated in

many of the local math contests held at different high schools

around town. The 7" 1 grade math club, sponsored by Ms. Burr,

prepared and sent some of their top Pre-Algebra students to

compete at the state competition held at Austin Peay. The
Middle School is proud to have our girls represent Harpeth

Hall so well in our community.

Members: 7th- Robin Steele, Kate Gregory, Hilary

Brown, Taylor Sitzler, Anna Gernert, Annie Mulgrew,
Elizabeth Conrad, Caroline Ramsey, Rosanne Siman,

Annate Levran, Ellen Davis, Morgan Stengel, Wesley
Hughes 8th-Clare Harbison, Kimia Ferdowsi, Mary
Chisolm, Jingcai Zhu, Louisa Glenn, Sara Morris, Sara

Isenhour, Emmie Granberry, Sara Anne Thomas, Hayley
Dittus, Laura Lee

Knitting Club

Knit Wits?! This very creative group of girls

discovered a love for knitting a nd decided to create a knitting

organization in the middle school. These girls meet once a

week during lunch to sit and chat while working on various

projects, from scarves to sweaters. Their sponsor Ms. Hagan
helps them out when they get their needles crossed ,and also

offers advice on upcoming projects or works in progress. The
girls in this club always seem to be having a good time knitting,

while sharing a bit of good gossip over lunch.
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7th and 8th Grade Book Clubs

The 7
th and 8

lh grade elasses each have a book club

for those girls who love to read and discuss books

outside of class. The 8"1 grade book club is sponsored

by Mrs. Springman, and Ms. Schwartz heads up the

7 th grade book club. In their meetings, the girls

enjoy talking and comparing notes about the different

books they have read. The girls do not always read

the same books but will often read ones with a

common theme or author. The book clubs provide

a good opportunity for the girls to get

recommendations from their teachers as well as

peers. As one book-clubber said. "It's nice because

you get to meet with a group outside English and

share your love of reading."
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Cub Chronicle

Extra! Extra! Read all About it! The staff

members of the Cub Chronicle work hard to put

out a newspaper for the entire middle school at

least four times a year. Mrs. Springman, the

sponsor helps guide the whole publication process,

but it is really the girls that do all of the work.

They write articles, take pictures, conduct

interviews and surveys, and stick to the deadlines.

These girls are a 11 talented in the area ofjounalism

and are dedicated to their work. They give up one

lunch period a week to discuss possible articles,

and make sure every one is staying on track. These

girls will most definitely be prepared for the

wonderful world of publications that awaits them

in the high school. Logos II, Milestones, and

Hallmarks can't wait to get their hands on this

bright group of girls.

Beautification Club

Have you ever wondered where those signs

came from that remind us to stay off the grass and

that the environment is our friend. Well, these are

the work of the campus beautification club. This

small, but strong group of girls work hard to make

sure that the campus surrounding the middle school

remains beautiful. They remind people to throw

away their trash, and to walk on the sidewalks, so that

the lawn remains in tact. These girls take great pride

in the appearance of our campus and hope to spread

this pride to others, not only in the middle school, but

in the high school as well. Congratulations girls on

your wonderful efforts to make the Harpeth Hall

campus not less, but greater, better, and more

beautiful than it was when you arrived!
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5th Grade Leadership Team

Members

Margaret Walker

Emily Killian

Liza Darwin

Susan Barcus

Aly McCathren

Allie Phipps

Alex Nelson

Erne Short

7th Grade Leadership Team

Members

Sally Sawyer

Hadlet Hines

Valeris Trent

Elizabeth Atkinson

Erin DeBruyn

Olivia Peterson

Rosanne Siman

Callie Cohen

Melinda Higgins

Jillian Bracewell

Hillary Prim

Dru Nelson

Ellen Davis

Nancy Sisk

Courtney Groshung-Dunn

Keeley Wamp
Grace Wachtler

Meg Wright
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Little Champions
ROSTER

Sarah Anne Bargatze

Tori Tucker
Hayley Dittus

Mary Stengel

Louisa Glenn
Sara Anne Thomas

Amy Baron
Case Szarwark
Laura Miller

Sara Isenhour

Emmie Granberry

Kathryn Holt

Abby Lipshie

Austing Jones

Hadley Hines

Sara Morris

Emily Crowe

Coaches: Martha Grace & Mary Lou Primm

RECORD
win Grassland 15-3,15-10

win Brentwood 15-10,15-11

win CPA 15-1,15-4

loss FMS 10-15,15-12,13-15

win FRA 15-12,10-15,15-5

win Ensworth 15-6,17-15

win BA 15-7,15-12

win Woodland 15-13,8-15,15-7

win Page 15-2,15-7

w in USN 1 5-4, 1 5-3

win BGA 15-7.15-10

win 1 larding 15-2,15-5

win BGA 15-2,15-10

win Ensworth 15-1,15-4

Final record of 13-1. HVAC "A" Champion
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Go The Distance

Pace Yourself, Bears! Harpeth Hall grins of Victory

ROSTER
Name: Best Time:

KendraAbkowitz 9:32

Ellen Davis 9:52

Morgan Stengel 9:56

MaryChisolm 10:38

Jennifer Burn 10:39

EmmaLewis 10:40

Virginia Pirkle 10:54

Virginia Kelley 10:55

Becca Lewis 10:57

KeelyWamp 11:02

Cari Johns 11:08

Anna Williams 11:09

Raleigh Ann Simpkins 11:10

Anna Hance 11:18

Leigh Gernert 11:19

Anna Trotter 11:21

CamilleGrote 11:23

Melissa McCord 11:48

Ryan McLaughlin 1 1 :50

Katherine Provost 11:51

Rachel Esterday 12:00

Mary Liza Lentz 12:01

Amanda Powell 12:07

JenniferPrice 12:09

Laura Lee Bryant 12:11

SaraLoepke 12:32

Estee Simpkins 12:35

Abby Gallagher 12:37

Stacey Stanton 12:43

Katie Atkins 13:01

Allison Chandler 13:27

Emily Dean 13:36

Lauren Simpson 13:51

JillianBracewell 13:57

Sarah Sanders 14:49

Betsy Beveridge 15:02

Robin Steele 15:34

Edna Nelson 15:51

Coaches: Jack Henderson & Natalie Panshin

Team finished 3rd at HVAC championships
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The 1 998 Middle School Soccer team,

under the leadership of Coach Marti Russ and

new coach Mary Lou Primm, had a fairly

successful season. Even though it was tough to

find a place to practice, the middle school

soccer team gained enough skill to fini sh their

season with a 6:4:2 record. One oftheir greatest

accomplishments, besides making it to the

semifinals in the championship, was beating

Freedom, their rivals, twice. The large team of

twenty-five was managed with the help ofAnna

Williams and Katie Atkins. Louisa Glenn was

named All Tournament for her talent and skill.

It appears that the Upper School Soccer team

will gain some freshmen next year, and the

Sixth and Seventh graders will make next year's

Middle School team ureat as well.

Soccer

1 998 Middle School Soccer Team
(For names see Roster below )

Members :

Kendra Abkowitz,

Danielle Cherney

Elizabeth Conrad,

I.llcn Davis.

Abby Gallagher,

Leigh Gernet,

Louisa Glenn

Camille Grote,

Anna Hance,

Rachel Hearon,

Sara Isenhour,

Austin Jones,

Becca Lewis,

Emma Lewis,

Sarah Loepke.

Anna Mayo
Melissa McCord

Allison Oldacre

Virginia Pirkle

Raleigh Anne Simpkins

Nancy Sisk

Morgan Stengel

Case Szarwark

Tori Tucker

Grace Wachtler

Managers : Anna Williams and Katie Atkins

All Tournament: Louisa Glenn

1 4
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HVAC Basketball Team

ROSTER

Kendra Abkowitz

Maggie Anderson

Sarah Anne Bargatze

Wesley Hughes

Cari Johns

Austin Jones

Abigail Lipshie

Virginia Pirkel

Sara Rodriguez

Nancy Sisk

Mary Stengel

Tori Tucker

Coach Tim Wallace

7th and 8th Grade B-Team

ROSTER

Hays Brandon

Laura Lea Bryant

Elizabeth Conrad

Rachel Esterday

EmmieGranberry
Kendall Green

Sara Isenhour

Laura Miller

Jennifer Price

Katie Smith

Elizabeth Stewart

Anna Trotter

Grace Wachtler

Anna Williams

Coach Gerald Flouhouse

Coach Richie Simmons
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5th and 6th Grade Team

ROSTER

Alex Brandon

Callie Kestner

Carsen Maxwell

Aly McCathren

Melissa McCord
Taylor Parrish

Helen Rankin

Estee Simpkins

Morgan Stengel

Cacky Tate

Allison Wiseman

Katherine Wood

5th and 6th Grade Y-Team

ROSTER

Mary Katherine Bartholomew

Annie Brooks

Lindsey Cochran

Margaret Anne Gray

Rachel Lowe
Ryan McLaughlin

Hays McWhirter

Annie Mulgrew

Taylor Sitzler

Stacey Stanton

Coach Rob Boudreau
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ROSTER

Katie Atkins

Hays Brandon

Elizabeth Conrad

Sarah Gabbert

Wesley Hughes

Sara Isenhour

Austin Jones

Emma Lewis

Laura Miller

Katie Seals

Chauncey Short

Nancy Sisk

Anna Trotter

Tori Tucker

Softball

Above: Charlie's Angels'?

Below right: Batter up!

2nd in HVAC tournament

10-1

lost onl\ I to Grassland

Above: I et us out 1

Right: I [ome run. babs

!

w
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Tennis
With a fairly new coach, Hila Graham, and a ledgendary coach, Patty Chadwell, the

1999 Middle School Tennis Team had a triumphant year. They had a strong team because

of the depth of skill as well as the talent in coaching. The team was able to come in second

in the HVAC championships after a victorious season. In addition to that, the three singles

players, Becky Selwyn, Case Szarwark, and Corey Thompson, all made it to the Finals ofthe

Championship. The doubles pairs also made it to the semifinals of the Championship. The

Middle School Tennis Team had a successful end to a likewise successful year.

•Caitlyn Currence

rara Herbert

rlannah Menefee

ROSTER
Emmy Powell

Becky Selwyn

Morgan Stengel

Katie Norwood

Case Szarwark

Corey Thompson

2nd in HVAC

Coaches: Graham and Chadwell
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Track and Field
This year the amazing middle school track

team exceded all expectations and received 3rd in

the HVAC meet. Coached by Marti Russ, this

inspiring group of girls worked hard this year,

excelling in many areas. Their record does not

reveal how excellent and persistant these girls

really are. This squad is so talented that they even

had two members run for the upper school. Kendra

ran distance and Sara Anne perfected the hurdles,

which helped out the team greatly. Morgan Stengel

was so awesome that she ran for the 7th and 8th

grade team even though she is only in 6th grade!

These middle schoolers are talent-filled and will

be a wonderful asset to the upper school in a few

years. Way to go, girls!

Left: Look how high I can

jump!
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Are we winning yet? Oh, I'm so sore!

embers: K. Abkowitz, K. Alfery, S. Bargantze, K.

vilaqua, J. Bracewell, L. Bryant, J. Burn, A. Chandler, M.

lisolm, E. Crowe, E. Davis, C. Dunn, R. Esterday. A.

illagher, L. Gernet, E. Granberry , K. Green, C. Grote, M.

ggins, C. Johns, A. Jones, L. Kantz, V. Kelley, L. Lee, M.

ntz, B. Lewis, J. Lostetter. A. Mayo, A. Oldacre, J. Price,

Simpkins, Mary Stengel, Morgan Stengel, G, Wachler, K.

amp, A.Williams, E. Williard. Manager: B. Beverage

Record

3rd in HVAC meet

1-4 Warmin' up for the big race!

5th and 6th Grade Track

Members: S. Barcus, M. Bartholomew, L. Boyd, A. Brooks,

D. Cherney, L. Cochran, C. Creagh, P. Delfavero, A.

Gernert. J. Gordan, M. Gray, E. Grote, J. Harbison, C.

Kestner, J. Kireyczyk, C. Maxwell, A. McCathren, M,

McCord, R. McLaughlin, H. McWerter, S. Mercy, H. Miller,

A. Mulgrew, A, Nelson, T. Parrish, A. Phipps, H. Rankin, E.

Simpkins, E. Short, S. Stanton, M, Stengel, C. Tate, A.

Wiseman, K. Wood
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7th and 8th Grade Retreats

The seventh and eighth graders were given the

opportunity to get to know each other better and come

together as a class in the fall during their class retreats. The

eighth grade made a trip to Chicago and spent a couple days

sight-seeing, touring, and just having fun. Until relatively

recently, the eighth grade took a trip to Jekyll Island in

Georgia every year, but the culture, the hotel, and the airport

in Chicago seem to be a hit among HH students. The seventh

grade went on the annual wilderness trip, which has typically

involved low ropes courses, canoes, cabins, and inedible

food. The trip this year once again lived up to those

specifications, according to students. However, both seventh

and eighth graders alike enjoyed having some time to be

together outside of their normal school routines.

Which camera are we supossed to be looking at?

Hev look al this lloalinu soccer hall!

!58



Left: Mrs. Malone posess with Kimia and Sivan

Above: Eighth graders just chillin".
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Halloween Carnival

How would you like to try some green witches' brew or get a scare from a

frightening ghost? Well, ifyou love the thrills ofterror, the Harpeth Hall Middle School

Halloween Carnival is for you. This year the middle school produced a carnival for

their younger siblings, alumni's children and many more. Between the haunted house

and wild and crazy mazes, the children and the students had a great time. Not only

did the middle school get to entertain their guests, but they also got to spook each

other out with mysterious masks and colorful costumes. The costumes ranged from

witches and monsters to princesses and the Spice Girls! To top the whole afternoon

off, the eerie music and costumes of the teachers made this event extremely fun and

memorable. So don't miss next year when you can come and have the thrill or scare

ofa lifetime!



HH/MBA Mixers

Crawling down the bowling lanes to try to get stuck bowling

balls is not what you would normally expect at a MBA/ Harpeth Hall

bowling 7th grade mixer. Although no one knew how to bowl, and we

did not get bumpers, our first mixer at Playmore Lanes was a blast. Old

friendships were renewed, and new ones were developed. The second

mixer was a service mixer at Second Harvest Food Bank. About forty

girls met at Harpeth Hall, and about ten guys met at MBA to go to the

mixer. It was lots of fun. Togetherwe got over 500 lbs. offood to donate

to Second Harvest. There we listened to music, and worked together

to sort food to donate to the needy, homeless, and hungry people for the

holidays. The next two mixers were dances. Then we worked outside

by planting things, and pulling up weeds. Overall, MBA and Harpeth

Hall are getting offto a great start, and we hope the great beginning will

continue for the rest of the year.



Colonial Day
Colonial Day is a fun opportunity for

seventh graders to enhance their studies of

American history outside the classroom. Students

put many hours of hard work into the event,

researching in the library, writing reports, and

rehearsing in groups for their roles. On Colonial

Day itself, their hard work paid off. Visitors

stepped into a transformed Gallery and were

carried back to another era. Here were the

schoolteachers lecturing a dunce in the corner;

there were the girls modeling fashions ofthe day.

Inside were tables laden with food cooked using

recipes ofthe period; outside were ajudge, a man
in stocks, and a w edding party. Everyone who was
able to drop by the Gallery that day came away

truly impressed with the knowledge ofthe seventh

araders.

162

Above: I he latest in

colonial fashions

Left: Sing it, Chef

Wesle>

Right: M\ dough is

better than \ ours



Emma, Nancy, and Kim model their furs We still love Colonial Da\

!
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Don't Count Your Chickens...
The Middle Sehool Musical this year

was "Don't Count Your Chickens Before They

Cry Wolf," a collection of Aesop's fables pieced

together and put to music. It was directed by

Lynne Rothrock and choreographed by Stephanie

Hamilton. The large cast of seventh and eighth

graders applied themselves to the singing, the

acting, and the dancing with gusto. Even through

the late nights of the week before the show

opened, the cast's spirit did not wane. Their

devotion was evident when the show was

performed for audiences. Attendees were treated

to fine performances from all the budding

Broadway stars, who illustrated fables from "The

Turtle and the Hare" to "The Boy Who Cried

Wolf" while ha\ ing a little fun in the process.

Bua Patrol

Above: ["here are angels among us

Left: Why is she smiling?
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Field Day
On a Thursday early in May, the Middle

Schoolers were given a break from their studies in

the form of Field Day. On the designated day, the

girls arrived at school decked out in spirited finery.

Seventh and eighth graders wore red, yellow, green,

or blue, according to their respective clubs (Triad,

Ariston, Eccowasin, or Angkor), while fifth and

sixth graders wore green and gray (HH colors).

Colored hair streaks and body glitter were also

spotted. Although the festivities were moved inside

to Morrison Gym because of rain, enthusiasm was

not dampened in the least. From the ever-popular

"stuff-saltines-in-your-mouth-and-whistle-Dixie"

relay to the four-way tug of war between fifth and

sixth graders and also between Triad, Ariston,

Eccowasin, and Angkor, a good time was had by all.

Aristons in the midst of a wild celebration

Above: Mr. Wallace has fun watching

Below: Hays is in pain

Above: Triads pull with all their might

Below: The sixth traders are enthralled b\ the action
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Grandmother's Tea

In November, the Middle School hosted the Grandmother's

Tea, one of its longstanding annual traditions. Students wore their

best "dress uniforms" for the occasion: spotless white shirts,

starched plaid skirts, and stiff saddle oxfords. After a full day of

classes, the girls were dismissed to the Gallery, where they waited

for their grandmothers to arrive. As the ladies arrived,

granddaughters helped them down the stairs or pointed out the art

hanging in the Gallery, while they made their way to the Auditorium.

Once grandmothers and granddaughters were seated, they were

treated to performances by the fifth and sixth grade chorus and by

the seventh and eighth grade chorus. Then all returned to the

Gallery to conclude the afternoon with punch, cookies, and

conversation. Grandmothers and granddaughters alike lingered in

the Gallery, reluctant to leave such a delightful atmosphere of

simple pleasures.

Above: Kate and Dottie smile big.

Below: This cookie tastes vumm\

!

Above: Ashley smiles for the camara

Lower corner: Mary gives a speech.
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George Washington Day
m
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"Left, left, left, right, left." Every February, these words can

be heard resounding through the walls ofthe McMurry arts

and athletic center. No, it has not been temporarily transformed

into the Harpeth Hall Boot Camp, but it has been taken back

in time to the days of the General George Washington. A
tradition since the days ofWard-Belmont, George Washington

Day has become an integral part ofthe Harpeth Hall way of

life. Each year the seventh grade rehearses under the

direction ofMerrie Clark to perfect the swift dance steps of

the sailors, the smooth transitions of the minuet, and the

precision of the soldiers' drill. Two eighth graders are

chosen by the seventh graders to play the parts ofGeorge and

Martha. The entire school always looks forward to this time-

honored tradition. All of the hard work pays off in the end

as the girls present a celebration of George Washington's

birthday.



Sports Dessert
Just as the Upper School athletes are honored at the

Athletic Banquet every year, the Middle School athletes are

honored at the Sports Dessert. It was held on a warm May
evening this year. After athletes, parents, and coaches ate

goodies in the gallery, they proceeded to the Auditorium

where the ceremonies began. Each coach stood at the

podium, told of his team's season, read a list of team

members, amd presented special awards (MVP, Most

Improved, etc... ) to the selected athletes. The Middle School

athletics program enjoyed great success overall this year,

and it is hoped that this trend will continue in years to come.

I oil: Fliaii

Coach
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Final Assembly
On the morning of Friday, May 21, the Middle School students

and faculty joined parents in the Auditorium for the Final Assembly.
During the proceedings, the accomplishments of Middle School girls in

a variety of arenas were recognized. Latin, French, Spanish, and math
scholars were among those honored. After all the awards were meted out,

the Middle Schoolers were treated to a screening of the eighth grade

video. They then trooped out to Souby Lawn for the end of Upper School

Awards Day . The Middle School representatives on the Lady of the Hall

Court were honored, as well as the two eighth graders chosen to serve as

Honor Council Freshman Representatives next year. The Middle Schoolers

all enjoyed the morning, looking forward to finishing exams and starting

summer.

Above: The

girls wait for

their ribbons.
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Ann Teaff
After Mrs. Teaff s first year at Harpeth Hall, it is

almost impossible to believe that she has only

been here for less that twelve months. The pressures

she faced in filling the void left by Mrs. Leah Rhys

were momentous, to say the very least. But through

conversing with Mrs. Teaff. one would never have

surmised the immense burdens she bore or the

challenges she faced in propelling one of the

finest girls' schools in the nation. Ever amiable

and affable. Mrs. Teaff handled her transitions

with unfaltering grace and dignity. The tone she

has already set for this community is positive,

open, and cooperative, and one that we are certain

will stick with this school for years, even after

Mrs. Teaff has gone. She is the driving force

behind all that goes on here, and she inspires

everyone to do all they are capable of doing. That

said, we would all like to say, "Welcome to Haipeth

Hall, Mrs. Teaff! We can't wait to see what you

hold in store for this place."

Above: Ms. Teaff to have fun being a bloni

Below: Ms. Teaffand her husband. Don McPhi

Ms. Ann Teaff

Head of School

Far Left: Renaissance Ms. Teaff

Left: Ms. Teaffjoins the girls in DC over

W interim

Below Left: Ms. Teaff is Loved by all.

Below: Ms. Teaff springs into action
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Steve Chapman

Mr. Steve Chapman

Head of the Upper School

Top: Who is that?

Left: Mr. C. cracks down on students

Who greets every Harpeth Hall student and calls her by

name as she walks down the hall? Who serves as advisor

to, and mediator between, students and faculty? Who
works hard with the Honor Council to make sure that the

ideals of integrity and honesty are applied to daily life at

this school? Who is it that, along with a group of students,

is responsible for starting Harpeth Hall's Outdoor

Program? Who is it that keeps a basket of candy in his

office, available to all students whose sweet tooth is

bothering them? Who, in short, is the one that makes this

school run (and, as a consequence, never has a moment

just for himself)? Mr. Steve Chapman came to us at

Harpeth Hall two years ago from Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Since his arrival, Harpeth Hall has undergone important

changes in dress code and the discipline system, but the

real significance of these changes is the way in which

they were made: they were not imposed onto the students

from above; rather, they came from the students. Mr.

Chapman works hard to incorporate the opinions of the

students into every aspect of campus life. Yet at the same

time, he knows when a decision needs to lie in the hands

of the faculty and administration. We are appreciative of

the changes that have already been made with Mr. Chapman,

and look forward to what his future at Harpeth Hall may
bring.

Betsy Malone

Ms. Betsy Malone

Head of the Middle School

Top: The Blues' Sisters'?

Left: Ms. Teaff and Ms. Malone show school

spirit

Mrs. Betsy Malone, a former science teacher at Harpeth

Hall, has successfully led the Middle school throughout

this past year. She replaced Mrs. Sayers as the head of the

middle school. When remembering Mrs. Malone, a

senior said, "Every morning that I went to Bread&Co. she

was there. What a coincidence!" Another senior said,

"She is always so cheerful, and remembers everybody's

names." Mrs. Malone does a fabulous job being wife,

mother, and head of our middle school. It' s rather peculiar

how at school she deals with all girls, and their problems,

while at home she handles only boys. She may have

decided to teach at an all girls' school because of the

overwhelming male population at her own household.

Whatever her reasons, We love her and can't live without

her. Mrs. Malone is a necessary part of the Harpeth Hall

community.
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Together, they cruise the

Halls

En route to the cafeteria

Moving as a unit

An amoeba of testosterone... at

Lunch, they

Eat at the same table, isolated from

any and all outside contact

Proclaiming their manhood, in a place

vacant

Of any virility whatsoever.

Slowly, they strut back to the history

hall.

Say their good-byes; and venture back

into the plaid jungle. The

Exceptional and infamous HH
"Male Posse."

Dr. Hopple at the faculty retreat

ulft ^*-r*»!*s. **" 4HMF Wt

Above: The boys tee off

Left: Cooper's visual for

the day

Right: Sounds like an

interesting lesson

Below Left: Chillin'

Below Right: Mr. Wert

gives the boys golf

pointers

Who's on the other line that is making you

so happy?

Souby Hall Staff:

Yvonne Avers

Sharon Byers

JaneFerrell

BillHatward

Audi llolhrook

Anne King

Margie Martin

Sall> Mabr\

l.snn McDonald

Donna Montauue



ove: Yummy, a black-e\ed pea!

o\v: Laaaaa!!

:tom: Beiim rejected isn't necessarily bad

Above: The newcomers stick together

Below: Cheese!

NEW TEACHERS

In the war against ignorance, Harpeth Hall has

acquired a stellar troop of reinforcement Generals for

the '98-'99 school year. Serving as both Head of

Recruiting and Extended Study Engineer, Hillary Primm

has fi I led quite a pair ofshoes in organizing Winterim and

interviewing potential students. Teresa Cameron,

Communications Specialist, has excel led at training the

student body in the art of computer tolerance. Gina

Calloway, acting as Infantry Processional Coordinator,

has brought the sound of music to the base with

instrumental and choral assemblies. Historian Tim

Wallace not only recounts battle strategies of the past

to the students at the sub-base, but also serves as a boot

camp official primarily for soccer enlistees. Ginny

Garrison, Head of Troop Deployment Services, gives

herself daily to combat the symptoms of college

anxiety. The International Relations Committee was

enhanced immensely this year with help of French

specialist, Ophelia Paine, and Spanish expert, Betty

Yarzargaray. The intrepid and unstoppable Laura Hays

serves as a boot camp official, specializing in the field

oftennis, when she is not training our future doctors and

scientists in the technologically advanced Wallace

Wing. Our newest Mathematical Engineering

Department Advisors include Jess Hill, and Cindy

Crenshaw, each ofwhom specializes in both Algebraic

and Geometric science. Bonnie Schulkin and Nancy

Setters (sub-base) dutifully perform their tasks as

Scientific Consultants, specializing in the fields of

Physics and Environmental Effects. Denise Croker,

Encryption, and Decoding Specialist was part of our

English department for the first semester of the year

before leaving to pursue the studies of population and

statistics. Hila Graham will continue her work at the

sub-base also as an Encryption Specialist. Last but

certainly not least, troop Morale Elevator, Anne Bailey,

has graced the Harpeth Hall community with her role as

VolunteerCoordinator and Head ofPeace Negotiations.

Ginny Garrison



Left: These HH women look

great

Below Left: Which one really

has a bun in the oven?

Below: Youna Peter Goodwin

Rita Kaplan

Dana Long-Innes

Marie Maxw el

Mary Lou Primm

Nan Reed

Libra r>/Techolog\

Kiihcri Boudreau

TeresaCameron

Karen Douse

Elizabeth

Greathou

\anc\ Rumse\



Left: Dr. Myers all dolled up

Below: NASHY!

Cafeteria Staff:

Tommy Jenkins

Barbara Jordan

Charles Kimbro

Judith Lowe

Maintenance:

Kenneth Bilbrey

Mark Foneher

KarlGner

; 1
%

JeffMinikus

Willie Perry

Trey Riddle
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In mid-April. Student Council sets aside

a week to honor some of the often over-

looked members in our community: the

teachers! These men and women have

dedicated their lives to the sometimes

challengingjob ofexpanding our minds.

They share their passion of their subject

with us every day, helping us over the

rough spots and preparing us for the

world that surrounds us. The appreciation

assembly this year focused especially on

honoring the veterans, those teachers

who have taught for more than 1 5 years!

Ms. Reed (who has been at HH for 31

years) made her retirement official and

offered a touching good-bye to the

student body. The Owen Chair for

excellence in teaching was given to Ms.

Merrie Clark. The Heath Jones Prize for

promise in teaching went to Ms. Laura

Joyner. Kudos to the teachers, and a

many thanks for all of your hard work

and dedication!

/ORRO 1

Ms. Russ engages in small talk

Above: They have been

here for a long time

Left: Dr. Myers gives a

moving speech

Right: Magistra, what's

on your mind?

Bottom Left: We love

Ms. Reed!

Bottom Right: Ms.

Hagan concentrates on

her work

Merrie Clark

Jim Cooper

Arthur Echerd

Hila Graham

Jack Henderson

Tony Spnngman

Tim Wallace

LanguageDept:

Marees ( hoppin

JenniferCox

Carole Hagan



Bill Lauderdale

Ophelia Paine

Paul-Leon Tuzeneu

Joyce Ward

Betty Yarzagaray

English Dept.:

DeniseCroker

JoeCroker

Anne Doolittle

Judith Girgus

Nancy Grimes
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I isaSpringman

Athletic Dept.:

c hipFridrich

Martha ( (race

I ori < iia\cs

Susan Kuss

Left: We lo\ e our teachers!

Below Left: "Gimme Five!"

elo\v:Ms. Reed shows off her

skills



Who's the scan man? Snow White and her dwarves

Which Decade would you choose?

Dr. Derah Myers: 15"' century Florence, it

never changes.

Ms. Hillary Primm: Probably the 20's...

cause'they were the roaring 20's and

I'd like to know what that meant.

Tad Wert: The 50's. . .that was probably the

last time that there was a true sense of

values. . .and the TV was new...

...good cars.

Mrs. Joyce Ward: This one... the world

seems to be talking more, there's a lot

of hope, a lot of optimism.

Dr. Cooper: Fd do the 6(Ts again.

Janette Klocko

Leslie Matthews

Rosemarj Paschal I

ynne Rothrock

Cati Vietorisz



Be careful when you drink the water

around campus because as can be seen

bv the growing number of teachers on

maternity leave, there must be

something in it. Ms. Jackie O'Keefe

was absent for the first semester as she

cared for her new daughter Phoebe. As

soon as she returned, her replacement

over maternity leave, Mrs. Denise

Croker, went home to prepare for the

arrival of Saffron, a.k.a. "Saffy" to dad,

Joe Croker. Also, Ms. Holbrook has

been absent for most of the year caring

for her new son. Mrs. Lori Graves

finally gave birth to son; Harrison

Graves after much anticipation. Mrs.

Janette Klocko is expecting her third

child sometime this summer, while

Mrs. Dora Beigl is expecting her

second. So, next time you're thirsty,

I'd think tw ice about taking a sip of the

trickle that flows from the ever-popular

water fountain.

Ms. Reed sines the night a\\a\

Above: Female bonding -

MathDept:

DoraBiegl

Marie Burr

C > nthia Crenshaw

Jess Hill

Laura Joyner

Linda Karwedsky

Poll} I inden

Moll) Simmons

I ad Weil

Science Dept:

aura I la\ 5



Left: Ms. Matthews shares her thoughts with

others

Below: Who gave you that flower?

Melinda Higgins

John Hopple

Sally Lee

Sachiko Morrey

Karen Nash

Natalie Panshin

Bonnie Schulkin

Nancy Seiters

Leeare Vest
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Honor Day
At 9:00 AM on May 31. Ms. Ross began

playing a processional on the piano and the

packed auditorium stood in respect as the

graduating class walked slowly to the stage.

Proud parents, grandparents, extended

families, and friends beamed as their girls

took their places on stage, clad in white

dressed and carrying single pink roses. After

songs by the fifth and sixth grade chorus and

seventh and eighth grade chorus, Emily Wall,

the elected eighth grade speaker, addressed

her classmates and the audience. Then a host

of academic awards were presented to eighth

graders. Finally, each girl chook hands with

Betsy Malone and Ann Teaff, and received

her diploma. The ceremony concluded with

a reception in the Gallery, where excited

graduates chatted about moving "across the

road" to their new home and new challenges

in the Upper School.

Above: Ms. Malone gives a bear hug

["he choir sings a beautiful piece

]NX



Ready to receive their diplomas

Daugh W. Smith English Award

Latin Award

Algebra 1 Award

Pre-Algebra Award

Science Award

French Award

Spanish Award

History Award

Writing Award

Fine Arts Award

Elizabeth Hansman Award

Polly Fessey Award

Lindy Beasley Sayers Award

Head's Award

Melrose Civitan Award

Eighth Grade Speaker

5th Spirit Award

6th Spirit Award

7th Spirit Award

8th Spirit Award

Cum Laude Recognition

Honor Council Representatives

Amy Grimes

Amy Grimes

Emmie Granbery

Hays Brandon

Mary Chisolm

Laura Lee

Allison Chandler

Laura Lee

Laura Lee

Cari Johns

Raleigh Anne Simpkins

Louisa Glenn

Cari Johns

Betsy Beveridgc

Emily Wall

Emily Wall

Mary Katherine Bartholomeu

Melissa McCord

Nancy Sisk

Raleigh Anne Simpkins

Mary Chisolm,

Kimia Ferdowsi,

Emmie Granbery,

Amy Grimes,

Laura Lee,

Katie Smith,

Jingcai Zhu,

Kendra Abkowitz

Betsy Beveridge

Nervous about walking down on high heels

Left: One rose for you...

Below: Here you go

Below Right: Proud parents look on

Right: A lovely flute duet
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Step-Singing
Thankfully, the rain held off long enough

for this decades-old tradition to take place under the

shaded trees of Souby Lawn. Friends and families

gathered to witness this ceremony of turning the

leadership of the school from the seniors to the

juniors, thus marking the passing of another year.

Also a part of this tradition which days back to Ward-

Belmont were the presentation of the Lady of the Hall

and her court, as well as the singing of songs by the

junior and senior classes. After the juniors took the

leadership pledge, specially-elected speaker and HH
alumnaAmy Grant addressed the audience, and through

her words and song remindedus that life is what we

make of it, and how fortunate we are to have the love

and support of our families to help us along the way.

The girls in white dresses and the green lawn added to

the beauty of the ceremony.

Step-Singii

Left: Juniors'

Lullabye



Lady ofthe Hall and Court

c
th Grade Crownbearer: Emily Ann Killian

:th Grade Crownbearer: Emily Janice Fisher

venth Grade Herald: Lauren Farrell Powell

\hth Grade Herald: Kendra Julie Abkowitz

eshman Representative: Charlotte Elizabeth

King

ohomore Representative: Leah Lynn High

lior Representative: Laura Susan McAlister

dor Representative: Emily Bennington

Cummings

dy ofthe Hall: Elizabeth Lindsay Voigt

iwer Girls: Frances Bond Dean

Caroline Elizabeth Hawkins

ove: Seniors' last

time to sing their

class song

jht: Eight and

Seventh grade

heralds
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Katie Wray Award

Emily Bennigton Cummings
The Katie Wray Award, Harpeth Hall's highest Academic honor, is presented each year to the graduating senior who has achieved the high

cumulatn c grade point average. This years recipient, Emily Bennigton Cummings, has not only established herselfas a scholar, but as a beautiful danc

a generous ervant to the community, as well as a strong leader in many of Harpeth Hall's organizations. Her sweet smile and quick wit light up the me

aspects of her life. She is kind to all that she encounters, and is willing to offer assistance above and beyond that which is necessary. The respect i

has earned among her teachers and her peers resulted in her election as not only the senior representative for Lady ofthe Hall, but also as the representat

for the Prom court. Emilv has definitlv earned this well deserved award.

Second Honors: Ashley Elizabeth Smith Third Honors: Maria Jov Gumina

2<>2



Upper School Awards
9th GRADEAWARDS
Elizabeth Pope Evans Awards

Suzanne Brown, Becca Durnin, Anna Guengerich, Seema Kanwar, and Sarah Soltman

Marthe Gregory Reading Award

Anna Guengerich and Shirley Li

Community Service Award

Kate Lainhart and Meg Ragland

Latin II Award

SeemaKanwar

SpiritAward
CaylanCheadle

Art I Award

CianaPullen

10th GRADEAWARDS
Elizabeth Pope Evans Awards

Emily Burn, Rachel Chisolm, Kavita Gopaldas, Casey Potash, and Elizabeth Ramsey

Randolph-Macon Award

Rachel Chisolm

Marthe Gregory Reading Award

Casey Potash o

Community Service Award

Melissa Mosely

SpiritAward

Susan Oliver

Art II Award

Corinne Mynatt

11th GRADE AWARDS
Elizabeth Pope Evans Awards

Sarah Allen, Molly Arvin, Kerry Bartoe, Anna Lappalainen, and Jessie Morris

YaleBookAward

Jesse Morris

Harvard Book Award

Anna Lappalainen

Penn Book Award

Kerry Bartoe

Wellesley Book Award

Sarah Allen

Jefferson Book Award

Katie Hill

Sewanee Book Award

Amy Campbell

SmithBookAward

Molly Kaplan

Martha Gregory Reading Award

Anna Lappalainen

Community ServiceAward

Megan Casey

CitizenshipAward

Alyssa Abkowitz

HallmarksAward

Sarah Allen

French Award

Jesse Morris

Outstanding Instrumentalist

Lesley Foglia

SpiritAward

Ruth Huggins

Art III Award
Kerry Bartoe

12TH GRADEAWARDS
Elizabeth Pope Evans Awards

Hayes Blair, Emily Cummings, Maria Gumina, Katy Manier, and Ashley Smith

Susan McKeand Baughman Award

Helana Anderjack

Idanelle McMurray Award

Evyn Fuller-Smith

Head's Award

Maryanne Warner

Director's Awards

Kelleigh Bannen and Katy Manier

12th GRADEAWARDS
Patsy White Bradshaw Citizenship Award

Margo Martin

D.A.R. Award

Maryanne Warner

English Award

EmilyCummings

Susan S. Souby English Award

RebeccaWorkman

Lucie Fountain French Award

KitWilkinson

Espiritu Espanol Award

Becca White

Spanish Award

Courtney Curb

Eta Sigma Phi Latin Award

EmilyCummings

Ottarson Latin Award

Katy Manier

Pickens Science Award

EmilyCummings

Math Award

EmilyCummings

Social Sciences Award

Sarah Lodge

Martha Gregory Reading Award

Caroline Richardson

CumLaude Award
Kristin Wilson

Poet Laureate Award

MariaGumina

Outstanding Music Student

Helana Anderjack

Cindy Crist Art Purchase Award

Morgan Ogilvie

Kirkman House Art Awards

Dearing Davis, Caroline Richardson, and Rachel Worrell

Marnie Sheridan Art Award

Susan Harris

Rhode Island School of Design Award

Vanessa Jones

Art III Award

Haley Barnett

Honor Dancer Award

Katharine Parish

Spirit of Dance

Susan Harris

Thespian Drama Award

EllenBucy

Community Service Award

Maryanne Warner

Fine Arts Awards

Kelleigh Bannen and Evyn Fuller-Smith

OptimistAward

EmilyCummings

Senior Speaker

RebeccaWorkman

SpiritAward
Margo Martin

Mock Trial Advocate Award

Genny Ward

HallmarksAward

Lindsay Voigt and Rachel Worrell

Outstanding Senior Athlete

BrieBrown

Corinne Oliver Tennis Award

Blaire McMeans
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Graduation
Girls in white dresses, red roses in arms, a lawn

crammed with people, faculty in disguise, and. ..umbrellas?

Although commencement for the class of 1999 was by no

means typical, it was clearly memorable, one indeed worthy to

close out the twentieth century. To begin the ceremony,

'"Pomp and Circumstance," performed by a brass quartet,

echoed across Souby Lawn as the graduating class processed

down the sidewalk under relatively clear skies. After a

touching invocation by Dr. Cortez A. Cooper, grandfather of

graduate Emily Cummings. elected speaker and graduate

Rebecca Workman addressed the audience. The Katie Wray
Award and Second and Third Honors recipients and the Lady

of the Hall were recognized. Ms. Teaff also singled out Mrs.

Jackie Thompson, an HH alumna, for her exceptional

contributions to the HH community. Then the rain came, just

in time for the first graduates to receive their diplomas. As the

ceremony continured, the sprinkles intensified, but luckily, the

audience was kind enough to lend umbrellas. Commencement
ended with an enthusiastic rendition of the Alma Mater (a

capella. no less) and a hasty recession of all the graduates

amidst loud applause from wet faculty, family, and friends.
Seniors standing tall

Diplomas make nice umbrellas, don't they Couurtney?

Above: Kunmeng enchants us with a flute solo

Below: Rebecca addresses the audience and her

., lassmates

Vanessa and Amanda smile lor the camera Ms. Thompson comes to get her award
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Tiffany. Becca. Kristin and Rachel are eager to receive their diplomas Susan and Evyn are looking pretty

Morgan. Kate and Liz process in
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Almost Alumnae Luncheon
On Friday, May 30, the senior class

joined faculty. Head of School, alum parents

and the 1 999 Harpeth Hall distinguished alumna

Idanelle McMurray on the South Lawn ofSouby

Hall for an afternoon luncheon in the spring

sunshine. The afternoon was a wonderful

celebration of the seniors' time at Harpeth

Hall, and was their formal welcome to the

alumnae association, the group that, perhaps

more than any other, provides the strength ,

consistency, and sense of tradition that makes

Harpeth Hall the place it is. The assembled

group also heard from Idanelle McMurray. the

first Head of Harpeth Hall School and 1999

Distinguished Aluma. who shared her views on

how Harpeth Hall had influenced her life through

her highschool career at Ward-Belmont and

through her tenure as Head of School. It was a

lovely afternoon, and though this is only the

second year this tradition has been in practice,

it is sure to become one of the most anticipated

and enjoyed.

Susan and Mrs. Barrineer show intense concentration Katy poses with her grandmother

Mrs. McMurray addresses the crowd Seniors with their alumnae moms



College Choices
AllyAlfrey

HelanaAnderjack

Emily Baker

KelleighBarmen

Haley Barnett

Annie Baron

Hastings Beard

SaraBeesley

Beth Bishop

Annie Biter

Hayes Blair

CatherineBoehm
Amanda Brown
Brie Brown

EllenBucy

Abby Carden

Susan Clark

Cate Connery

Lynn Crabtree

Emily Cummings

Courtney Curb

Dearing Davis

Amanda Dixon
Ashley Fairey

Vanessa Falk

Ann Finley

Evyn Fuller-Smith

Lauren Gaffney

Sara Glassford

MariaGumina

Susan Harris

Sarah Harwell

Maggie Holt

Hadyn Jackson

Irene Jackson

Vanessa Jones

Markell Lewis

Sarah Lodge

KatyManier

Margo Martin

Rhodes

BrynMawr
U Tennessee

U Virginia

MiamiU
Southern Methodist

U Georgia

Texas Christian

Southern Methodist

U Georgia

U Virginia

UAlabama

Oxford of Emory

Northwestern

IndianaU
Auburn

U Cincinnati

Southern Methodist

U Southern California

U Virginia

Vanderbilt

Abileen Christian

Southern Methodist

U Mississippi

Vanderbilt

Samford

Elon College

Vanderbilt

Emory

Vanderbilt

Southern Methodist

U Georgia

Northwestern

Auburn

Vanderbilt

George Washington

Stanford

Conneticut College

U Virginia

Guilford

Sara Mason

AndreaMazer

WallerMclnnes

BlaireMcMeans

MegMilam
LucyMudter

Morgan Ogilvie

Martha Grace Orman
OlgaPalatnik

Katharine Parish

Brett Parsons

Emily Phy

Jaclyn Power

MichalResha

Caroline Richardson

Paige Rumore

Lindsey Scruggs

Megan Simmons
Ashley Smith

Kate Souder

Bunny Stream

Liz Stringer

Kelsey Thompson

MimiVerner

Lindsay Voigt

PeytonWaggoner

Genny Ward

Maryanne Warner

Tiffany Watson

Susan Wesley

BeccaWhite

Kit Wilkinson

Kristin Wilson

Rebecca Workman
Rachel Worrell

MichelleWright

Sara Zare

Sete Zare

Kunmeng Zhang



Editor Thanks

Emily Phy

Editor-in-Chief

I can't believe that it is already June 4th. ..the final deadline...and I am sitting

here writing my thank you's. This year went by so fast, and although there

seems to be a lot left to do, a lot has already been done. This yearbook has

taken up more hours of my life in the past year than I can possibly fathom,

but even though it was lots of hard work, it was an accomplishment, that all

thirteen of us, editors, can be extremely proud of. Without every single one

of you, it never woulf have been finished. You each contributed in your own

way and 1 love you all! Thank you for sticking with it through most of the

year, despite enormous levels of stress. You are incredible...

To Emily, we did it, our dreams from yearbook camp have come true, and

we have completed the best yearbook ever. Robbie and Steve would be very

proud. Even though Mulgie warned us, we did it any ways, and I want to thank

you for sticking though it until the bitter end. You came early every morning

after graduation, even when the layouts were down, now that's dedication.

Good luck next year, and I expect to see your name on the list of editors of

the yearbook at UVA. :-) To Courtney, you have been an incredible friend

this year, and I want to thank you for bearing with me during my near

breakdowns from stress. You have worked really hard, staying countless nights in order to finish last minute layouts. You always wanted to know

how much there was left to do. and now I can say. ..nothing. Although there were many opportunities for you to get mad at me (senior formals). you

always kept your cool. Thank you so much. ..see you around campus next year! To Markell, wow! You have been amazing, there are by far more

pictures in this yearbook, than the last three yearbooks combined, and this is all thanks to you. You have worked your hardest to try and fill impossible

layouts with "good" pictures. I cannot thank you enough for your hard work and dedication. That McFlurry came at just the right time, just as you

have come through forme every time. Have fun next year in California! To Kristin, this yearbook is filled with wonderful copies and features because

of your leadership over the copy staff. You used them so well, and eventually got everything done. I wiil never forget the phone calls I received on

Wednesday's after school...you wanting to know what needed to be done this week, so that you could get a head start. Thank you for putting up with

all the new and crazy ideas, like features. To Ann, the caption queen. You have made working on this yearbook so memorable. Your Friday

"appointments" and your sweet smile will never be forgotten. No one could ever write as wonderful a caption as you! Thanks for being there and

making yearbook fun. To Annie, you have done incredible work this year. You are the only editor that has had all of your work done before it was

due. THANKYOU ! I hope you have had a good time working on this yearbook, because I have loved having you as one ofmy editors. Congratulations !,

it is finished and you can now have a great summer. Thanks for your hard work and dedication! To Sara, congratulations. ..it is finished and you ahve

done a wonderful job with all of the business ads as well as senior half pages. You should be very proud of yourself. Thank you for all of your hard

work! To Margo, thanks for the laughs and the hugs, and most of all thanks for not resigning on me at the last minute. I would have hated to lose

such a wonderful person from the Milestones ring of editors. It has been an incredible year, and you helped brighten it with your smile. You were

a wonderful photo editor, and I wish you luck in a 11 that you do. To Becca, thank you for the doughnuts.. .they were always exactly what I needed

Thanks tor all your work on this wonderful yearbook, the runs to Walgreens, Kinko's. Dury's. your wonderful photo albums full of baby pictures

It's been great Cacahuete. Have fun wherever life may take you, and never forget about your wonderful year as an editor of Milestones :-) To Jessica,

I know it was hard work, and it wasn't always easy, but you did an incredible job and the middle-schoolers should be thankful that they had an editor

like you. I hope you can start enjoying your summer now that Milestones is over, and I wish you the best of luck next year as a photo editor.. .it'll

be hard to top this book! To Sarah, no I didn't forget you. ..Although yourjob was small, you came through when we required your assistance: whether

it was running down to the lab to print, or halfway across town to print you were always willing and ready to find a time. Thanks again for a wonderful

friendship! To Laura, you have your work cut out for you, but you ill make it through. Just remember to keep your head on, and send pages from

the beginning of the year. I know you will have a wonderful time, and 1 want to wish you as well as all the other editors for next year a wonderful

Milestones experience.

I know I have talked lor hours now, and you probably didn't make it to the bottom of this page, but there are a few more important people that need|

thanked: Ms. Mulgrew, our wonderful sponsor: Kara and Chris at Herff Jones: Mary Harris: Darnelle at Michael's Photography; Ms

Holbrookfor her pictures, Ms. McDonald for all her help, Ms. Morton for use fo the copy machine and any machine having to do with mailings

Ms. Smith tor labels. Ms. King, for keeping up with all of our "charges," Ms. Martin for everything, Ms. Reed for letting us pop popcorn in hei

microwave, and always making me smile. Especially, I would like to thank the maintenance staff for letting us stay late every Friday. I would like

in all of the Milestones staff that showed up for Friday afternoon meetings, especially Lindsay Voigt and Reed Harrison for their wonderiull)

u mien copy. I would like to thank my mom lor keeping me calm and collected through this whole ordeal, and bringing me dinner on Friday nights

And last, but certainly, not least. I would like to thank every single member of the Harpeth Hall community for providing me with memories whicl

I was able lo record in this book ...without you. there would be no need for a Milestones! Thank you to everyone. ..Good Luck! Emily .-)
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Editor Thanks
Annie Baron

Senior/ Business Editor

Well, girls, what a strange trip it has

been! I really cannot believe we all

made it through. If you are reading

this, and you have never worked on a

Harpeth Hall publication, I pity you.

You did not get to experience the

deadlines, the stresses, and the joys

that a page out of our yearbook can

' bring. I had no idea how much work

went into this thing even as a staffer last

ar. Every picture on every page has coordinates and dimensions that you have to

ig into the computer. Each picture has to be cropped to size with our affectionately

tried croppers who love and hate all at the same time. This yearbook has taken

untless hours and sweat to complete. Without Emily ' s patience, Margo's laughter,

•cca' s antics, Emily ' s common sense, and my endless spasms, this yearbook would
t be what it is. Although we all procrastinated at one point or another, we always

t thejob done. Sara, my partner in crime, we both know we procrastinated a lot more
inwe needed to. But we did it. Although sometimes we were on the verge of killing

e another, the senior half pages and ads still got done. We had to do our own, but

nehow it seemed like we were the priviledged ones by getting to see everyone else'

s

fore they did. To my faithful friends such as Chris at HerffJones, Mrs. Morton, and

rs. Mulgrew, thanks for supplying me with more pic tabs than I could need in a

Jtime, all the envelopes I could desire, and support when I needed it. To some worthy

cheated staffers, thank you for showing up. You know who you are. To a certain

lividual, you know who you are as well, thank you for supplying the exam week
•rker crew for endless laughter. To all Milestones editors, I love you guys!

Courtney Curb

Layout Editor

Well guys, it's finally over ! I'd say it's been fun

(which at times it was), but I guess it would be

better to say it's been long and hard. But. with

a group like ours, the long Friday nights didn't

seem so bad. And hey, Em, we didn't miss out on

the social scene at all now did we? Even if it did

mean going to a movie in our leggings and umbros

So I guess I'll start by thanking all the editors foi

making this year extra stressful, but also really

fun... Emily P., although at times I began to resent

rextreme organization, this book never would have been finished without you. Thanks for

ays staying 'til the last layout printed and for helping us out when the computer would
'Steriously" erase something ( seniorformals

!
). And thanks forkeeping us all in line, we really

ded it. Kris. I know we ' ve had a rough year ( to say the least ), and I 'm sorry for all the times
layouts weren't ready and for all the almost-fights that caused. You're an awesome editor

you had one of the hardest jobs of all, so thanks for being so patient and willing to help even
I you obviously had more important things to do. Ann, were we ever at Milestones on the

|
Friday for more than an hour? Maybe before spring break when our "appointments'

en't so frequent. Thanks for keeping me from getting stressed and for keeping me laughing
'ing you around actually made Milestones fun, imagine that! ! Markelfthanks for keeping
and I busy drawing layouts, fixing layouts, redrawing layouts. ..no, seriously, thanks fo
ig so dedicated and for doing so much extra work. Last but not least, Emily C....what can I

.'Without you as my fellow editor, we'd still be stuck on page 25 and the copy editors would
5 finally killed me off.... Thanks for all the work you did and for having such an awesome
ude while doing it all. And thanks for never accusing me of slacking off when deep down
)oth know I deserve it (which, once again, I am really sorry about). Finally, thanks to the staff

came so faithfully, and good luck to all next year's editors ! Just remember, no matter what,
•ything has to get done, so try to have fun while doing it!!

Emily Cummings
Layout Editor

My beloved fellow editors, can you believe

it is all over? No more croppers or grease

pencils or layout sheets. No more stale

doughnuts or maintenance men begging us

to go home or phone calls to Kara/Chris/

Melissa/Darnell. But we have made a

yearbook, a pretty good one if I do say so

myself. Layout staffers, thank you for the

work you did this year. Annie and Sara,

thank you for always smiling at me and

making me feel better before the long haul

began every Friday. Ann, thanks for

making me laugh. I will forever be in awe of your caption-writing abilities. And
remember, I have something for you in my car whenever you need it. Kris, thank you for

being patient with Court and me and our crazy ideas like features and captions. You're

iwesome. Sarah, thank you for coming to the Milestones room with food, and for

always being willing to distract me with talk about our favorite boy (beware! ). Margs
and Bee. thank you for the sunshine, the doughnuts, the silliness, and the patience.

You put up with us crazy layout girls without once attempting to kill us. Merkell, what

:an I say? You, my co-founder of the Procrastinators' Club, are incredible. Thank you
for all of your hard work and dedication. May you never again see a full-page Math
Club layout with seven candids. Court, my fellow editor, my partner in crime: I love you

so much. I could not have asked for a better layout editor. Thank you for all of your

layouts, your gossip, and your dedication. Finally, Em Phy, can you believe we did this?

You are the best. Thank you for keeping us on task, for encouraging us, and for

listening to all my ideas. I'll always have fond memories of our days at Yearbook Camp
with Mulgie. 1 think this Milestones would make Steve and Robbie proud. Girls, thank

you for everything. Friday nights next year just won't be the same. ...best of luck to the

editors and staff next year. Try not to get too stressed and have fun!

Ann Finley

Copy Editor

Milestones was a very

memorable experience. I can't

believe that we actually got

through it. I know we all

occassionally did not want to be

her till 8:00 on a Friday night,

J
but we still did it. You guys were

the best editors ever. Thanks for

keeping me sane. Emily Phy, you were the best editor imagineable.

We could have never done it with out you. Emily C, thanks for giving

me your permission to leave every time I got a little frustrated. Court,

you are the best. You are the one who kept me from slacking off. How
could they have done it with out us? :) Markell, thanks for staying

patient with me. You're great! Becca, you are so sweet. Thanks for

keeping me motivated to come. All of you are so awesome. I wish

you all the best of luck next year. I'm sure you will all be on the

yearbook staff at your college. : ) A special thanks to Ms. Mulgrew.

You were a wonderful leader. Thanks for giving us the freedom to

make this yearbook however we felt was right. Thank you to our staff.

I'm sorry about having to give you all those annoying copies to right.

Have fun with Milestones next year. Make it great! :)
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Editor Thanks

Markell Lewis

Photo Editor

I don't know where to begin. There are so

many people to thank, and without them,

this yearbook would not have been possible.

First of all. Emily Phy. I thank you so much

for your organization ( unbelievable ! ) as well

as your dedication. Emily Cummings- you

are incredible, not only do you draw one

good looking layout but you ought to

consider becoming a professional caption

writer. 1 also admire and thank you for your

dedication, as well as your tolerance for me and my lack of club candids. Margo- thanks

for putting up with me. 1 know I was difficult. Thanks for sifting through old yearbooks,

doing the end sheets and of course for those dance photos. Sarah- thanks for developing

those damed black and white rolls, I always had at the most stressful time of year, you're

awesome ! Courtney, Kristin, Annie. Sara, Jessica, Ann and Becca -your determination and

hard work put this yearbook together. To the photo staff- 1 thank you for last minute

developing. Lindsay- you are incredible ! Thanks for giving so much ofyour time up to write

copies, we can' t thank you enough. Reed-thanks for writing so many copies and features,

you'll be great next year. I thank Darnell at Michael's for putting up with my weekly calls.

1 thank the maintenence crew for letting us stay lateon Fridays and only making sure we left

when 8 pm rolled around. I thank Ms. Martin for all her help, Ms. Holbrookfor all herpictures

we used, and Ms. Greathouse for her patience in getting the old yearbooks back from us.

Ms. Mulgrew. 1 thank you for putting up with us and our mess, we all appreciate your

support. Thank you Ms. Grace, for all ofyour pics, good luck next year. Finally my undying

gratitude to all who brought in candids. 1 know I got very annoying by asking for them, but

I really appreciate you bringing them in, keep it up next year. Thank you everyone!!!!!

Jessica Lundin

Middle School Editor

I would like to thank Mrs.

Simmons,Mrs. Malone,

Mrs. Springman, and Mrs.

Mabry down in the middle

school. They helped me in

more ways than I can say, and they helped me keep a steady contact

between the upper school and the middle school . Sandy McCain and

Janna Alfery- you guys are gods. You know I always take on more

responsibility then I can handle, and you guys were there for me!

You mean so much to me, and I can't wait until we work on next

years yearbook- which will be just as awesome as this years. I would

ike to thank Ellen Van Voorhees and Laura Bryant for helping me

index, and a special thanks to Kim Alfery who is my savior. Without

her. there would be no middle school portion ofthe yearbook. I also

want to thank Mrs.Mulgrew and Emily Phy for keeping me on track,

and I hope you guys realize how important and inspiring you have

been. Thanx so much!!

M)

Sarah Lodge

Darkroom Editor

There are so many people to

thank, for helping put together

this yearbook. Emily P. thank

you so much for your hard work

and straight head. Markell,

^MArgo, and Becca thanks for

not taking too many black and

white rolls. Photo staff, thanks

for developing the rolls when we asked you to on such short

notice. Em and Court, thanks for everthing, Milestones would not

hae been the same without you, and I am so glad we have had this

time togther. Ann and Kristin, thank you for all that you have

done, I cannot wait to read the captions!!! Thanks to all of the

other Milestones editors and staffers who have helped throughout

the year. Mrs. Mulgrew, thank you for all of your help, you were

a great sponsor and will be missed next year. Thank you Ms.

Holbrook for all of your shared pictures. Thank you MRs.

Greathouse, for letting us mess with those old yearbooks in the

archives. I have had a great year. Thank you!!

Margo Martin

Photo Editor

To all my beautiful hard working

'doners' 'Thankyou for putting t

with me. I am SURE I caused

more trouble than necessary. Bi

we had fun. I mean what would 1

x Friday night without donuts andmy favorite cropper "Moe" ai

[lis friend "Sebastian", and all of you. To Mulgie. thank you f

jetting on yourknees and beggingme tobe an editor. I can' t imagi

my year without the stress of this yearbook nor without the frien

[have made in doing this. Markell, thank you forwatchingmy ba(

forkeeping me on track and making me laugh. Kampen, thank y

for the drives and the hugs . Court and Em, thank you for the layc

:hanges to accommodate our slim pickins ofphotos. To all ofy<

thank you for the laughter !

!



Editor Thanks

Sara Mason
Senior / Business Editor

To all my friends and teachers -

thank you for seven incredible

years! Senior year has especially

been wonderful, but has gone by
too fast! So many people have
helped make this year what it has

been, but I would like to say a

special thank you to all of the

Milestones editors, namely Emily
Phy. Emily has led all of the

'Stoners" through crises and spaz attacks and has remanined patient

and happy through it all - thanksEm ! To Annie, my other half, thanks
for always being there and knowing the answers to the questions
when I didn' t - you've been a great friend and F 11 miss you! ToBecca,
who, without her Friday donations of Donut Den goods, we would
lever have been able to make it through. To Ms. Morton, thank you
:or your patience and the perpetual use of the mailing machine and
:he copier - you are my savior! To Margo, thank you for all the

aughter you have provided that has kept us all from going insane.

Fhank you to Ms. Mulgrew (Mulgie) for her unwavering love and
support those Friday afternoons and for always keeping us on track,

ro Emily Bennington, Court, Ann, Merck, Sarah, and Kris - thank
/ou for being such wonderful friends these long, but so very short

/ears. Good luck to everyone next year, and I will miss you all! :-)

Becca White
Photo Editor

I would like to give a large

thanks to the members of

Milestones, especially our

editor, Emily Phy, the one

who put up with all the rest

f us and more. Much thanks to our faculty sponsor,

Irs. Mulgrew, for all of your help and guidance this

ear. Most of all, I would like to thank the staff for

| the wonderful memories we had. It has been

syond incredible working with all of you. Thanks

^ain!

Laura Snyder
Assistant

Administrative Editor

What a fun and exciting year

we all had this year. The time

just flew by with no warning.

Though most of my job was

just to watch and learn, 1 have

a few people to thank. First,

Ms. Mulgrew, thanks for

keeping up with all of us, and

with everything that had to go into this yearbook. Thank you

for setting me on track for what lies ahead next year. Thank
you Ms. Mabry and Ms. Malone for your help with the

middle school part, helping us get pictures and times to meet

with the girls. Thank you to all of next years editors for

already giving of your time, we will have so much fun next

year. Thank you Emily Phy for being patient with me and

allowing me to just watch and learn (and help where needed

as well). You have been a great teacher. Thank you all.

Kristin Wilson

Copy Editor

This yearhas been great even

though stressful at times, and

there are so many people I

have to thank for helping

make it a great year. Emily P,

thank you so much for

organizing this and keeping us on track. Ann, thanks for

being the "caption queen" it was fun working with you.

Em and Court, thanks for leaving so much room for copy

and captions!!! To all of the other editors, thanks for

working with me. To all my staffers thanks for helping

me out. Reed, you were so helpful with those features.

Lindsay thank you for helping us out so much putting in

so many extra hours. Mrs. Mulgrew, thanks for helping

out this year, you were awesome. Thank you all! !

!
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An investment in knowledge pays the best

interest,

Benjamin Franklin
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Congnatuladons

Sara!

I am so proud of the

transition you made when
you transferred to Harpeth

Hall— I know you will do
well any place you choose

to go. I always love my
special times with you and
having your friends around

our home.

We love you very much,

Dad, Christy, Margaret, &
Fred t|



Haysie Boo-
You are a blessing and a gift in our lives bringing us joy,

laughter, and love. Thank you for being so strong and

focused during the hard times. You are unbelievably

special, and we are so proud of you. We love you more

than you will ever know.

We love you!

Mom, Dad, & Frank

M)h
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Congratulations

Annie

!

"God is in every tomorrow,

Therefore I live for today,

Certain of finding sunrise,

Guidance and strength for the way;

Power for each moment ofweakness,

Hope for each moment of pain,

Comfort for every sorrow,

Sunshine and joy after the rain."

-Cowman-

We are very proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Amy

few
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"Like the winds of the sea are

the ways of fate as we voyage through our

life. Tis the set of the soul that

decides the goal and not the storm or the

strife."

Ella Wheeler Wilcox

Annie, we are so proud of you & love you so much!

Mom, Dad, and Molly

It's always bright when you are a star!

To our beautiful Beth, You are simply the best daughter and sister anyone could

hope for. For you only the best will do.

We love you.

Mom, Tom, Allison, and Krispie
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hat cheerful, demanding baby

hose journey to life was anything

ut certain;

hat laughing, irrepressible little girl

ho engaged all comers with high spirits

id whims of iron;

his kind and eager young woman
ith her eye for style

id a sense of Tightness;

rowing into confident adulthood,

utured so well by many
;t, forming her own spirit -

/hat sweet possibilities!

er parents grateful

id they glow with love.

reg and Susan Dixon
ovember, 1998

EM,
WE LOVE YOU!
WAY TO GO!!

Love,

Your Family



"For I know the plans I have for you," declairs the

Lord, "plans to prosper you and not to harm you,

plans to give you hope and a future."

Jeremiah 29:

With all our love,

Mom & Dad
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What li&y behind/ my and/

lie* before/ uy are/ bmcCLL

mattery compared/to
what li&y MjithLw uy.

--Ralph Waldo
Emerson

Kelleigh-

We love you with

all our hearts!

Mom, Dad & Grant
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As a baby you were sweet and
>eautiful. As a senior, you're even
nore so.

Love,

Granny and
Grandaddy

Hastings,

Growing up is a series of steps fraught with
opportunities to succeed or fail.

As you embark on the next step in your life, I

want you to know how proud I am of you... The
values you've developed, and the young woman
you've become.

I look forward with love and great anticipation
to the woman you will become.

Hastings, we realize that you are fast approaching the next phase of your life. You have
always shown us that you know how to makethe right choices in life. May you continue to look for
new and exciting opportunities and responsibilities to help you grow. Most of all, know that we love
you dearly and admire you greatly.

Love,

Mom and Boyd
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"There's no greater love a mother can feel as with her
daughter."

Catherine,

You have been my shining light who has given me
so much joy. ..and then some!

Always remember to live each day to the fullest,

and the importance of family and friends, as you move
on to a new beginning.

We love you so much, "Tootsie" and we are so
proud of you wherever you are...

Love,

Mom, Zach, Uncle Tom and Rene, Nana and Floydy

^



Amanda,

You are

truly the light

of our lives.

Love,

Mom and Dad

r
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Susan Lynn Clark

On July 1, 1980, Susan arrived.

She announced, "I will not be denied."

She has grown, over the years

To experience her life with minimal fears.

She is prepared to grasp her life

As a woman warrior in speech of right.

During the years, it has been privilege and
joy both

To share her life and enjoy her growth.
But now it just begins to fulfill

Her life in full and her strength of will.
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Congratulations

Abby!

We're proud of

you!

Love,

Mom, Dad,

and Jarrett
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You've come a long way baby!

Keep up your great work...

The best is yet to come!

!

Love, Mom and Johnny

319
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"Though nothing can bring back

the hour of splendor in the grass,

of glory in the flower;

We will grieve not,

rather find strength in what

remains behind"

(from Ode on Intimations of

ImmortalitybyWilliamWordsworth)

320
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Lynn,

Believe in yourself,

as I always believed

in you!

Love,
Mom, Lee, and all

the Zoo
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From "Hold Me" and "Bin Bin

to "Little Bit"

They all mean the same to me!

One great daughter, Thanks

Love Dad

Susan,

You've always been in the middle

of everything! Your energy and
enthusiasm for life are a true joy

to all of us.

We're proud of you and all the

many things you can do-

Super Sooze
Love,

Mom and Dad

We Have Given You
Roots & Wings

We are so proud of the person you have become. Remember always

how much we love you. Mom, Dad, and Katie
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Courtney,

We're proud of

you and we
love you very

much!
Love,

Mom, Dad, and
Megan Carole
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Dearing-

You have blessed our lives more than we can say.

We are so proud of you, notjust for what you

have accomplished, but for what you stand for.

You will always be the "Most Preciousessst"/

Love,

Mom, Dad and Brew

And the peace of 6iod. which transcends all

understanding, will guard four hearts and

four minds in Christ Jesus.

Phil. 4:7
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Congratulations Princess Vanessa!

Our Artist, Sharp Shooter, Hunter, Diver,

Gourmet Chef, Traveler, and Adventurer

We are so very, very proud of your

accomplishments.

Aim High, Aim Far

Your Goal-The Stars

We love you, Mom, Dad, and Todd
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Ashley,
Children are a gift from God and you are our first

precious gift.

We love you and we are so proud of you.

Love, Mom, Dad, and David
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You have been the

sunshine in our lives

these past 18 years.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Jay



Ay prayer for you is that

>u will overflow more and

ore with love for others,

id at the same time keep on

owing in spiritual

lowledge and insight.."

lilippians 1:9

"Always be full ofjoy in the

"I am sure that God who i;
ord;I sa^ [t aSain '

re
J oice!

u *u a i
• , •

Don * worry about
began the good work within anything ;instead, pray about
you will keep right on everything; tell God your
helping you grow in his needs and don't forget to

thank him for his answers.
If you do this, you will

experience God's peace,
which is farmore wonderful
than the human mind can
understand."

Philippians 4: 4,6,7

grace..."

Philippians 1:6

Our hearts overflow
with thankfulness for

you. You are a

beautiful reflection of
God's love.

We love you more
everyday!

Dad, Mom, Tilden,

and Daniel

.
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People turn to you because you give voice to

dreams, notice little things, and make otherwise

impossible imaginings appear real. You are a

rare bird who thinks the world is beautiful

enough to try to figure it out, who has the

courage to dive into your wild mind and go

swimming there. You are someone who still

believes in cloud watching, people watching,

daydreaming, tomorrow, favorite colors, silver

clouds, dandelions, and sorrow. Be scared. Be

cool. Be wild. Go far. Words do more than plant

miracle seeds. With you writing them, they can

change the world.
-Anonymous

With all our love

Mom, Dad, and

Andrea



Keep Smiling and Lighting the World!

We're so proud of who you are.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Gretchen, Lisa, and Dave
m «*""
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Sarah, please remember-

Don't pout Don't overdress

Drive safely Get your rest Think before you leap!

^»

.

I

We love you! -Mom, Dad, and Lacy
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rhere are many things in

fe that will catch your eye,

at only a few will catch

3ur heart...pursue those."

"Whatever is true, whatever
is honorable, whatever is

pure, whatever is lovely... if

there is any excellence and if

anything worthy of praise,

let your mind dwell on these
things." Philippians 4:8

Hadyn,
You are in our hearts

always and are all

these things to us!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Tate
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Dear Vanessa,

We are supposed to say some clever words for your photo page - how we feel about our

little girl. There is no way to express in a few lines how proud we are of you and how much we

love you. The one thing we do know is that no matter what, you will make the most out of life.

Love,

Mom and Dad
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o matter what, we love mom

Your "Mollier" dud E.A.



"May the Lord bless and protect you; may the Lord's face

radiate with joy because of you; may he be gracious to you,

show you his favor, and give you his peace/' Numbers 6:24

WE LOVE YOU. MARGO

MOMMY, DADDY, KIRKE, EDWARD AND HELEN
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Congratulations,

and love always.

-Your Family
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"There will never be anything more special to me than my

daughter, Waller. She makes my life good, and I will always

be there for her, and hopefully she for me."
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I wish I may

I wish I might..

Meg,
You've pushed to explore your world from many perspectives, and

you've been a princess throughout the years. Congratulations!

Love.

Dad
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'OU'VE COME A LONG WAY, MEGGIE. WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU. LOVE, MOM & T.J.
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Morgan-
May your life continue to be filled with

art, music, friends, and travel.

All our love,

David and Marcia

U-llLL,

Uft



And I said to the man at the gate of

the year,

"Give me a light, that I may tread

safely into the unknown."

And he replied:

"Go out into the darkness and put

your hand into the hand ofGod.

That shall be to you better than

light and safer than a known way."

M. Louise Haskins

Love knows no limit to its endurance,

no end to its trust, no fading of its hope,

it can outlast anything.

Love still stands when all else has fallen.

We love you, Martha Grace

Mom, Dad, Alice, and Will

•fi
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Oh, the places you'll go!

The people you'll meet!

Dr. Seuss

Love ya bunches,

Moma

&z&
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Dearest

Emily,

Best wishes for a

successful future

All our love,

Mom, Dad,

Ruth, and Katie



"Imagine life as a game in which you are juggling some five balls in the air. You name them- work, family, health,

friends, and spirit- and you're keeping all of these balls in the air. You will soon understand that work is a rubber

ball. If you drop it, it will bounce back. But the other four balls- family, health, friends, and spirit- are made of

glass. If you drop one of these, they will be irrevocably scuffed, marked, nicked, damaged or even shattered. They

will never be the same. You must understand that and strive for balance in your life."

-CEO of Coca-Cola- Brian Dyson

We love you!

Mom, Doug, Stephen, Douglas, Adair, Christopher, Dad, Pam,
and of course, "Winnie"

}>o



To our precious Caroline,
You have brought such joy and happiness into our lives.

We love you,darling.

Hugs and Kisses,

Mom, Dad, and Heidi

Scatter seeds of kindness everywhere you go;

Scatter bits of courtesy- watch them grow and grow.
Gather buds of friendship, keep them till full-bloom;

You will find more happiness than you have ever known.
A. Raabe
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Michal,

You possess and have developed

the qualities and skills needed for a

life which will be productive,

beneficial to others, and which

brings happiness to yourself and

your family.

We are proud of you and

we love you.

Mom, Dad, Nonnie and Pawpaw

Michal,

You and I are not only sisters, but

we are the best of friends. I will

miss you when you go to college.

I love you,

Bernadette



Don't worry 'bout what you don't know life's a dance you learn as you go.

Good Luck, PaPa

Mom, Dad and Haley
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Lindsey,
You're our shining star! Follow your dreams and

remember how much we love you!

!

Mom and Dad
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Ashley,
Always remember these things:

We are so proud of you

!

You are valued!

You are precious!

You are loved!

You are brave and courageous

!

As you go forward always remember:
No matter what challenges you face,

Or what life deals you,

You are a fighter and a survivor,

Who has already fought a greatfight

!

So continue to follow your dreams,

And remember to keep thinking,

I can, I can, I can, and YOU WILL !

!

And always know how proud we are

of you and how very much we love

you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Zach



Congratulations Kate
We are so very proud of you! Go now and

follow your dreams with a song in your

heart! Remember, we'll be loving you

every minute of every day! May the light

of God surround you, the love of God
enfold you, and the strength of God sustain

you.

With much love,

Mom, Christine, and

John Tyler

Your future is only as bright as

your dreams.

Never limit your dreams!

I love you!

Dad



The road may have

seemed long at times,

but yourjourney

has just begun.

Congratulations

!

We love you, forever,

Dad, Jamie, and Gray
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Liz,

You light up our lives. From

the day you were born, a

certain brightness gleamed

around our home. Laughter,

amazement, and glee has

reigned. We know it's just

your "good natured way."

Thank you for sharing with

us! May God bless you

and keep you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Marie



e don't receive wisdom;

ve must discover it for

arselves after a journey

it no one can take for us

or spare us.

Marcel Proust

May yourjourney

be filled with wonder

and excitement.

We will always

love you,

Mom, Dad, and Anderson



"How can we thank God
enough for you in return

for all the joy that we
feel before our God
because of you?"

-I Thessalonians 3:9

you want to see

in the world

-Ghandi

g When you are pretty sure that an Adventure is

sbout to happen, brush the honey off your nose
?a and spruce yourself up as best you can, so as to
W3 look Ready for Anything! ! -Winnie the Pooh

We love you dearly, precious, and are so proud of you

-Mama, Daddy, John, and Winston
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We love you,

Babe!

Mom, Dad,

Logan, Burton,

and Grace

Rachel,
Honesty, truth, and plain HARD work
frame your world of imagination and
beauty. Embrace your dreams and

reach for the stars.

Welove you
Mom and Dad
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Peyton,

Follow your dreams,

Turn adversity into opportunity,

But most importantly-

Enjoy life's trip along the way.

Life

The sunset looms on the horizon,

The tiger lets out a roaring sigh;

Elephants trample through the sahara

As the purple sky closes on the terra.

The tiger stalks the prey with growling eyes;

She feels the fear from the chosen prey.

It runs fearing for its life,

As the white and black jets behind it.

The powerful jaws clamp without mercy.

The tiger lets out a boastful growl;

As the moon rises above the horizon.

-Peyton Waggoner
(b. 1981)
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Congratulations

Maryanne

!

We love you,

Goggie,
and we are so

proud of you.
Mom, Dad, and

Amy



Jrom the moment you were born

you stole our hearts. Dt has been ajoy

to watch you grow into the beautiful

young woman you have become. Continue

on the path you have chosen, ^our determinatiot

strong character, and desire to do your best

will lead you to the right places.

Our love always,

OWorn, ^Dad and Brie

lf>4



Lord,

Please grant to Becca
'the spirit of wisdom and

revelation in the

knowledge of who You
are..." -Ephesians 1:17

Becca,

"Draw near to God and

He will draw near to

you." -Jem. 4:8

Our love to you, Bee,

Mom and Dad
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Dear Kit,

Your life fills our

hearts with joy.

We are very

proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Tory,

and Flora
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Kristin... A joyful spirit... A focused life...



"She needs wide open spaces,

room to make a bis mistake.

She needs new faces;

she knows the highest stakes."

Booze,

You're off into the great wide

open, but remember that your big

sis is always there for you when
the wide open spaces get

too wide.

I love you forever,

Cath

"When you wake up in the

morning, Pooh,"

said Piglet at last,

"what's the first thing you say

to yourself?"

"What's for breakfast?"

said Pooh.

"What do you say, Piglet?"

"I say, I wonder what's going to

happen exciting today?"

said Piglet.

Becca,

At the dawn of the "next step,"

we wish you exciting and

fulfilling days. God bless you.

Love,

Mom and Dad

"I have a parachute out of

everything broken."

William Stafford

Becca,

You have an amazing ability to

capture beautiful images in an

imperfect world. I admire your

abilities. I admire you.

Love,

Bethany
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What We See in You
We see your zest for life

Your drive to achieve

In your compassionate heart

We do believe

We see your determined soul

Your spiritual side

Your generous heart

You cannot hide

We see your capabilities

And your creative mind
Talent like yours

Is hard to find

So press on harder

Be finer and better than we
You be smarter and wiser

Don't look back -> go forward
WeTlmiss you,

but you'll never be gone
because you live on
in our hearts for always

Love,

Mom, Mark, and Kathy
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This has been a special year

having you with us.

Best of luck in the future.

Love,

Terry, Suzanne, Sarah,

Alison, and Latham

DearMengmeng.
We will do everything you need for you, but

there are things that you have to do by yourself.

We wish the best for you.
Full of happiness you are to have

Mom and Dad's love,

So fortunate you are to have a sweet home
on the other side of the Pacific Ocean.

Wish you best of luck in 1999 and forever...

Love,
Mom and Dad



In Memory Of
Elizabeth Rose Hausman

1981-1996
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CONGRATULATES TO THE

CLASS OF 1999.

FINE APPAREL • ANTIQUES
2216 & 2205 BANDYWOOD D R I V E / N A S H V I L L E &
615.383.0028 • FAX61 5.383.283

- GIFTS & ACCESSORIES
347 MAIN STREET/DOWNTOWN FRANKLIN
8 • INFO@CECILELROD.COM

analog and digital solutions for the graphic arts industry

visit our website at

www.TAYLORIMPRESSION.com

Taylor Impression, Incorporated

+Nashville+

+Memphis+ +Knoxville+

+Chattanooga+ +Little Rock+ +Birmingham+
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ORAL SURGICAL INSTITUTE

324 22nd Avenue North

Nashville TN 37203

(615)329-4401

4761 Andrew Jackson Parkway #108

Hermitage TN 37076

(615)872-9186

Parman Lubricants

Parman Lubricants Company
7101 Cockrill Bend Blvd
PO Box 90907
Nashville TN 37209-0907
615 350 5565
FAX 615 350 8561
rbs@parmanlub.com
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Custom Framing

Original Art

Prints
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Victoria Bilyeu

Annamae Pierce

Pam Francis

Sarah Phy

Pat Wilier

Royal Oaks Plaza 1 1 6 Royal Oaks Blvd.

Franklin, TN 37064
Owner: Beth Bell 615-790-2942
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FabricHouse

4047 Hillsboro Rd.

Nashville, TN 37215

298-5441

Bandywood Fashion Square

(615) 383-6653
2140 Bandywood Dr.

Nashville, TN 37215

Janice Higgins

Diplomate of

American Academy
of Pediatric Dentistry

TIMOTHY E. McNUTT, SR., D.D.S.

Specializing in dentistry for young people

and the handicapped

2321 Crestmoor Road

Nashville, TN 37215

#H3l
^y ^GOLF SHOP*

Craig Parrish, Jr.

6K White Bridge Road • Nashville, Tennessee 37205

615-353-1330

Lonnie Young's
CHILDREN'S SHOES

2203 BANDYWOOD DRIVE
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37215

(615)297-3984

OWNERS - KEN, JUNE, and RANDY COFFMAN

The Linen Store
Established 1919

tiiut/iaM ^lautoti

VtuAt<n7/e, &A'37245

.Mien* fe/Sj 3S.3-6C62

.fax (6/5J 383-6043
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Bella Linea
fine linen -down -bath

Westgate Center • 6031 Highway 100 • Nashville, TN 37205
615-352-4041 FAX 356-8657

Old fashioned

HandMade

Iron l^eds

311



j&Lexander's
W RESTAURANT

John Wooley
Head Coach

73 White Bridoe Road • Suite 130

Nashville, Tennessee 37205 • Phone: (615) 352-0981

THE LATEST CLOTHES BY THE HOTTEST DESIGNERS

Michael K. Lee

Lee Insurance Agency

1719 West End Avenue, Ste. 720 W
Nashville,TN 37203

(61 5)32 1-8850 Office

(615) 321-2060 Fax

Registered Representative ofJefferson-Pilot Investor Services, Inc.

Securities offered through Jefferson-Pilot Investor Services, Inc.

Member NASD/FIPC.

VOTED BEST WOMEN'S CLOTI UNO STORE BY THE READERS OF THE NASHVILLE SCENE

ACCLURES
BELLE MEADE • LOCATED WHERE HIGHWAYS 70 S; 100 MEET • ISC-8S22

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 AM TILL 9 I'M SUNDAY I PM TILL (. I'M

MC.CLURES CHARGE, VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND DISCOVER

CONGRATULATIONS

CLASS Of

- Milestones Editors



Index
Twelfth Grade

Alii Alfery: 30, 34, 36, 56, 178, 194, 210

Helana Anderjack: 3, 30, 36, 57, 122, 135,

140, 141, 148, 176, 189

Emily Baker: 28, 36, 57, 190

Kelleigh Barmen: 12, 30, 36, 55, 58, 125,

138, 145, 183, 194

Haley Barnett: 14, 25, 34, 36, 55, 58, 178,

296

Annie Baron: 2, 12, 15, 21, 28, 37, 59, 128,

143, 176, 196, 198, 210, 299

Hastings Beard: 13, 18, 28, 37, 52, 54, 59,

137, 143, 148, 172, 176, 177, 194,

196, 210

Sara Beesley: 15, 24, 28, 37, 60, 128, 137,

149, 178, 188, 189

Beth Bishop: 26, 28, 34, 37, 60, 145, 195,

198, 210

Annie Biter: 6, 14, 18, 37, 53, 55, 61, 122,

133, 137, 172, 178, 185, 189,

210, 274

Hayes Blair: 25, 28, 38, 55, 61, 137, 143,

206, 210

Catherine Boehm: 15, 28, 38, 62, 180,

195, 206

Amanda Brown: 15,20,34,38,55,62, 150,

189, 196, 198, 206

Brie Brown: 38, 53, 55, 63, 122, 124, 159,

160, 161, 176, 178, 180, 190,

196, 199, 207, 209, 210, 286
Ellen Bucy: 14, 20, 28, 38, 63, 138, 176,

177, 182, 183, 186, 210

Abby Carden: 14, 25, 28, 34, 39, 64, 172,

180, 199

Susan Clark: 18,39,53,64, 122, 136, 139,

159, 176, 178, 180, 196, 199,

296

Cate Connery: 15, 18, 28, 34, 39, 54, 65,

150, 196, 198, 207, 296
Lynn Crabtree: 39, 55, 65, 178, 196, 199,

208

Emily Cummings: 2, 15, 18, 21, 39, 53, 54, 66,

122, 128, 129, 137, 142, 143, 148,

172 177, 188, 192, 194, 198, 201,

206, 299

Courtney Curb: 2, 21, 28, 34, 40, 66, 126, 129,

137, 150, 192, 197, 198, 201, 207,

299

Dearing Davis: 40, 67, 130, 132, 195, 199, 201,

210

Amanda Dixon: 12, 13,28,40,55,67, 132, 145,

183, 197, 198

Ashley Fairey: 15, 40, 52, 68, 122, 137, 148,

176

Vanessa Falk: 15, 18, 20, 28, 30, 40, 68, 130,

163, 172, 178, 188, 195

Ann Finley: 2, 21, 30, 34, 41, 54, 69, 128, 198,

201, 299

Evyn Fuller-Smith: 12, 41, 69, 132, 145, 172,

175, 178, 182, 183, 189

Lauren Gaffney: 14, 24, 28, 30, 41, 55, 70, 133,

149, 159, 164, 178, 180, 195, 199,

201, 296

Sara Glassford: 18, 25, 28, 30, 34, 41, 55, 70,

160, 161, 208, 210, 281, 286

Maria Gumina: 41, 53, 71, 122, 140, 142, 149,

176, 177, 178, 192, 194

Susan Harris: 15,28,42,71, 145, 172, 178, 183,

190, 201, 210, 296

Sarah Harwell: 34, 42, 72, 130, 163, 189, 196

Maggie Holt: 14, 25, 28, 42, 72, 122, 143, 151,

172, 190, 198, 206, 210

Hadyn Jackson: 28, 42, 54, 73, 210

Irene Jackson: 15, 28, 42, 54, 55, 73, 137, 142,

145, 175

Vanessa Jones: 28, 43, 74, 130, 180, 189, 194,

196, 197, 207

Markell Lewis: 2, 21, 43, 54, 55, 74, 126, 129,

130, 137, 143, 155, 180, 188, 196,

201, 206, 207, 286, 300

Sarah Lodge: 2, 15, 21, 43, 75, 129, 188, 189,

198, 211, 300

Katy Manier: 6, 18,30,34,43,52,75, 128, 137,

143, 188, 194, 197, 206, 210, 296
Margo Martin: 2, 12, 15, 21, 28, 43, 53, 54, 55,

76, 101, 124, 129, 139, 149, 177, 183,

188, 189, 197, 198, 282, 284, 286,

296, 300

Sara Mason: 2, 15, 21, 28, 34, 44, 76,128, 130,

189, 196, 285, 300

Andrea Mazer: 20, 44, 77, 128, 172, 1 8<-), 194,

282

Waller Mclnnes: 18, 44, 55, 77, 137, 296

Blaire McMeans: 44, 78, 148, 176, 192, 207,

210

Meg Milam: 14, 25, 34, 44, 55, 78, 178, 183,

190

Lucy Mudter: 45, 55, 79, 172, 206, 207

Morgan Ogilvie: 21, 45, 54, 79, 130, 172, 180,

189, 194, 201, 206, 210, 286

Martha Grace Orman: 1 5, 28, 30, 45, 53, 54, 55,

80, 122, 149, 172, 178, 188, 296

Olga Palatnik: 34, 45, 55, 80, 122, 140, 151,

21 1

Katharine Parish: 20, 29, 45, 81, 1 45, 1 83, 1 89,

195, 201

Brett Parsons: 15, 28, 46, 81, 195, 296

Emily Phy: 2, 21, 34, 46, 82, 122, 129, 136,

137, 143, 163, 189, 192, 207, 210,

298

Jaclyn Power: 28, 30, 46, 82, 136, 172, 178,

188, 189, 195, 196

Michal Resha: 14, 18, 33, 34, 46, 83, 164, 180,

190, 191, 192, 195, 199, 206

Caroline Richardson: 3, 46, 55, 83, 145, 178,

184, 211

Paige Rumore: 28, 47, 55, 84, 197, 274

Lindsey Scruggs: 30, 47, 84, 139, 149, 183

Megan Simmons: 13, 34, 47, 85, 195, 196, 201

Ashley Smith: 15, 20, 47, 85, 126, 143, 192,

201

Kate Souder: 12, 14, 18, 24, 28, 47, 86, 132,

133, 164, 178, 198, 201, 210, 277

Bunny Stream: 18, 28, 48, 86, 164, 178, 184,

190, 194, 196, 199

Liz Stringer: 28, 48, 54, 78, 87, 143, 182, 183,

194, 207

Kelsey Thompson: 25, 28, 48, 87, 206

Mimi Vemer:18, 28, 48, 88, 296

Lindsay Voigt: 3, 26, 34, 48, 88, 135, 136, 142,

144, 177, 178, 183, 192, 194, 206,

207, 296

Peyton Wagoner: 20, 49, 52, 89, 130, 163, 178,

196, 199

Genevieve Ward: 12, 28, 30, 49, 55, 89, 122,

151, 188, 190, 197

Maryanne Warner: 14, 18,49,52,90, 132, 172,

177, 182, 188, 189, 197, 207, 210

Tiffany Watson: 6, 28, 49, 55, 90, 137, 159,

160, 161, 172, 180, 188, 208, 286

Susan Wesley: 3, 28, 49, 55, 91, 122, 159, 172,

178, 190, 191

Becca White: 2, 3, 21, 28, 30, 50, 91, 128, 178,

182, 183, 195, 201, 301

Kit Wilkinson: 26, 28, 34, 50, 92, 136, 137,

143, 145, 148, 176, 195, 199, 201,

210

Kristin Wilson: 2, 21, 23, 34, 50, 55, 92, 125,

128, 136, 150, 172, 180, 197, 198,

201, 207, 211, 301

Rebecca Workman: 26, 28, 34, 50, 54, 93, 122,

148, 201, 210

Rachel Worell: 50, 93, 122, 125, 130, 151,

176, 182, 183, 194, 198, 211

179



Michelle Wright: 12. 15, 20. 24. 28, 51. 94.

178. 195, 198

Sara Zare: 1 8. 5 1 . 94. 1 59, 1 78, 1 88. 1 90. 1 9 1

.

194. 195

Sete Zare: 18. 30. 51. 95. 159, 178. 188. 190.

191

KunmengZhang:34.51,95, 180, 188, 189.211

Eleventh Grade

Alyssa Abkowitz: 12. 99, 103, 155. 209

Janna Alfery: 14. 27, 29. 99, 100, 102, 104,

105, 128. 132, 142, 164, 176, 177.

192

Sarah Allen: 27, 99. 103, 124, 135, 143, 149,

163, 176, 192, 197, 211

Kelley Anne Andrews: 28, 99, 103, 136, 139,

175. 182, 183

Molly Arvin: 99, 143

Sloan Ashley: 99, 132, 155, 192, 209

Bahar Azhdari: 99. 122. 128

Gayle Bandy: 99

Kerry Bartoe: 99. 122. 132, 135, 143, 192, 21

1

Lindsay Beckner: 28,99, 103

Katie Beesley: 27, 99

Kate Berry: 12, 27, 99, 139, 148

Lesley Bourke: 12, 100, 101, 131

Rachel Bressman: 20, 100, 101. 103, 128, 131,

197

Allison Byrd: 100, 195

Laura Cade: 100, 101, 131

Christie Caldwell: 12, 100, 104, 175, 201

Becky Calloway: 20, 100, 101, 131, 195

Amy Campbell: 100, 103, 124, 125, 143, 164,

176. 177, 190, 209

Megan Campbell: 99, 124, 132, 159, 176, 177,

192, 201

Megan Casey: 99, 100, 103, 137, 148, 181

Rachel Cherney: 12, 28, 100, 103, 139, 159,

176. 196, 209

Katie Christenberry: 12. 100, 101, 131. 195

Sasha ChudacotT: 100. 104. 183

Cathy Crafton: 101. 197. 201

Jessica Crowd 1: 101, 150, 195

Sloan Curtis: 101, 103, 104, 209

Fabienne Diskin: 101, 138, 183

Nicoll Doramus: 94. 101. 197

380

Brooke Earthman: 23, 101, 128, 191, 201

Nika Ferdowsi: 98, 99, 101

Lesley Foglia: 100, 101, 105, 122, 148

Allyson Foreman: 101. 102, 105, 136, 138,

182, 183, 196

Meg Fox: 101, 161, 209

Cynthia Gray: 101, 131, 139, 143, 186, 192,

195

Kathleen Hale: 98, 99, 101, 103. 159

Sarah Hargrove: 98. 102, 137

Reed Harrison: 99, 100, 101, 102, 105, 128.

159

Katie Hill: 6, 102, 120, 122, 137, 140, 148,

176, 183, 185

Kristina Hoge: 102, 182, 183, 186

Melinda Householder: 3, 102, 163, 195, 197

Katie Howell: 14, 28, 98, 101, 102, 105, 138,

183

Ruth Huggins: 98, 101. 102. 103, 105, 197,

201

Catherine Johnson: 102, 105, 182, 183

Molly Kaplan: 7,99. 100, 102, 126. 132, 176,

183, 185

Katie Koban: 98, 102, 103

Anna Lappalainen: 102, 139, 140, 143, 148,

192

Erin Lehner: 101, 102, 104, 128, 143, 195

Katie Levitt: 103

Marjorie Levy: 98, 103, 104

Jessica Lundin: 2, 26, 29, 98, 99, 100, 103,

104, 105, 300

Laura McAlister: 103, 181, 182

Sandy McCain: 26, 27, 29, 103, 104, 192, 197

Mackenzie McCracken: 14, 98, 103

Joanie McEnery: 23, 26, 103, 105, 133

Susan McGugin: 102, 103, 128, 132, 143,

192, 201, 208

Kimberly McKinney: 101, 103, 131, 197

Trisha McWilliams: 98. 103, 209

Hayden Morel: 98, 100, 101, 103, 142

Jessie Morris: 103, 137, 192

Sigrid Neilson: 27, 29, 104

Amanda Norman: 104, 182, 183

Spring Pami: 104, 183

Emily Priest: 103, 104. 143

Anne Rankin: 104, 183

Louise Riley: 3, 25, 28, 99, 103, 104, 122,

133, 151, 197, 201

Keely Robeson: 98, 104

Shannon Shillinglaw: 3, 99, 104, 142, 159, 201

Emme Simpkins: 18, 104, 164

Laura Snyder: 2, 13, 29, 99, 102, 104, 210, 301

Laurel Staples: 100, 104, 143

Bethany Switter: 101, 103, 104, 131, 197

Leigh Terry: 105, 302

Jacqueline Thompson: 21, 23, 101, 105, 201

Elizabeth Townsend: 13, 27, 99, 100, 102, lOf

128, 142, 175, 176, 177, 183, 185

Sara Trace: 12, 35, 105, 128

Lucy Kay Wall: 101, 105, 128, 136, 159, 197

Lindsey Wallace: 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 12'

126, 155, 176, 177, 192, 208

Catherine Walton: 105, 195

Rachel Wieck: 98, 100, 105

Erika Wilkinson: 101, 104, 105, 176, 177, ijv

183

Tenth Grade

Katy Adams: 107

IvanaBabic: 107,210

Ann Stewart Banker: 107, 113, 128, 164

Dacia Beard: 106, 107, 162, 182, 200

Stephanie Beatty: 106, 107, 112, 131, 162

Kate Blackmon: 23, 107, 111, 113, 155

Emily Burn: 107, 131, 142, 196

Evins Cameron: 107, 164

Catherine Carroll: 107, 108, 130

Chelsea Carter: 106, 107, 124, 177

Julie Cato: 107, 113

Rachel Chisolm: 106, 107, 113, 131, 162,

193, 211

Cory Chockley: 107

Grace Clayton: 3, 101,107, 112, 122, 133,

155, 181, 192

Emily Dade: 13, 23, 107, 111, 112. 113, 15

192

Elizabeth Edwards: 108, 109

Betty Blake Elrod: 108, 181

Ann Ezzell: 18, 107, 108, 111, 113, 155, 16

Sarah Fleming: 108, 110, 111, 112, 113

Carey Floyd: 108

Hannah Galbraith: 12, 24, 25, 27, 108, 1 1 1,

112, 113, 124, 132, 155, 177, 192,

195. 206

Michelle Gaskin: 106, 108, 162



162

155, 210

Filiz Genca: 106, 108, 162, 197

Kim Goldstein: 108,275

Kavita Gopaldas: 1 07, 1 08, 1 1 1 , 1 1 3, 1 3 1 , 1 40

Kellie Guider: 106, 107, 108, 111

Elise Hagan: 106, 108, 110, 112

Christen Harper: 27, 108, 1 1

Katie Harrell: 18, 108

Jennifer Harrison: 108

Leah High: 24, 107, 109, 133, 164, 176, 177,

182

Cara Himmelfarb: 108,109,111

Margaret Humbracht: 24, 107, 109, 113, 186

Sally Jackson: 109, 112, 1 13, 201, 208

Margaret Jones: 106,107,109,197

Anna Russell Kelly: 24, 109, 110, 112, 113

Netta Levran: 109, 110

Frances Lewis: 24, 107, 109, 111, 113, 131,

140, 162

Sutton Lipman: 109

Alexandra Littlefair-Molin: 105, 107, 109,

131, 140, 142, 210

Victoria Littlefair-Molin: 107, 108, 109, 210

Helen Martin: 109, 132, 144, 181, 198, 200

Margaret Martin: 107, 109, 1 10, 1 1 1, 1 12, 1 13,

124, 125, 161, 177, 192, 195, 206

Megumi Matsuda: 1 09

Mimi Mavo: 109, 111. 155

Zayce McCain: 18, 20, 1 10, 159

ramie McGee: 18, 110, 111, 155, 192

Vlickey McKee: 110,112,162

<.atie McKinley: 107,110,131,183
.isa McWilliams: 18, 110

rristen Mills: 107, 110, 138, 162

Elizabeth Mills: 13, 110

Vlolly Moore: 109, 110, 190, 191

Vlelissa Mosley: 110, 130, 181

Zatherine Mountcastle: 110

Zorinne Mynatt: 108,109,110

ratherine Nading: 110,113

vlegan Newman-Miller: 3, 12,25,55, 108, 110,

112, 192, 195, 206, 208

Susan Oliver: 18, 27, 107, 110, 159

\lice Orman: 27, 110, 113, 182,200

vleg Porch: 111, 181

Zasey Potash: 111, 162, 191

Elizabeth Ramsey: 106,111,177

>aige Roady: 18, 111, 112, 181

tosie Robertson: 20,111,140
Erin Russell: 111, 135, 155

>arah Schwaber: 107, 111, 1 13, 201

Vmy Scruggs: 1 1

1

200

3, 137,

, 113,

201

Kathleen Serck: 20, 107, 111, 159

LisaShipp: 13, 111, 112, 120

Toby Sinister: 110, 111, 132, 135, 182.

Kristen Skruber: 1 09, 110, 111, 112

Lizzie Smith: 24, 106, 1 10, 1 1 1, 1 12, 1 1

164, 196

Shannon Stone: 26, 111, 190

MaryCres Szarvvark: 26, 107, 110, 111.

122, 131, 132, 134, 135, 159,

Casey Taherian: 23, 27, 106, 111

Lauren Toth: 112, 159

Lauren Trent: 112

Becky White: 112, 197

Meredith White: 112, 113

Julie Wilson: 24, 111, 112

Ashley Wright: 23, 112, 133

Kazzie Zerface: 112,113

Ninth Grade

Katie Adams: 13, 18, 115

Jennifer Allen: 1 15

Audrey Ball: 114, 115, 138, 179, 182, 183, 197

Elizabeth Ballard: 28, 115, 159, 179, 206, 286

Mary Diane Bartoe: 1 1 5

Meredith Barton: 115, 131

Christine Bass: 114, 115, 179, 191

Megan Beckner: 27, 114, 115, 117, 132, 179,

194

Heather Brim: 1 15

Grace Brock: 115, 179, 191

Becky Brown: 18,115,117,160

Suzanne Brown: 115

Mori Buster: 115, 159, 179, 206

Laura Callaway: 28, 114, 115, 116, 119,206

Lauren Campbell: 1 14, 1 15, 1 17, 121, 165, 179

Caylan Cheadle: 114,115,117,179

Caroline Choate: 116,121,179

Emily Clark: 115, 116, 137, 142, 155, 179,201

Lauren Coleman: 22, 115, 116, 117, 164, 165

Haley Crumbo: 116, 181

Ellen Cummings: 18, 116, 142, 198

Thea Dickerson: 116, 179

Victoria Doramus: 26, 116, 179

Becca Durnin: 116, 179

Natalie Durr: 116, 179

Kim Ekrem: 22, 116

Kathy Faulkner: 18, 116

Alice Fort: 114, 116, 138

Ellen Fort:! 16, 138, 179

Kendall Fort: 1 16

Kara Frisch: 14, 1 16, 179

Ellen Fuson: 114, 115, I 16, 206

Scottie Gambill: 1 17, 183

Anna Guengerich: 1 17,140

Lauren Hallemann: 114, 117, 199

Celeste Harrison: 1 1 7, 1 79

Mary-Grace Harvey: 1 1 7, 1 79

Lauren Hills: 114, 115, 117, 135, 179

Molly Howell: 18, 117, 165, 191

Kara Huffstutter: 117, 115, 179

Sarah Hymes: 117, 144

Lana Ismail: 115, 117, 179, 194

Keats Johnson: 18, 114, 115, 116, 117, 206

Seema Kanwar: 117, 131, 1 42

Katie Kennedy: 117, 119

Charlotte King: 114, 117, 121, 145, 172

Leslie King: 117, 179

Danielle Kobylski: 22, 117, 194

Lena Kravtsov: 118, 140

Nina Kumar: 118, 131, 165

Kate Lainhart: 27, 28, 1 14, 1 16, 1 18, 1 19, 121.

122, 133, 163, 179

Amanda Larence: 114, 118, 165, 179, 191

Kathryn Larson: 118

Shirley Li: 118

Meri Long: 18, 114, 118, 119, 124, 142,201

EA Manier: 118, 121, 138, 182, 183 200 206

Abigail Markham: 114, 117, 118, 1 59, 1 79,

191

Whitney May: 118

Elisa McCabe: 118

Kate McCague: 1 1

8

Lauren McCathren: 3, 28, 115, 118, 155, 179,

194, 206

Rachael McCord: 118, 13 1, 144

Taylor Middleton: 118

Maria Molteni: 115, 118, 160, 179, 182, 200,

208

Caroline Moses: 114, 117, 119, 160, 179, 191

Sarah Odom: 18, 119

Lindsay Owens: 119,160

Jenny Paris-Cossu: 1 1

9

Jenny Patterson: 1 19, 179 , 201

Melissa Pinsly: 18, 119, 1 38

Ciana Pullen: 119, 193

381



Me? Ldgland: 119, 164, 182. 192, 200

Meredith Ramsey: 18. 114. 115, 1 19, 201

Abigail Ray: 117. 119. 142. 145. 210

Hannah Reed: 119

Sharon Rhett: 119. 160

Grace Richardson: 18. 1 14. 1 17. 1 19. 164. 179,

192

Heidi Richardson: 114. 119

Ellen Riley: 119

Cornelia Rowe: 114. 119. 194

Anne Sanders: 120

Ashley Shields: 120. 131

Sarah Soltman: 18. 120. 159

Krista Stanberry: 120. 159, 179

Elizabeth Stout: 120, 179

Courtney Thomas: 120. 131

Stephanie Tidwell: 18, 120. 159. 179, 191

Ariel Tobin: 120. 131. 140

Jessica Turk: 114, 120. 138

Amy Warner: 120

Neel Webb: 114. 120

Minje Whitson: 117. 120. 121

Tory Wilkinson: 120. 196. 210

Erin Williamson: 120, 159

Bradley Wright: 114. 115. 120

Eighth Grade

Kendra Abkowitz: 212. 215. 217, 250, 254.

255. 256. 259, 265, 269

Maggie Anderson: 215, 250

Katie Atkins: 214. 215, 244, 252

Sarah Anne Bargatze: 215, 218. 250, 254

Megan Bell: 215. 217

Betsy Beveridge: 214. 215, 217. 218, 219. 234,

265

Hays Brandon: 215. 219, 234, 244, 250, 252

Allison Chandler: 215. 234, 254, 255, 258

Tammy Cheng: 214, 215, 259, 265

Mary Chisolm: 13. 215. 239, 254. 266

Ashley Cole: 215, 217

Katie Crafton: 214, 215, 21 7. 219

Kaitlyn Currence:21 5, 253

Anna Derryberry: 212. 214. 215, 258, 259

Haley Dittus: 214. 215, 239

Lana Evans: 216

Kimia Ferdowsi: 215, 216, 217. 239

Sarah Gabbert: 13, 216, 252, 259, 270

382

Abby Gallagher: 215. 216, 254

Leigh Gernert: 212, 216. 218. 219, 234. 248,

254. 255

Laura Gibson: 216

Louisa Glenn: 20, 216. 219, 239. 240

Emmie Granbery:215, 216. 239. 250. 254. 265

Amelia Grimes: 13. 214. 216

Camille Grote: 13. 214, 216, 254. 267

AnnaHance: 13. 216.248, 265

Clare Harbison: 212, 216, 234. 239

Jessica Hartness: 13, 216, 217

Rachel Hearon:216, 259

Annie Huitt: 216, 217

Sara Isenhour: 217, 219, 239. 250. 252, 265

Cari Johns: 212, 217, 218, 219. 234, 250, 254,

255

Austin Jones: 217. 234, 244, 250, 252, 254, 265

Lauren Kantz: 214, 215, 217. 218. 219. 234,

254

Laura Lee: 217, 234, 239,254

Mary Liza Lentz: 216, 217. 254, 265

Sivan Levran: 217, 259

Becca Lewis: 212, 214, 216, 217. 254, 259,

265, 269

Sara Loeppke: 205, 215, 217, 248, 249

Amanda Jane Lloyd: 217

Lauren MacLeod: 217

Lindsay Mahan: 212, 217, 234

Emelie Matthews: 2 1

7

Anna Mayo: 13. 217, 219, 244, 248. 254. 265

Meg McNeill: 217, 239

Sara Morns: 215, 216, 218, 219, 239

Edna Nelson: 218

Katie Norwood: 218, 252. 253

Allison Oldacre: 13. 218, 254, 267

Coe Peterman: 218

Virginia Pirkle: 13, 214, 217, 218, 219, 244,

248, 250

Jennifer Price: 217, 218, 250, 254

Katherine Provost: 214, 215, 216, 218

Carolyn Richards: 218, 234, 258, 259

Sara Rodriguez: 168, 218, 219, 250

Sarah Sanders: 218

Becky Selwyn 212, 218, 253

Chauncey Short: 217, 218, 252

Raleigh Anne Simpkins: 1 3, 2 14, 2 1 8. 244, 248,

254, 265

Katie Smith: 217, 218, 250, 267

Mary Elizabeth Stengel: 218, 250, 254, 255,

265

Case Szarwark: 219, 253, 258

Adrienne Thomas: 214, 216, 217, 219

Hillary Thomas: 217, 219

Sara Anne Thomas: 219. 239. 244

Corey Thompson: 214, 215, 216, 217, 219, 252

Tori Tucker: 214, 219, 234, 248, 250, 252, 270

Ellen Van Voorhees: 214. 217, 219

Emily Wall: 217, 219, 234

Elizabeth Warner: 217, 219

Ashley West: 219

Anna Williams: 219, 252, 254, 259

Elizabeth Woodson: 219

Jingcai Zhu: 219, 234, 239, 258

Seventh Grade

Kim Alfery: 220, 221, 223, 224, 254, 255, 256

258, 262, 263, 268,

Elizabeth Atkinson:221, 222, 242, 262,263,26

Amy Baron: 221

Bridgette Beatty: 221, 256, 269

Jillian Bracewell: 221, 242, 254, 269

Laura Bryant: 221, 223, 249, 250, 252, 254,

255, 268

Jennifer Burn: 220, 221, 225, 234, 254, 255

263, 268

Callie Cohen: 221, 223, 242

Elizabeth Conrad: 221, 239, 244, 252

Emily Crowe: 220, 221, 234, 254, 262, 263, 26

Lauren Dagley: 222, 223, 237, 249, 262, 268

269

Ellen Davis: 220, 222, 223, 224, 237, 239, 24:

244, 249, 256. 263, 265, 269

Emily Dean: 222. 225. 256

Erin DeBruyn: 222, 242, 268, 269

Kerry Dietz: 222, 249, 256, 268

Laura Elrod: 222, 234, 237, 263, 269

Rachel Esterday: 222, 250, 254, 263, 269

Laine Evans: 222, 223, 225, 259, 268

Courtney Groshong-Dunn: 221, 222, 223, 22<

234, 237. 242, 250, 254, 256

Tara Herbert: 222, 225, 237, 253, 258

Melinda Higgins: 223, 225, 237, 253, 258

Hadley Hines: 223, 225, 242, 263, 268

Kafhryn Holt: 223, 224, 268

Rachell Howell: 223, 234, 237, 248, 249, 25

262, 263, 269



Wesley Hughes: 220, 221, 222, 223, 234, 239,

244, 249, 250, 252, 263

Grace Johnson: 223, 249, 256, 269

Virginia Kelley: 222, 223, 225, 254, 268

Berry Kennedy: 212, 221, 223, 234, 256, 263,

265, 267, 268

\nnatte Levran: 212, 223, 225, 234, 237, 239,

268

irama Lewis: 220, 222, 223, 224, 234, 237,

244, 252, 256, 262, 268

Abigail Lipshie: 221, 222, 223, 234, 250, 269
ocelyn Losetter: 223, 224, 249, 254, 262, 268

>arah Mayhan: 212, 224, 225, 256, 263, 265,

269

Jannah Menefee: 220, 22 1 , 224, 225, 253, 262,

263, 268, 269

.aura Miller: 221, 222, 224, 234, 250, 252

)ru Nelson: 222, 224, 237, 242, 263, 268

)livia Peterson: 220, 221, 222, 224, 237, 258,

268,

unanda Powell: 221,. 224, 225, 263, 265, 269
immy Powell: 223, 224, 253, 263, 268, 269
,auren Powell: 221, 222, 225, 265, 268
Hilary Prim: 221, 224, 263, 268, 269

'aroline Ramsey: 221, 222, 223, 225, 225, 237,

239, 260, 262, 263, 265

aige Robinson: 224, 265

V^-i t.oi>\ COPY copy

illy Sawyer:221, 224, 242, 269
atie Seals: 212, 223, 225, 234, 237, 239, 242,

244, 252, 256, 262, 263, 269
osanne Siman: 221, 223, 225, 249, 263, 269
luren Simpson: 220, 221, 222, 223, 225, 263,

266, 269

ancy Sisk: 221, 223, 225, 234, 237, 244, 249,

250, 252, 256, 258, 259, 262, 263,

268, 269

tina Smith: 22, 225, 262, 263, 265, 269
Aecca Spigel: 222, 224, 225, 268

nbin Steele: 225, 237, 239, 249, 263

izabeth Stewart: 222, 223, 225, 250
iristine Taherian: 223, 225, 268

ilerie Trent: 222, 223, 225, 242, 268
ina Trotter: 221, 222, 223, 2225, 237, 250,

252, 256, 268

•ace Wachtler: 223, 224, 225, 237, 262, 268
egan Wallace: 224, 225, 237, 256
;ely Wamp: 220, 223, 225, 249, 255, 256, 268
nily Willard: 222, 225, 254, 262, 268
eg Wright: 225, 234, 237, 242, 268, 269
ura Wright: 215, 225, 249, 269,

Bevilaqua: 221, 223, 254, 263, 269

Sixth Grade

Lyndsey Adcox: 227, 238

Annie Brooks: 227, 238, 251, 255

Hilary Brown: 227,238,239

Ashley Carter: 227, 238, 256, 266

Danielle Cherney: 227, 238, 248, 255

Ceci Creagh: 227, 238, 255

Mary Cooper Cummings: 18, 227, 238

Perry Del Favero: 227, 238, 255

Emily Fisher: 227, 236,238

Jeanne Fitch: 227, 238

Anna Gernert: 227, 236, 238, 239

Kathleen Goetz: 227,238

Margaret Anne Gray: 227, 238, 251, 255, 265

Kate Gregory: 227, 236, 238, 239

Caitlin Heyman: 227, 238

Sarah Lovett:227, 238

Rachel Lowe: 228, 238, 251

Melissa McCord: 228, 238, 248, 251, 255, 260
Ryan McLaughlin: 228, 238, 25 1, 255, 256, 265
Hadley Miller: 228, 236, 238, 255

Annie Mulgrew:228, 238, 239, 251, 255

Allison Oldham: 228, 238

Helen Rankin: 228, 238, 251, 255

Estee Simpkins: 228, 238, 251, 255, 265

Taylor Sitzler: 228, 238, 239, 251

Stacey Stanton: 228, 234, 238, 251, 255

Morgan Stengel: 228, 238, 239, 248, 251, 253,

254, 255

Cacky Tate: 228, 238, 251, 255, 265

Carson Whitehead: 228, 238

Allison Wiseman: 228, 238, 251, 255

Katherine Wood: 228. 238. 251. 255

Fifth Grade

Susan Barcus: 231, 242,255

Maiy Katherine Bartholomew:231, 251, 255

Ali Berryman: 231,266

Lindsay Boyd: 231, 255, 256

Alex Brandon: 231, 251

Lindsey Cochran: 231, 253,255

Julia Corker: 231, 267

Elizabeth Darwin: 231, 242, 266

Alana Essig: 231

Jamie Gordon: 231, 255

Elizabeth Grote: 231, 255, 267

Jane Coleman Harbison: 231, 255, 256

Callie Kestner: 232, 251, 255, 256

Emily Killian: 232, 242

Jaclyn Marie Kireyczyk: 232, 255

Angeline Mariani: 232, 256, 267

Elta Mariani: 232, 267

Carsen Maxwell: 232, 251,255

Aly McCathren: 232, 242, 251, 255, 256
Georgia McKay:232

Hays McWhirter: 232, 251, 255, 265

Sarah Mercy: 232, 255

Alex Nelson: 232, 242, 255

Dare Oseas: 232

Taylor Parrish: 233, 251, 255

Jillian Peterson: 233

Allison Phipps: 233, 242, 255

Ashleigh Robinson: 233

Emme Short: 233,242, 255

Margaret Tipton: 233

Margaret Walker: 233, 242

Denton Whitson: 233

L
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Friends gained momentum breezing through another

successful season by adding story lines about Phoebe giving birth, Ross

and Emily's divorce, and Monica and Chandler's new relationship.

Cameron Diaz turned heads and stomachs in the summer

surprise blockbuster There's Something About Mary with Ben

Stiller and Matt Dillon. There was also a huge demand for the

movie's scene-stealing Border terrier in a cast. Twentieth Century

Fox made only 820 of the stuffed dog promotional items. The hit

made more than $220 million.

OThe comedy Shakespeare in

Love, starring Ben Affleck

and Gwyneth Paltrow,

celebrated Shakespeare's genius

and won Golden Globes for Best

Screenplay and Best Comedy

Film.

Gamma Liaison

Audiences and critics alike responded to the brilliant

characters, witty wordplay, and physical humor found in Frasier.

The show won an Emmy for Outstanding Comedy Series and

Kelsey Grammer and David Hyde Pierce both won Emmys for

their portrayals of the Crane brothers.

Adam Sandler's movie

career soared. He followed the

success of The Wedding Singer

with Waterboy, a comedy that

made $122 million.

The WB's coming-of-

age-drama, Felicity, drew high

ratings among 1 8 to 34-year-olds

in upper income households.
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Jim Carrey won a

Golden Globe for best actor in The

Truman Show. The movie was

also nominated for three Oscars.

Dawson 's Creek

continued to keep the attention of

viewers with its handsome cast

and controversial subject matter.

Saving Private Ryan

gave a graphic account of the

violence of World War II and

earned Steven Speilberg

Golden Globes for best director

and best film. The blockbuster

took in $188 million the first

time, and was re-released in

February. It received an Oscar

nomination for best picture.

Gamma Liais

Fast-talking Chris Tucker proved himself to be star

material as a Los Angeles Police detective in Rush Hour. He teamed
with Jackie Chan in this action comedy that made more than $139
million.

Fox's Ally McBeal
remained a favorite for its

offbeat humor and received a

Golden Globe Best Comedy
Series Award.

Top 10 movies of 1998:

Sauing Private Ryan

There's Something About Mary

The Truman Show

Shakespeare in Love

A Bug's life

The Waterboy

Rush Hour

Armageddon

Lethal Weapon 4

Enemy of the State

news •other news •other

• Gus Van Sant recreated Alfred

Hitchcock's 1 960 Psycho with

Vince Vaughn as Norman
Bates and Anne Heche

playing the shower victim.

1 Favorites that continued to

earn high ratings included

Just Shoot Me, the X-Files,

Dharma and Greg, Touched

By An Angel, Spin City, JAG,
and Everybody Loves

Raymond.
• New shows such as Jesse,

That '70s Show, Sports

Night, and Will and Grace

were popular with fans

and critics.

We bid farewell to one of

TV's greatest shows, Seinfeld.

The last episode aired

May 14.

Michael J. Fox walked away

from the Golden Globe

Awards as best actor in a

comedy/musical series. Fox

revealed earlier in the year

that he had been suffering

from Parkinson's disease for

the past seven years.

The 1st annual TV Guide

Awards, where winners were

chosen by viewers in a mail-in

survey, was held in February.

TVs most eligible bachelor,

Today 's Matt Lauer, tied the

knot with Annette Roque.

Ethan Hawke and Uma
Thurman married May 1 in

Manhattan. HomeAlone star,

1 7-year-old Macaulay Culkin,

said "I do" to Rachel Miner,

also 17.
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George Clooney left

the very successful drama ER to

pursue more movie opportunities

He plans to produce some

television shows and make guest

appearances on ER next season.

The summer blockbuster Armageddon was well received by movie audiences. Bruce Willis,

Liv Tyler, Ben Affleck, and a killer asteroid kept audiences on the edge of their seats.

20th Century Fox TV/Shooting Sta

TheABC law drama,

The Practice, won a Golden

Globe and an Emmy for Best

Dramatic Series. Star Dylan

McDermott took home a Golden

Globe, while Camryn Manheim

earned an Emmy and Golden

Globe for Best Supporting Actress.

Fans crowded theaters to see Mel Gibson and Danny

Glover together once again in Lethal Weapon 4. Hong Kong martial

arts star Jet Li made his American debut in the film while comedian

Chris Rock added comic relief as Glover's future son-in-law.

What were yc-
hWiTTI irj (H [rVUmiTi

shows and movies?

Hollywcxxl put the spotlight on insects this year with the release

ofA Bug's Life and Ant:..A Bug's Life t(X)k in more than $148 million, and

opened with the highest grossing Thanksgiving weekend in history.

news •other news* other!

Phil Hartman, best known for

Saturday Night Live and

News Radio, died. Puppeteer

Shari Lewis and funny man
Flip Wilson lost their battles

with cancer. We said goodbye

to Roy Rogers, Gene Autrey,

and TV's well-known dad,

Robert Young. Gene Siskel,

of the movie critic team

Siskel & Ebert, died in

February.

Sarah Michelle Gellar's

career skyrocketed. TV's

Bujfy the Vampire Slayer

mixed typical teenage crises

with supernatural deception

and horror. Gellar starred in

two movies. Simply Irrestible

and Cruel Intentions.

Today 's Katie Couric battled

to educate Americans about

colon cancer after losing her

husband to the deadly disease

last year. Couric \s place at

NBC remained firm with a $7

million contract.

After more than 10 years of

marraige, Demi Moore and

Bruce Willis called it quits.

Rosie O'Donnell's live daily

talk show continued to win

the hearts of viewers. It won

an Emmy for Best Talk Show

as well as a TV Guide Award.

4 Television and movies • Television and movies • Television and movies • Television and movies • Television and movi



At 17, Monica released

her second successful album, The

Boy is Mine. The Georgia native's

career has rocketed since her first

album, Miss Thang. With her new

mature sound, success seems to be

her destiny. Teaming with Brandy

on the single, The Boy is Mine,

the duo won a Grammy for Best

R&B Performance ByA Duo.

Tim McGraw scored

his eighth number one single

with Where the Green Grass

Grows. He won the Country

Music Association's Award for

Album of the Year for his album

Everywhere which produced six

singles. He and wife Faith Hill

also became parents for the

second time.

Toronto's Barenaked Ladies became extremely popular

with their album. Stunt. They were part of the summer's H.O.R.D.E.

tour and their single, One Week, went to number one on the

Billboard Hot 100.

Barry King/Gamma Li
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••••••••••
;
• other news •other i

Alanis Morisette's second

album. Supposed Former

Infatuation Junkie, sold

460.000 copies its first week of

release. Her song. Uninvited.

won Grammys for Best Rock

Song and Best Female Rock

Vocal Performance.

Geri Halliwell's June

announcement to leave the Spice

Girls was a shock to fans,

especially since it was made the

night before the beginning of

their North American tour.

Jennifer Love Hewitt's single.

How Do I Deal, off the / Still

Know What You Did Last

Summer soundtrack was

popular. She is one of many

television and movie stars to

enter the music industry.

Will Smith won three American

Music Awards in January 1 999

for Favorite Male Artist.

Favorite Album, and Favorite

Male Soul/R&B Artist. He

received a Grammy for Best

Rap Solo Performance with

Gettin 'Jiggy Wit It. He also

won two honors at the MTV
Music Video Awards.

Silkk the Shocker's Made Man
sold an impressive 2-KHXX)

copies its first week in stores, the

highest sales so far in 1 999 for a

single album.

Garth Brooks hit the road

touring and grossed S35 million

while his album Sevens spent

10 weeks at number one on the

Country charts. His Double

Live and Untiled Series albums

also hit the the number one slot,

making him the first artist in 23

years to land three albums at

number one in one year.

Legendary musician James

Taylor was awarded the

Century Award. Billboard's

highest honor.

Fans were shocked when Toni

Braxton tiled for bankruptcy after

several successful years in music.

LeAnn Rimes' hit How Do I live

set a record for longest lime on the

Billboard Hot 100 with 69 weeks.

Groups like Squirrel Nut Zippers.

Cherry Poppin" Daddies, and the

Brian Setzer Orchestra revived

the Swing movement.

Sheryl Crow received a

Grammy for Best Rock Album

for The Globe Sessions

• •••••••••

OThe Dave Matthews Band

album. Before These

Crowded Streets, debuted at

number one last May. The band

was the second 1 998 top concert

money earner, with more than

$40 million.

Madonna's music and

appearance have softened since

motherhood. She won Grammys

for her album Ray ofLight which

received Best Pop Album and the

single, Ray ofLight, which

received Best Dance Recording.

In 1998, Jewel stayed

busy with her album Hands

which sold 10 million copies. She

also released a poetry book. A
Night WithoutAnnor, which

sold more than 500,000 copies.

OJust a week after its release,

Lauryn Hill's debut solo

album. The Miseducation of

Lauryn Hill, climbed to the top of

the Billboard charts. Hill wrote

and produced the entire album

which received 10 Grammy
nominations. Hill won 5

Grammys. including one for Best

R&B Album and Best New Artist.

Evan Agostiiii/Gamma l iatson
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The Backstreet Boys sold more than 22 million records

worldwide. With hits like I'll Never Break Your Heart and All I Have

To Give, their fresh faces and dance club music have teens and even

some adults screaming for more.

With her album Come

On Over selling 18.5 million

copies and her song Still the One

receiving a Grammy for Best

Female Country Vocal Perfor-

mance, Shania Twain had quite a

year. The Canadian took in $34

million in concert revenues and

earned more American Music

Award nominations than any

other musician.

• •••••••••
news •other news •oilier

Celine Dion appeared in VH 1 's

Divas Live along with pop divas

Marian Carey, Aretha Franklin,

Carole King, and Shania Twain.

Dion earned $55.5 million and

sold 28 million albums. She won

two Grammys forMy Heart Will

Go On.

Long-time legend Elton John was

in the number one spot for concert

sales, earning $46.2 million.

The all-male pop group 'N Sync

had two top 40 hits. / Want You

Back and Tearing Up My
Heart. Their self-titled album

went platinum.

Multi-platinum recording artist

Sarah McLachlan put together the

second Lilith Fair festival, which

celebrated women musicians.

Britney Spears, 17, found

success with the single . . .Baby,

One More Tune. The song

landed at number one on

Billboard's chart.

Although the Goo Goo Dolls

have been together since the 80s,

they scored their first number one

hit with Iris, which received

three Grammy nominations.

Their album, Dizzy Up tfw Girl,

went platinum.

Barbra Streisand. 56, and James

Brolin, 58, exchanged vows.

Linda McCartney, wife of Paul,

lost her battle with breast cancer.

The music world also said

farewell to Carl Perkins. Tammy
Wynette, Eddie Rabbit, and

Junior Wells.

• ••••••••

Australian-born Natalie Imbruglia dominated airways for a

year with her first single, Torn. Her album, Left ofthe Middle, sold

more than five million copies.

The Dixie Chicks three-part harmony mixed classic country

sound with contemporary style. Their album, Wide Open Spaces, made

them one of the biggest selling new acts of 1998. They took home the

Horizon Award at the 32nd annual Country Music Awards. They scored

big at the Grammys, winning Best Country Album with Wide Open

Spaces and Best Country Performance ByADuo for There's Your Trouble.
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OOn
December 19, President

William Jefferson Clinton

became only the second

President in history to be

impeached by Congress. Kenneth

Starr's investigation culminated

with the House of Representa-

tives being presented with four

articles of impeachment. The

House adopted two of the articles

and the stage was set for a Senate

trial. The impeachment trial

lasted five weeks and ended on

February 1 2 with President

Clinton's acquittal on charges of

perjury and obstruction ofjustice.

On February 29, 1962, John Glenn became the first

American astronaut to orbit the earth. Glenn, 77, took his second space

voyage on October 29, 1998, aboard the shuttle Discovery. Returning

after nine days, Glenn found readjusting to gravity to be the greatest

challenge of the mission. He was welcomed back to earth with a New
York City ticker tape parade.

Brad Markel/Gamma Lia Eldeifield/Gamnia Li

On his 85th pastoral trip outside of Italy, Pope John Paul II

traveled to the United States and Mexico. His return to Mexico was

significant because it was the country where he made his first foreign

trip as Pope. His visit to St. Louis was his first trip to the Gateway To

the West.

both pin

Two officers were killed

when 41 -year-old Russell Weston

charged into the U.S. Capitol

building and opened fire. Weston

had a history of mental instability

and violence. He was caught and

charged with murder. The victims.

Officer Jacob Chestnut (top), and

Special Agent John Gibson

(bottom), were called heroes for

their braveiy and sacrifice.

Sygma

None of the 229 people

on board Swiss Flight 1 1

1

survived the September 2 crash

on the coast of Canada's Nova

Scotia. The cause of the crash

was reported to be faulty wiring.
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Jordan's King Hussein,

63, died of cancer. He ruled

Jordan since 1952, longer than

any other leader in the middle

east. Hussein played a crucial

role in the peace process between

the Palestinians and Israelis. His

funeral procession was attended

by nearly a million people. His

son, 37-year-old Prince Abdullah,

is heir to the throne.

Newt Gingrich

resigned as Speaker of the

House after the Republicans lost

five seats in the House of

Representatives in the

November elections.

Food was a powerful

weapon in Sudan's 15-year civil

war. Officials of the famine-plagued

country allowed an airdrop of food

from the U.N., but it was impossible

to feed all of the hungry.

Sygma

^J^^ Even after promising full cooperation, Iraq's Saddam Hussein continued to frustrate and restrict

U.N. arms inspectors. The United States and Great Britain joined forces in a December 17 strike against

military targets in Iraq. In the months following the attack, Hussein increased military activity and went on

the offensive with dog fights in the "no-fly" zone.

What was the most

significant euent to

youP

ODr.
Jack Kevorkian made

headlines once again when

CBS's 60 Minutes aired a

videotape of the Michigan doctor

assisting a suicide. He was

arrested and charged with first

degree murder.

Eric Rudolph, the

prime suspect in the January 29,

1998, bombing of a Birmingham,

Alabama, abortion clinic that

killed one person and seriously

injured another, remained on the

loose as one of the F.B.I.'s Most

Wanted fugitives. Rudolph was

believed to be hiding in the hills

of North Carolina. The fact that

he was an avid outdoorsman has

led searchers to think it may be a

long time before he is found.
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••••••••••

• In Texas. James Byrd Jr., a 49-

year old African American, was

dragged by his ankles behind a

truck driven by three white

men, all of whom were charged

with murder.

• Three Utah sisters all gave birth

on the same day. March 1 1

.

despite almost impossible odds.

Strangely enough, the baby that

was due last was born first.

• Former Governor ofAlabama

and four-time presidential

candidate George Wallace died

in September.

• A large number of people

contracted e-coli in 1998. It

was discovered in water

supplies, meat products, and

various water parks across

America. Two-year-old McCall

Akin died after contracting

e-coli at an Atlanta water park.

• University ofWyoming
freshman Matthew Shepard

was beaten and left to die

October 12 after leaving a

campus hangout with Russell

Henderson, 2 1 , and Aaron

McKinney, 22. Shepard's death

ignited an outpouring of

sympathy and protests from

gay rights activists.

• •••••••••

Indonesian President

Suharto stepped down from a 32-

year reign in May after a three-

day protest outside of Parliament.

Although Vice President B.J.

Habbie was sworn in until 2(303,

conditions did not improve and

protests continued. As a result.

Parliament agreed to hold new

elections in the spring.

Houston's Nkem
Chukwu became the first woman
to give birth to a surviving set of

octuplets. The first baby was born

December 8 and the rest came on

December 20. Seven of the eight

babies have survived.

Thousands were wounded and 224 killed when the U.S.

embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, were bombed.

Saudi exile Osama bin Laden was suspected of being behind the

terrorist attacks. President Clinton retaliated with a missile strike.

Seven men were arrested in connection with the bombings.

OOn
March 24 in Jonesboro,

Arkansas, Mitchell Johnson,

13, and Andrew Golden, 1

1

opened fire on Westside Elemen-

tary students and teachers who
were evacuating the school

during a fire alarm. The boys,

who were positioned in nearby

woods, killed four girls and one

teacher, and wounded 10 others.

^^ ^^ In China, monsoon

rains caused the Yangtze River to

flood to levels not reached since

1954. Damages were estimated at

$30 billion and 3.656 were

reported dead.

Marcus Olenmk/Syg

Extensive fires caused by

long-term-drought forced

70,000 people to flee their

Florida homes in July. The

National Guard, Marines, and

firefighters from across the nation

battled the flames.
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Hurricane Mitch's fury hit hard, killing more than 1 0,000

people in Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua and

leaving some two million homeless. Eight days of rain and 1 80-mile-

an-hour winds followed the hurricane which was said to be the

deadliest storm in the Atlantic in 200 years.

Jesse "The Body"

Ventura became the governor of

Minnesota in January. The

former Navy SEAL and

professional wrestler pulled off a

stunning upset in November

winning the governor's race as a

member of the Reform party.

Clint HaUam, a 48-

year-old New Zealander, was the

recipient of the world's first hand

transplant. Unfortunately, after

the September surgery in Lyons,

France, Hallum disappeared and

broke all contact with the doctors

on the transplant team.

Noel Quidu/Gamma Liaison Stephanie Ruet/Syg

El Nino was blamed for extremely hot and rainy weather

around the world. The unusual weather patterns were caused when

ocean currents and winds began changing in early 1997. In Africa, the

weather was deadly, causing a spread of Rift Valley fever. The disease,

transmitted by mosquitos, killed 89,000 people.

OThe GM strikes that idled

161,000 workers and shut

down nearly all GM
production plants in North

America came to an end July 29.

MBob Livingston

succeeded Newt Gingrich

as Speaker of the House

then abruptly resigned after

confessing to marital infidelity.

Six-term Dlinois Congressman

Dennis Hastert was chosen to

replace him.

Russian democracy

advocate Galina Starovoitova was

killed in St. Petersburg. The

country's leading liberal legislator

appeared to be the victim of a

professional assassin. Moscow's

political class expressed outrage

and despair over the rampant

corruption in politics.

• • • • •

Some 9,000 jobs were

expected to be lost worldwide

with Exxon's purchase of

Mobil for $73.7 billion in

stock, making it the richest

deal ever.

On February 1 , a powerful

explosion in the Dearborn,

Michigan, Ford Motor plant

left one dead and many

injured. It was believed that

one of the boilers in the

powerhouse plant was

responsible for the explosion.

The plant was Ford's largest

concentration of factories.

A magnitude-6 earthquake hit

Armenia, Colombia in

January, leaving thousands

homeless and killing over

900 people.

The largest industrial merger

in history took place when the

world's number six car

company, Chrysler, joined

with number 15 Daimler-

Benz to create the fifth largest

car company in the world.

Former three-pack-a-day

smoker Patricia Henley was

awarded $50 million in

punitive damages after suing

Phillip Morris. The 52-year-

old was diagnosed with

inoperable lung cancer last

year and blamed the tobacco

company for getting her

addicted to cigarettes at a

young age and misleading

her about the dangers of

smoking.

• ••••••••
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Trends &
Americans were "ready

to rumble" this year with the

popularity of professional

wrestling on the rise. There was

much debate between wrestlers

from the old school who fight to

prove they are the best and

newcomers who believe in more

intense entertainment.

Technology
OA

talking chihuahua proved

to be a great marketing tool

forTaco Bell. His catch

phrase, *'Yo quiero Taco Bell"

( meaning "I want some Taco

Bell.") saucy voice, and

swaggering strut made him an

especially hot dog!

Volkswagon introduced its new "Beetle"' in March of 'S

and by January of '99 had sold 100,000 cars. The car also won awards

as North American Car of the Year, JD Powers and Associates Most

Appealing Small Car, and Consumer Digest's Best Buy.

nj si.ii Gary Marshall/Shooting Star Gary Marshall/Shooting Star

Fashion designers looked to the past to create the newest trends in clothing. Calf-length skirts and

capri pants, elbow length shirts, carpenter pants, spaghetti strap dresses and tops, and clunky shoes were

seen everywhere. Long, straight hair and the bob began to come back. Adidas, GAP, Old Navy, and

Abercrombie & Fitch were some popular name brands with teens.

March 9. 1999, marked

Barbie's 40th birthday. The

number one teenage fashion

model was honored by Mattel

with the introduction of Crystal

Jubilee Barbie and the Gala

Edition 40th Anniversary Barbie.

'.^J

The "must have" toy for

Christmas this year was the Furby,

a small, furry bundle that speaks.

The furby's vocabulary increased

over time, and it interacted by

sneezing, giggling, or speaking.
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The controversial Russian Mir space station made headlines

as it conducted experiments with mirrors in space. Scientists were

attempting to bring light to northern countries such as Russia and

Canada during the dark winter months.

OThe country began to jump,

jive, and wail as swing

dancing returned. The music

and dance has an upbeat sound

and movement not seen since

the 1940s.

Another big hit for

children this year were

Teletubbies, brightly colored

characters with televisions in

their tummies. The foursome

originated in England and

enchanted children everywhere.

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. Paul Fenton/Shooting Star

Apple introduced its

Mac computer, translucent with a

round mouse. The fast, inexpensive

computer hit stores in August with

a 233-MHz G3 chip, a 24X CD-

ROM drive, and a 15-inch monitor.

Henna tattoos were a

hot trend, giving people the

opportunity to decorate then-

bodies without the permanance

of regular tatoos. They could

even be done at home with a kit.

1998 Trends:

volkswagon Beetle

Henna tanoos

Swing dancing

Furbvs

Teletubbies

Cargo pants

Professional wresting

tMac computer

Flat television screens

Palm Pilots

news •other news* other!

Palm Pilots were popular with

consumers. The newest

version, the Palm Pilot V,

made the already convenient

item even better. It had an

anodized aluminum case and

an advanced LCD screen with

lithium-ion batteries that could

be recharged in minutes.

Saturn introduced the world's first

three-door coupe. The third door

did not raise the cost of the car,

making it even more attractive.

Emily Rosa, 1 1 , of Colorado

made news when she published

a paper in the Journal of the

American Medical Association

that presented the results of

her two-year study on

therapeutic touch.

Philips introduced the 42" Flat

Plasma Television. The 4.5"

wide set was formatted to be

hung on the wall and had a

160°viewing angle. An
expected one million units are

to be made by the year 2000.

Writeable CDs became more

mainstream, allowing computer

users to save large amounts of

data, up to 640 megabytes.

Lymerix, a vaccine developed

by SmithKJine Beecham, was

found to prevent Lyme disease.

The disease was expected to

reach a record high this year as a

result of El Nino's warmer

temperatures and extra moisture.

OGame Boy got better with

Game Boy Color. They came

in solid or transparent purple,

and the screen display was color.

Pre-existing games could be

played in color also.
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Olympic triple gold

medalist and track superstar

Florence Griffith Joyner, 38. died

from a cardiac condition. Her

track records have remained

unbroken.

news •other news •other

• France upset Brazil 3-0 to win

its first World Cup.

• Garth Brooks attended the San

Diego Padres spring training in

hopes of playing pro baseball.

• After playing in 154

consecutive majors. Jack

Nicklaus announced that he

would retire in the year 2000.

• Lee Janzen won the U.S. Open

golf title for the second time.

• The NBA found itself in a lock

out that lasted through the new

year and prevented players

from representing their country

at the World Championship.

• Joe DiMaggio died at 84. His

56-game hitting record

still stands.

P"" Jnnaihon Daniel/Allsport

Jefl ( Jordon began ^^"^fc Randy Johnson was

1 999 in the best way possible by not affected by his mid-season

winning the Daytona 500. It was trade to the Houston Astros. He
Gordon's second Daytona 5(X) won 10 of 1 1 starts and posted an

win in three years. ERA of 1 .28.

Jed JacohMitin/Allvpim

^£ ^^ Tennessee had a 1 3-0 year which led them to the Fiesta

Bowl. They beat Florida State 23-16 for the national championship.
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The New York Yankees pulled off a winning year with a

great roster of veteran pitchers and hitters. The strong team led the

Yankees to the earliest playoff spot in history and a World Series

sweep of the Padres.

Mark O'Meara was the PGA player of the year after

winning the Masters and the British Open. He had the distinction of

being the oldest player in PGA history to win two majors in one year.

ORace horse Real Quiet had

hopes of a Triple Crown after

winning both the Kentucky

Derby and Preakness. Those hopes

faded as Victory Gallop won the

Belmont Stakes run on June 6.

Female boxing gained

popularity. Women brought a

freshness to the sport which may

soon become a part of

mainstream boxing.

Vincent Laforet/Allsport Al Bello/Allsport

Todd Warshaw/AU sport

Cynthia Cooper, the

guard for the Houston Comets,

led her team to a second

consecutive WNBA title and won

her second MVP award while

averaging 27 points per game.

news • other news • other

Larry Bird won the NBA
Coach of the Year and was

inducted into the Hall of Fame.

Former heavyweight fighter

Mike Tyson made headlines

when he sued Don King for

$100 million, and when he lost

his temper in the hearing to

regain his boxing license.

Ken Griffey, Jr. hit 19 home runs

over three rounds of the All-Star

home run hitting contest.

The San Antonio Spurs

enjoyed their title as the

greatest turnaround in NBA
history. The Spurs won 56

games this year.

NBA star Dennis Rodman

married MTV host Carmen

Electra in a spur-of-the-

moment wedding.

After 25 years with the

University of Nebraska, football

coach Tom Osborne retired.

Al Bello/Allsport

After a 14-year basketball

career, superstar Michael

Jordon retired in January.

Considered by many to be the

greatest basketball player in

history, he won five MVP awards

and six NBA Championships

with the Chicago Bulls.

Chinese gymnast Sang Lan

was paralyzed while warming

up for the Goodwill Games in

New York. Her Olympic dreams

were shattered, but she found

comfort with the family that cared

for her until her own could arrive.

Robin Bowman/Sygma
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John Elwav led the Denver Broncos to a second consecutive

Super Bowl victory. The Broncos defeated the Atlanta Falcons 34-19.

Quarterback Elway was unsure if he would return for another season

to trj to win a record-setting third consecutive Super Bowl.

20-year-old Se Ri Pak

from Korea won the U.S. Women's

Open in Wisconsin. This was one

of two major wins, and she set an

LPGA tournament record.

,.i Ml |

Detroit beat Washington 4-0 in the Stanley Cup Finals,

w inning their second consecutive title. The Red Wings were honored
w hen 1 .2 million fans celebrated in downtown Detroit.

The St. Louis Cardinal's Mark McGwire beat Roger Maris'

record of 6
1 homeruns in a single season. McGwire ended

the season with 70 homeruns.

Top 10 performers in 1998:

Mark McGwire

Sammy Sosa

Lisa Leslie

Jen Gordon

JohnBway

Cynthia Cooper

SeRiPak

Venus UIHams

Mark O'Meara

Mchael Jordan

Sammy Sosa was close

behind Mark McGwire and

also broke Roger Maris'

single-season homerun record.

Sosa ended the season with

66 homers.

<i..ry M Pnnr/Alkport Olive Bronskill/Allspon

The Williams sisters, Venus and Serena (left to right),

breathed new life into tennis with their strong personalities and big-

hitting games. Venus stayed in the top ten list of players and sister

Serena remained in the upper teens.
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